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Abstract
The main focus of this thesis is the search for heavy, neutral Higgs bosons decaying to two tau leptons. The existence of such bosons is predicted by certain Beyond-the-Standard-Model (BSM) models such as Two-Higgs-Doublet Models and the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM).
The search was conducted in the mass range between 200 GeV and 2.5 TeV using proton-proton collision data collected by the ATLAS detector at the LHC in the years 2015-2018 at a center-of-mass
energy of 13 TeV. The analysis was split into two rounds. In the first round, the analysis group
followed the same strategy as the one used in a previous paper analyzing only 2015 and 2016 data.
The author’s main task within the analysis group was to validate the estimation of background
contributions with QCD jets misidentified as tau leptons in events where one of the tau leptons
decays to leptons and the other one to hadrons and a neutrino (‘τlep τhad decay channel’). In this
analysis round, no evidence of new bosons was found, and new exclusion limits were set on the
BSM Higgs boson production cross-section times the branching ratio to two tau leptons (modelindependent limit) and on the phase space of two MSSM benchmark scenarios (model-dependent
limits). In the second analysis round, improvements were introduced to the analysis strategy.
The author’s task was to develop machine learning models for discriminating between signal and
background events in the τlep τhad decay channel. The goal was to obtain a better performance
compared to the standard final discriminating variable, the mass variable mtot
T . Boosted decision
trees and mass-parameterized neural networks were trained using mass variables and kinematic
variables. Ultimately, the best performance was obtained with boosted decision trees, improving
the expected model-independent exclusion limits by up to 67.5% and 28.6% for low-signal-mass
events with and without b-jets in the final state, respectively. At the time of submitting this thesis,
the second analysis round was ongoing.
Two additional areas of focus are presented in this thesis. The first is a theoretical examination
of the possible link between the Higgs mass fine-tuning problem and the cosmological constant
problem, taking into consideration Veltman and Pauli divergence-cancelling conditions, as well as
the Standard Model effective field theory. The possible role of BSM Higgs bosons is discussed
here. This part of the thesis is the result of a collaboration between the author and Steven Bass.
The second area of focus is the validation of ATLAS Monte Carlo samples containing tau leptons.
Validation studies included polarization measurements, branching ratio and kinematic variable
checks, and comparisons of input variables for the ATLAS tau-lepton-identifying boosted decision
tree model.
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Streszczenie
Głównym tematem niniejszej rozprawy są poszukiwania ciężkich, nienaładowanych bozonów Higgsa
rozpadających się na dwa leptony tau. Istnienie takich bozonów jest przewidywane w niektórych
modelach spoza Modelu Standardowego, jak na przykład w modelach z dwoma dubletami Higgsa
i w Minimalnym Supersymetrycznym Modelu Standardowym (MSSM). Poszukiwania obejmowały
przedział mas od 200 GeV do 2.5 TeV i wykorzystywały dane ze zderzeń protonów, które zostały
zebrane przez detektor ATLAS na LHC w latach 2015-2018 przy energii środka masy równej
13 TeV. Analiza była podzielona na dwie rundy. W pierwszej rundzie grupa wykonująca analizę korzystała ze strategii używanej we wcześniejszej wersji analizy, w której badano tylko dane
z lat 2015 i 2016. Głównym zadaniem autorki wewnątrz grupy była walidacja estymacji tła z
dżetami QCD niepoprawnie zidentyfikowanymi jako leptony tau, w zdarzeniach, w których jeden
lepton tau rozpada się na leptony, a drugi na hadrony i neutrino (‘kanał rozpadu τlep τhad ). W tej
rundzie analizy nie stwierdzono obecności nowych bozonów. Wyznaczono nowe limity wykluczające ich istnienie powyżej pewnych wartości iloczynu przekroju czynnego na produkcję bozonu
i współczynnika rozgałęzienia bozonu na dwa leptony tau (limit niezależny od modelu) oraz w
pewnych obszarach przestrzeni fazowej dwóch wersji modelu MSSM (limit zależny od modelu).
W drugiej rundzie analizy wprowadzono ulepszenia strategii. Zdaniem autorki było stworzenie
modeli uczenia maszynowego do rozróżniania sygnału i tła w kanale rozpadu τlep τhad . Celem było
uzyskanie poprawy czułości analizy względem używania standardowej zmiennej dyskryminacyjnej,
którą była zmienna masowa mtot
T . Wytrenowano zboostowane (wzmacniane) drzewa decyzyjne
oraz sieci neuronowe sparametryzowane masą używając zmiennych masowych i kinematycznych.
Najlepszą czułość uzyskano stosując zboostowane drzewa decyzyjne; oczekiwany limit niezależny
od modelu został poprawiony o maksymalnie 67.5% i 28.6% dla zdarzeń z niskimi masami sygnałowymi, odpowiednio w stanach końcowych z i bez dżetów b. W momencie składania tej pracy
analiza jest ciągle w toku.
W rozprawie poruszane są jeszcze dwa tematy. Pierwszym są teoretyczne rozważania o możliwym związku między problemem ‘nienaturalnie dostrojonej’ masy bozonu Higgsa i problemem
stałej kosmologicznej, w kontekście warunków Veltmana i Pauliego na kasowanie się rozbieżności
oraz w kontekście Modelu Standardowego jako efektywnej teorii pola. Omówiona jest również
możliwa rola dodatkowych bozonów Higgsa. Ta część rozprawy jest skutkiem współpracy między
autorką a Stevenem Bassem. Drugim tematem jest walidacja ATLAS-owych próbek Monte Carlo
z leptonami tau. W ramach walidacji sprawdzane były: polaryzacja, współczynniki rozgałęzienia i
rozkłady zmiennych kinematycznych leptonów tau oraz rozkłady zmiennych wejściowych do zboostowanego drzewa decyzyjnego używanego do identyfikacji leptonów tau w eksperymencie ATLAS.
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Introduction
The development of the Standard Model, a theory describing elementary particles and three of the
four fundamental interactions, was one of the great successes of 20th century physics. 2012 marked
the year when the last particle predicted by the Standard Model - the elusive Higgs boson - was
finally discovered at the Large Hadron Collider. This exciting discovery led to questions about
the future of high-energy physics and an intensified focus on extensions of the Standard Model so-called Beyond-the-Standard-Model (BSM) models. These models seek to explain phenomena
which are not explained by the Standard Model, such as the existence of neutrino masses and the
- apparently - ‘unnaturally fine-tuned’ mass of the Higgs boson. Historically, a lot of focus was put
on supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model. In addition to predicting a yet-undiscovered
‘superpartner’ particle for each Standard Model particle, the simplest supersymmetric model also
predicts the existence of an additional Higgs doublet, resulting in a total of five Higgs bosons.
These Higgs bosons continue to be the object of searches at the Large Hadron Collider. One of
these searches, the search for heavy neutral Higgs bosons decaying to two tau leptons with the
ATLAS experiment, will be described in this thesis.
The thesis is split into two parts: Background and Results. Background will cover the basics
of theoretical and experimental (high-energy) particle physics, machine learning, and the workings
of the Large Hadron Collider and the ATLAS detector. In Results, the author will discuss four
areas of focus: theoretical musings about the possible link between the Higgs mass puzzle and the
cosmological constant puzzle, validation studies of Monte Carlo samples with tau leptons used by
the ATLAS experiment, and two contributions to the ATLAS search for additional neutral Higgs
bosons decaying to two tau leptons - the validation of estimated background and the development
of a machine learning model for differentiating between signal and background events.
Author contribution statement
The author’s contributions to studies described in each chapter of the Results part of this thesis
were as follows:
• Chapter 6. The author collaborated with Steven Bass on a theoretical paper published in
Physics Letters B [1], with a longer discussion in conference proceedings published in Acta
Physica Polonica [2].
• Chapter 7. The author conducted a series of Monte Carlo validation studies requested by the
ATLAS Tau Combined Performance Group and the ATLAS Weak Boson Group, including
one study done jointly with Joseph Patton. Results were documented in an internal note
written by the author. Some results were also included in a paper written by the Weak Boson
Group, which was undergoing internal review in preparation for journal submission at the
time of submitting this thesis.
• Chapter 8. The author was involved in the first round of the Run 2 ATLAS BSM H/A →
τ + τ − search. The author’s tasks in the analysis group included validating background with
QCD jets misidentified as tau leptons, producing ntuples, and contributing to ongoing analysis framework development. The analysis was published in Physical Review Letters [3]. The
author also published a conference note about the analysis in Acta Physica Polonica [4] on
behalf of the ATLAS Collaboration.
• Chapter 9. The author contributed to the second round of the Run 2 ATLAS BSM
H/A → τ + τ − analysis by developing machine learning classifiers for the τlep τhad decay channel. The work involved training and evaluating the performance of boosted decision trees and
1

neutral networks, investigating different tau lepton ‘working points’, and analysis framework
development. The analysis was ongoing at the time of submitting this thesis.
Notation
Throughout this thesis, particle categories (ex. electrons, quarks, fermions) will refer collectively
to particles and their antiparticle counterparts, unless otherwise specified. Since much of the
discussion will involve tau leptons and their many possible decay modes, the following notation is
introduced to differentiate between various objects:
• l(±) ∈ {e± , µ± , τ ± } - any charged lepton,
• `(±) ∈ {e± , µ± } - light charged lepton (electron or muon),
• τ (±) - tau lepton,
• τlep - tau lepton decaying to leptons,
• τhad - tau lepton decaying to hadrons and a neutrino,
• τvis - ‘visible’ tau lepton decay products: all decay products except for neutrinos, which
escape detection,
• τhad-vis - ‘visible’ products of a hadronic tau lepton decay.
Additionally, the speed of light in a vacuum is set to c = 1.

2

Part I

Background

3

Chapter 1

Theoretical Background - the
Standard Model and Beyond
1.1

The Standard Model of particle physics

The Standard Model of particle physics is a theory developed mainly throughout the 1950’s1970’s [5–21] which describes all known elementary particles and three of the four fundamental
forces - electromagnetic, weak, and strong - which govern their interactions. Only the gravitational force, which is much weaker compared to the other three, is not included in the model.
Elementary particles, in the current understanding, are point-like with no internal structure, but
can have properties like mass, electric charge, and spin (a quantum number which is an intrinsic
form of angular momentum). Figure 1.1 shows all elementary particles grouped by particle type.
There are two main classes: fermions, which have half-integer spin, and are considered to be matter
particles, and bosons, which have integer spin and act as force carriers.

Figure 1.1: The Standard Model of elementary particles. [22]
On the fermion side, there are again two classes of particles: quarks and leptons. Quarks interact via all three forces described by the Standard Model and bind together to form composite
(non-fundamental) particles called hadrons, which include the protons and neutrons that make
up atomic nuclei. Leptons do not interact via the strong force; electrically-neutral leptons, called
neutrinos, only interact via the weak force, while electrically-charged leptons interact weakly and
electromagnetically. Both quarks and leptons are arranged in three ‘generations’ with increasing
masses and decreasing lifetimes. In each lepton generation, there is an electrically-charged lepton
with -1 charge (electron, muon, or tau lepton) and a neutrino of corresponding type (‘flavor’). In
5

each quark generation, there is one ‘up-type’ quark with +2/3 electric charge and one ‘down-type’
quark with -1/3 electric charge, for a total of six quark flavors: up u, down d, charm c, strange
s, top t, and bottom b. In addition, there are ‘antimatter’ equivalents of fermions, with the same
mass but opposite electric charge and chirality - a property related to spin, which will be discussed
in Section 1.1.4. With the exception of the electron, u quark, and d quark (and their antimatter
equivalents), which are stable, charged fermions decay via the weak interaction, transforming into
multiple other, lighter fermions.
On the boson side, there are five types of elementary particles: massless gluons, which carry
the strong interaction; massless photons, which carry the electromagnetic interaction; massive Z
and W ± bosons, which carry the weak interaction; and finally massive Higgs bosons, fluctuations
of the Higgs field involved in a spontaneous symmetry breaking process which generates masses
of Standard Model particles. The Higgs boson is the only scalar (spin-0) boson in the Standard
Model; other bosons, called gauge or vector bosons, are spin-1 particles.
Mathematically, the Standard Model is formulated in terms of gauge quantum field theory
(QFT), a theory merging quantum mechanics and special relativity. The fundamental objects in
QFT are not particles, waves, or wave functions (as in quantum mechanics) but fields - entities
which have physical quantities defined for each point in spacetime. There is a field corresponding
to each type of fermion shown in Figure 1.1 - an electron field, a u-quark field, and so forth. There
is also a Higgs field. For vector bosons, the relationship is more complicated, as will be shown
in Section 1.1.4. Since these fields are quantum rather than classical, they are operator-valued:
they act on quantum states and generally do not commute. This non-commutativity makes boson
self-interactions possible.
The dynamics of these fields and the quantum states they act on are described by the Lagrangian density (called the Lagrangian for short), a function of fields and their derivatives. The
Standard Model Lagrangian was formulated using certain assumptions about internal symmetries
of the model - degrees of freedom that do not correspond to changes in the physical state. The
symmetry group (gauge group) of the Standard Model is SU (3)C ×SU (2)L ×U (1)Y , where SU (3)C
describes the symmetry of strong interactions and SU (2)L × U (1)Y describes the symmetry of electroweak interactions. Here, C refers to color charge, L refers to left-handed particles, and Y refers
to weak hypercharge; these concepts will be discussed in later sections.

Figure 1.2: Examples of Feynman diagrams. The diagram on the left represents the interaction of
an electron and a positron (anti-electron) involving the exchange of a virtual photon. The diagram
on the right represents the same process, but with the virtual photon interacting with a virtual
fermion-antifermion pair.
The Lagrangian can be used to calculate particle decay rates and cross-sections of different
physics processes (probabilities of particle interactions). Both of these depend on two fundamental
quantities: the transition amplitude from the initial state to the final state, also called the matrix
element, and the available final state phase space. The calculations are done in the framework of
perturbation theory, where solutions to problems that are too complex to be solved exactly are
approximated with ‘perturbed’ versions of simpler, solvable problems. This can be formulated as a
power series expansion and truncated at some order to give approximate solutions with acceptable
accuracy. The recipe for calculating the matrix element is given by Feynman rules [23], encapsu6

lated in schematic drawings called Feynman diagrams. These drawings include lines for particles
involved in the interaction (including force carriers) and vertices where the interaction takes place.
Each line and vertex contributes an expression to the matrix element calculation. Lines leaving
the diagram (not bounded by vertices) represent ‘real’, observable particles with mass m, energy
E, and momentum p values obeying the energy-momentum relation [24]:
E 2 = (pc)2 + (mc2 )2 ,

(1.1)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum. Internal lines bounded by vertices represent ‘virtual’
particles, transient quantum fluctuations which do not have to obey this relation, though they
still obey the laws of conservation of energy and momentum. Virtual particles are created not
only during interactions of real particles, but also spontaneously in the vacuum. A variation of
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle [25, 26] states that there is a limit to the accuracy with which
time and energy can be simultaneously determined:
~
,
(1.2)
2
where ~ = 6.582... × 10−22 MeV · s is the reduced Planck constant [27] (this constant is determined
from exact values and does not have an uncertainty). A consequence of this is that virtual particleantiparticle pairs with an energy of E can be created out of the vacuum, if their lifetime does not
exceed time t given by this relation. These virtual particles can interact with other real and virtual
particles, and are represented in Feynman diagrams as loops. An example of a Feynman diagram
with and without a loop is shown in Figure 1.2. The number of possible loops in a Feynman
diagram for any given physics process is unlimited. Loop-less, tree-level Feynman diagrams are
used as the first approximation in the calculation. Diagrams with increasing numbers of loops act
as higher-order corrections (also called radiative corrections), increasing the accuracy. However,
there is a problem: since virtual particles can carry arbitrarily high momenta, the corrections are
logarithmically divergent; this is also referred to as ultraviolet divergence.
∆t∆E ≥

Luckily, there is a set of techniques for mathematically taming the divergences and obtaining
physical results: regularization and renormalization [16–18]. Regularization modifies the loop
integrals in such a way that the ‘bare’ parameters in the original Lagrangian, like coupling constants
(parameters which describe the strength of interaction between particles) and particle masses, are
finite. This can be accomplished in many ways. Two possibilities are cutoff regularization and
dimensional regularization. Cutoff regularization assumes some maximum energy beyond which
our understanding of physical laws is insufficient and loop integrals cannot be evaluated. This has
a simple physical interpretation but is not Lorentz invariant. In the more widely used dimensional
regularization, loop integrals are evaluated in 4 −  rather than four dimensions, where  has a
small nonzero value. The result depends on the regularizer, such as the cutoff or the value of .
Renormalization (in some specific scheme) is then used to rewrite the theory in such a way that
it depends only on experimentally-measured values of parameters, called physical or pole values,
and not on the regularizer. This involves the introduction of counterterms to the bare parameters.
Dimensional regularization is usually followed by renormalization in the minimal subtraction (M S)
or modified minimal subtraction (M S) scheme [28,29]. In the M S scheme, only the divergent part
of the radiative corrections is absorbed into the counterterms. In M S, a universal constant which
always appears in divergent Feynman diagram calculations is also absorbed into the counterterms.
It should be emphasized that in renormalizable quantum field theories, physical results should not
depend on the regularization scheme. A consequence of these procedures is that Standard Model
parameters are not true constants, but ‘running constants’: their value depends on the energy scale
at which they are measured. This running is encoded in beta functions (also called renormalization
group equations):
∂g
β(g) =
,
(1.3)
∂ log(µ)
where g is some running constant and µ is the energy scale.

1.1.1

The electromagnetic interaction

The electromagnentic interaction describes interactions between electrically-charged particles mediated by a massless, chargeless boson: the photon. This interaction can be described by a rela7

tivistic, Abelian gauge theory with the symmetry group U (1)EM , called Quantum Electrodynamics
(QED) [30]. The QED Lagrangian describing the interaction between a charged fermion field ψ
and the electromagnetic (photon) field Aµ takes the following form:
1
LQED = ψ̄(iγ µ Dµ − m)ψ − Fµν F µν .
4

(1.4)

Here, µ and ν are four-vector spacetime coordinates, γ ν = {γ 0 , γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 } are Dirac (gamma)
matrices, ψ̄ = ψ † γ 0 is the Dirac adjoint of ψ, Dµ = ∂µ + ieAµ + ieBµ is the gauge covariant
derivative, m is the mass of the charged fermion, e is the elementary charge (the electric charge
of the electron), Aµ is the covariant four-potential of the electromagnetic field generated by the
fermion, Bµ is the external electromagnetic field, and Fµν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ is the electromagnetic
field tensor. The dimensionless coupling constant describing the strength of the coupling between
charged particles and photons is the fine-structure constant α:
α=

e2
,
4π~c0

(1.5)

where 0 is the vacuum permittivity. The fine-structure constant has a value of approximately
1
137 [27] at very low energy scales.

1.1.2

The strong interaction

The strong interaction gives rise to the strong nuclear force, which binds quarks together in composite particles called hadrons and binds nucleons in atomic nuclei. In this way, it is responsible for
holding most ordinary matter together. The strong interaction can be described by a non-Abelian
(non-commutative) gauge theory called Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). This gauge theory is
based on the gauge symmetry group SU (3)C . The strong force carrier is the gluon, a massless
boson analogous to the photon in QED. Much like electromagnetically-interacting particles carry
electric charges, strongly-interacting particles carry ‘color’ (C) charges - intrinsic properties which
govern how these particles interact, but have nothing to do with visual perception. There are a
few important differences between electric and color charges. For one thing, color charges come
in six types, called red, antired, green, antigreen, blue, and antiblue. Quarks can carry only one
color charge at a time: either red, green, or blue. Likewise, antiquarks can carry either antired,
antigreen, or antiblue charge. The color of a quark or antiquark is unrelated to its flavor. While the
photon does not carry electric charge, the gluon carries a mixture of color charges: one color charge
and one anticolor charge. While this gives, in principle, nine possible color-anticolor combinations,
gluons actually form a color octet under SU (3)C .
Strongly-interacting particles exhibit color confinement [31]. This means that they form composite states - hadrons - where the total color charge is ‘white’, in analogy to visible light. The
simplest ways for this to occur are to have a bound state of a quark and an antiquark with complimentary color-anticolor charges or three quarks with one of each color charge. The first type
of bound state is called a meson, while the second type is called a baryon. Since gluons exhibit
self-interaction, they should in principle be able to form bound states called glueballs, but these
are difficult to detect experimentally [32]. Quarks and gluons cannot exist in the free state. If
separated from bound states or created in physics processes, they rapidly undergo hadronization,
forming hadrons with quarks and gluons created from the vacuum. The only exception to this is
the t quark, which decays via the weak force before it can hadronize. The process of hadronization
is non-perturbative (it cannot be described by perturbation theory) but can be modeled fairly
accurately with phenomenological models.
Another important property of QCD is asymptotic freedom [19, 20]: the strength of the strong
interaction decreases asymptotically as the length scale decreases and the energy scale increases.
This allows for the confinement of quarks and gluons within hadrons at low energies; however, at
high energies quarks interact weakly enough that perturbative calculations are possible. Hadrons
can be thought of as containing valence quarks (the quark composition that gives a hadron its
‘identity’, such as two u quarks and one d quark for the proton) and a sea of gluons and quarkantiquark pairs created due to gluon splitting. These pairs can also annihilate back into gluons,
and the two opposing processes are in constant flux. Non-valence quarks are referred to as sea
8

quarks.
The QCD Lagrangian takes the following form:
1
LQCD = ψ̄i (i(γ µ Dµ )ij − mδij )ψj − Gaµν Gµν
a .
4

(1.6)

Here, ψi are quark fields and (Dµ )ij is the covariant derivative:
(Dµ )ij = δij ∂µ − igs λaij Gaµ ,

(1.7)

√
where λaij are Gell-Mann matrices, gs is related to the strong coupling constant αs via gs = 4παs ,
and Gaµ are gluon fields with color-anticolor combination a. Finally, Gaµν is the gluon field strength
tensor:
a b c
Gaµν = ∂µ Gaν − ∂ν Gaµ + gs fbc
Gµ Gν ,
(1.8)
where f abc are structure constants of the SU (3) symmetry group.

1.1.3

The weak interaction

The weak interaction is responsible for the radioactive decay of atoms, including nuclear fission.
It affects all fermions - particles with ‘flavor’ - and is mediated by the massive Z and W ± bosons.
This interaction can be described by a non-Abelian gauge theory called Quantum Flavordynamics
(QFD), but is better understood in the framework of electroweak theory, which will be discussed
in Section 1.1.4.
There are two types of weak interaction: neutral-current and charged-current interaction. The
first type is mediated by the electrically-neutral Z boson, which does not change the electric
charge of the fermions. The second type is mediated by electrically-charged W ± bosons, which
allows the interacting fermions to change their electric charge and flavor. The charged-current
weak interaction is the only type of Standard Model interaction which allows the flavor of fermions
to change; flavor-changing neutral currents are forbidden at tree level in the Standard Model. In a
scenario where fermion mass eigenstates and flavor eigenstates are the same, flavor changes would
only be allowed to occur within fermion generations, ex. a u quark (in a bound state) changing to
a d quark through the emission of a W ± boson, or an electron changing to an electron neutrino.
In reality, the mass and flavor eigenstates of quarks are different, causing quarks to exhibit flavor
mixing, which is described by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix V [33, 34]:
 0 
 
d
Vud Vus Vub
d
s0  =  Vcd Vcs Vcb  s .
(1.9)
b0
Vtd Vts Vtb
b
The vector on the left-hand side of the equation contains flavor eigenstates, while the vector on
the right-hand side contains mass eigenstates. The usage of down-type quarks in this equation is a
convention; a formulation with up-type quarks would be equally valid. The mixing is quite small.
Measurements currently put the magnitudes of CKM matrix elements at the following values [27]:

 

|Vud | |Vus | |Vub |
0.97370 ± 0.00014 0.2245 ± 0.0008 0.00382 ± 0.00024
 |Vcd | |Vcs | |Vcb |  =  0.221 ± 0.004
0.987 ± 0.011
0.0410 ± 0.0014  . (1.10)
|Vtd | |Vts | |Vtb |
0.0080 ± 0.0003 0.0388 ± 0.0011
1.013 ± 0.030
The squares of these values correspond to transition probabilities.
A similar mixing occurs for neutrinos. This was first postulated by Pontecorvo [35] and later
discovered by the Super-Kamiokande experiment [36], which observed neutrino oscillations: spontaneous flavor changes in neutrinos propagating through space [37]. Neutrino mixing is described
by the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (PMNS) matrix U [38], which links flavor eigenstates
νe,µ,τ and mass eigenstates ν1,2,3 :
  
 
νe
Ue1 Ue2 Ue3
ν1
νµ  = Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3  ν2  .
(1.11)
ντ
Uτ 1 Uτ 2 Uτ 3
ν3
9

The implication is that neutrinos have non-zero masses, though they must be very small - experimental upper limits have been set at sub-eV levels [27]. The magnitudes of PMNS matrix elements
are quoted as 3σ (99.7%) confidence level ranges [39]:

 

|Ue1 | |Ue2 | |Ue3 |
0.801...0.845 0.513...0.579 0.143...0.156
|Uµ1 | |Uµ2 | |Uµ3 | = 0.233...0.507 0.461...0.694 0.631...0.778 .
(1.12)
|Uτ 1 | |Uτ 2 | |Uτ 3 |
0.261...0.526 0.471...0.701 0.611...0.761
The degree of mixing is larger compared to quarks.
The weak interaction is also the only fundamental interaction that violates parity (P ) symmetry,
the symmetry under an inversion of spacial coordinates:
ψ(t, x, y, x) → ψ(t, −x, −y, −z).

(1.13)

This was first discovered in the Wu experiment [40], where electrons from the beta decay of cobalt
nuclei were found to be emitted preferentially in the direction of the nucleus spin vector. Since the
nucleus spin vector is invariant under the P transformation and the direction of an emitted electron is not, in a scenario with conserved P symmetry the electrons would be emitted isotropically.
The implication is that W ± and Z bosons couple differently to fermions based on their chirality:
a Lorentz-invariant property related to particle spin. For massless particles, which move at the
speed of light, chirality is the same as helicity: it is the sign of the projection of a particle’s spin
vector onto its momentum vector. Particles are right-handed (have positive chirality) if their spin
is in the same direction as their motion, and left-handed (have negative chirality) if the opposite
is true. For massive particles, chirality and helicity must be distinguished, since changes in the
observer’s frame of reference can reverse a particle’s direction of motion, changing the helicity, but
not the Lorentz-invariant chirality.
Experimentally, it appears that P symmetry is maximally violated in charged-current interactions, with W ± bosons coupling exclusively to left-handed fermions and right-handed antifermions.
Since neutrinos are produced only in weak interactions, including in weak decays of charged leptons, this means that only left-handed neutrinos and right-handed antineutrinos can exist. This is
problematic, because it precludes the construction of a renormalizable (dimension-4) neutrino mass
term in the Standard Model Lagrangian [41]. The lack of this term renders neutrinos massless in
the theory, in conflict with neutrino oscillation observations. The neutrino mass puzzle remains
an open problem in particle physics. Charged leptons and quarks, on the other hand, come in
both right-handed and left-handed varieties. In the mathematical description, this is handled
by stating that left-handed fermions form doublets under SU (2) symmetry group transformations,
while right-handed fermions form singlets; conversely, left-handed antifermions form singlets, while
right-handed antifermions form doublets. In neutral current interactions, the Z boson can couple
to both left-handed and right-handed fermions, but the strength of the coupling is not the same,
as will be shown in the next section.
In addition to violating P symmetry, weak interactions also violate charge-parity (CP ) symmetry, the symmetry under a simultaneous inversion of spacial coordinates and the electric charge.
This was first discovered in experiments involving neutral kaons and antikaons (mesons containing
an s quark or antiquark) [42]. These two types of particle can oscillate into each other. If CP symmetry were conserved, the probabilities of a kaon oscillating into an antikaon and vice versa would
be the same. However, it was found that the probabilities are slightly different. Mathematically,
the CP violation can be accounted for by adding a complex phase to the CKM matrix. The CP
symmetry violation in the Standard Model is small, but it does mean that matter and antimatter
(which are CP conjugates) are not treated the same way in the theory.

1.1.4

The electroweak interaction

The electromagnetic and weak interactions can be unified under the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory [6,7,14], a non-Abelian gauge theory with the SU (2)L ×U (1)Y symmetry group. The subscript
L refers to left-handed particles, which transform as doublets under SU (2) transformations; righthanded particles form singlets. The generators of this group are called weak isospin T and weak
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hypercharge Y . They are related to the electric charge Q via the following relation:
1
Q = T3 + Y,
2

(1.14)

where T3 is the third component of the weak isospin. These generators give rise to four massless
gauge boson fields: W1 , W2 , W3 , and B. Through the process of spontaneous symmetry breaking,
part of the Higgs mechanism described in Section 1.1.5, these massless fields can combine to create
the physical massive bosons Z and W ± and the physical massless boson γ (the photon). The
electrically-neutral physical bosons are combinations of W3 and B fields:
  
 
γ
cos θW
sin θW
W3
=
,
(1.15)
Z
− sin θW cos θW
B
where θW is the Weinberg angle or weak mixing angle. The electrically-charged physical bosons
are combinations of the W1 and W2 fields:
1
W ± = √ (W1 ∓ iW2 ).
2

(1.16)

The (degenerate) masses of the W ± bosons and the mass of the Z boson, created during spontaneous symmetry breaking, are related at tree level through the Weinberg angle:
mW = mZ cos θW .

(1.17)

The Lagrangian of the electroweak interaction has the following form:
~ µ + g 0 JµY Bµ ,
LEW = g J~µ · W

(1.18)

where J~µ and JµY are currents carrying the weak isospin and weak hypercharge, respectively, while
g and g 0 are coupling constants related to each other and to the electromagnetic coupling constant
via
g sin θW = g 0 cos θW = α.
(1.19)
Following from Equation 1.14, JµY can be rewritten in terms of the electromagnetic current and
the third component of J~µ :
JµY = 2(JµEM − Jµ(3) ).
(1.20)
Then, LEW can also be rewritten in terms of physical currents:
g
g
LEW = √ (Jµ− Wµ+ + Jµ+ Wµ− ) +
(J (3) − sin2 θW JµEM )Zµ + g sin θW JµEM Aµ ,
cos θW µ
2
(1)

(1.21)

(2)

where Jµ± = Jµ ± iJµ are currents associated with W ± exchange. Here, the first term describes
the couplings of the W ± bosons with strength g, the last term describes the coupling of the photon
with strength α, and the middle term describes the couplings of the Z boson, which has both weak
and electromagnetic components. The left-handed and right-handed couplings of the Z boson can
be written in the following way:
gL = T3 − Q sin2 θW , gR = −Q sin2 θW ,

(1.22)

but more commonly vector V and axial-vector (pseudovector) A couplings are used instead:
cV = gL + gR = T3 − 2Q sin2 θW , cA = gL − gR = T3 .

(1.23)

The dependence on T3 and Q means that the Z boson couples differently to different fermion
types. Since left-handed fermions and right-handed antifermions form doublets, their weak isospin
values are T = 21 and T3 = ± 12 ; right-handed fermions and left-handed antifermions form singlets
with T = 0, T3 = 0. The couplings following from this are listed in Table 1.1. The effective value
of the Weinberg angle, which includes radiative corrections not present in the tree-level formula
in Equation 1.17, can be accessed experimentally at particle colliders by measuring the forwardbackward and left-right asymmetries of Z boson decay products [43].
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Table 1.1: Couplings of the Z boson to different fermion types.
(anti)fermion type
neutrino
antineutrino
charged lepton
charged antilepton
up-type quark
up-type antiquark
down-type quark
down-type antiquark

1.1.5

2cV
1
1
−1 + 4 sin2 θW
−1 + 4 sin2 θW
1 − 38 sin2 θW
1 − 38 sin2 θW
−1 + 34 sin2 θW
−1 + 34 sin2 θW

2cA
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1

The Higgs mechanism and the Higgs boson

The problem of mass generation in theoretical particle physics is complicated for several reasons.
One is that mass mediates the gravitational interaction between bodies, and theories of gravity are
non-renormalizable and have yet to be reconciled with quantum theory and the Standard Model.
Another is that explicit mass terms in the Lagrangian are manifestly non-gauge invariant. This
problem was solved in the Standard Model by introducing the Higgs mechanism, also called the
Englert–Brout–Higgs–Guralnik–Hagen–Kibble mechanism in honor of all researchers in the three
groups that independently proposed it in 1964 [10–13]. This is a gravity-free process in which
gauge bosons can dynamically acquire mass, a property they are experimentally known to have.
In the simplest formulation, the Higgs mechanism adds a single scalar field (the Higgs field), which
develops a non-zero vacuum expectation value below a certain (very high) critical energy. This
process breaks the SU (2)L ×U (1)Y gauge symmetry associated with the electroweak force, splitting
up the electromagnetic and weak forces, and is an example of spontaneous symmetry breaking, as
it does not involve an external force.
 +
φ
1
√
with electrically-charged and electricallyThe Higgs field is a weak isospin doublet φ = 2
φ0
neutral complex components, which acts as a scalar under Lorentz transformations and has the
following Lagrangian:
Lφ = |Dµ φ|2 − V (φ).

(1.24)

Here, Dµ is the covariant derivative:
Dµ = ∂µ +

ig a a ig 0
σ Wµ +
Y Bµ ,
2
2

(1.25)

where σ a , a = 1, 2, 3 are Pauli matrices, g and g 0 are coupling constants associated with SU (2)L
and U (1)Y gauge symmetries (respectively), Y is the weak hypercharge, and W a and B are the
massless gauge boson fields mentioned in Section 1.1.4, while V (φ) is the energy potential:
V (φ) = µ2 |φ|2 + λ|φ|4

(1.26)

with real constants µ2 < 0 and λ > 0. This potential function has four degrees of freedom. When
visualized in three dimensions (two dimensions in polar coordinates) as in Figure 1.3, it is shaped
like a sombrero, and thus frequently referred to as the ‘Mexican hat potential’. The brim of the
sombrero corresponds to an infinite number of minima, all at the same nonzero value. Choosing
one of these minima - necessary for calculating perturbative expansions - breaks the symmetry
of the ground state (the vacuum), but does not affect the symmetry of the Lagrangian. This is
equivalent to a breaking of the electroweak gauge symmetry:
SU (2)L × U (1)Y → U (1)EM .

(1.27)

When the symmetry of the vacuum is broken, it can be said that the Higgs field acquires a nonzero
vacuum expectation value v. This value is related to the Fermi constant GF (a constant denoting
the strength of weak four-fermion interaction in radioactive beta decay), the mass of the W ± boson
and the weak coupling constant g through the following expressions:
12

4m2W
(~c)3
=
v2 = √
.
g2
2GF

(1.28)

Since the value of the Fermi constant has been measured with high accuracy in muon lifetime
experiments [44], it is used to calculate the value of v: about 246 GeV [27].

Figure 1.3: A three-dimensional Mexican hat or sombrero potential function.
According to Goldstone’s theorem [8], instances of the spontaneous breaking of continuous
symmetries lead to the appearance of massless bosons called Goldstone bosons - one for each
generator of the symmetry group. In theories with a local gauge symmetry, the degrees of freedom
corresponding to Goldstone bosons are absorbed by gauge bosons, becoming new longitudinal
polarization states and leading the gauge bosons to acquire mass. In the Higgs sector of the
Standard Model, the vacuum expectation value can be rotated, without losing generality, to take
the following form:
r
 
1 0
µ2
h0|φ|0i = √
, v= − .
(1.29)
λ
2 v
To develop the theory perturbatively around this minimum, four new fields can be introduced:
ξ1,2,3 and H. The Higgs field can then be written in the following form:

φ=

ξ1 + iξ2
√1 (v + H) − iξ3
2


=e

iξa σ a
2v




0
.
√1 (v + H)
2

(1.30)

The three fields ξ1,2,3 correspond to three Goldstone bosons, which give rise to mass terms for the
W ± and Z bosons in Lφ . The acquired masses have the following form:
m2W =

g2 v2
(g 2 + g 02 )2 v 2
, m2Z =
,
4
4

(1.31)

which, combined with the relation
α = g sin θW = g 0 cos θW ,

(1.32)

leads to the mass relation in Equation 1.17. The U (1)EM symmetry is conserved, and the photon
does not acquire a mass. Instead, the fourth degree of freedom, H, corresponds to a excitation of
the Higgs field: the Higgs boson, which does acquire a mass. The Lagrangian of the Higgs field
describing its mass and self-interaction is then of the following form:
LH =

1
λ
∂µ H∂ µ H − λv 2 H 2 − λvH 3 − H 4 .
2
4

(1.33)

The value of λ, and consequently the Higgs boson mass, is not predicted by the Standard Model.
However, in 2012 a particle consistent with the Standard Model Higgs boson was discovered by
the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC with a mass of around 125 GeV [45, 46]. This value
is interesting, because - combined with t quark mass measurements - it places the electroweak
vacuum at the border between stability and metastability. This will be discussed in more detail in
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Section 1.1.6 below.
The Higgs mechanism can also give mass to electrically-charged fermions through the Yukawa
coupling [14, 47]:
√
(1.34)
LYukawa = − 2mf (ψ̄R φ† ψL + ψ̄L φψR ),
where ψL and ψR are left-handed and right-handed fermion fields, respectively, and mf is the
fermion mass. Because all neutrinos (neutral fermions) seem to be left-handed, as mentioned
in Section 1.1.3, they cannot obtain mass through this mechanism, unless some yet-unobserved
right-handed neutrinos also exist [48].

1.1.6

The electroweak vacuum

In the Mexican hat potential function shown in Figure 1.3, the brim of the hat represents an
infinity of states with the lowest possible energy - a true minimum. However, this shape depends
on the Higgs parameter λ remaining positive at all energy scales. If it were to become negative at
some energy scale, the shape of the Higgs potential would start to resemble an inverted parabola,
with lower energy values located past the local minimum of the brim. This would mean that the
electroweak vacuum, residing in what used to be the brim, is not a true vacuum - it could decay
to an even lower energy state via quantum tunneling or due to some high-energy event. This is
called a false vacuum decay and would have catastrophic consequences, destroying the Universe as
we know it.

Figure 1.4: An electroweak vacuum stability diagram showing 1σ (63.3%), 2σ (95.5%), and 3σ
(99.7%) confidence intervals based on mt and mH measurements. The contour center, corresponding to central mass values, is in the metastability region; a stable vacuum is still allowed. [49]
The renormalization group equation running of λ depends very strongly on the Yukawa coupling
of the t quark yt [50]:
9
27 04 9 2 02
9
dλ
= −6yt4 + g 4 +
g + g g +λ(12yt2 −9g 2 + g 02 )+24λ2 +higher-order corrections.
d ln µ
8
200
20
5
(1.35)
Depending on the value of the t quark Yukawa coupling in relation to other coupling constants, λ
can be positive at all energy scales (stable vacuum), negative at all energy scales (unstable vacuum),
or switch from positive to negative at some energy scale (metastable vacuum). As it turns out,
the experimentally measured Higgs boson and t quark masses put the electroweak vacuum right
at the border of stability and metastability [49, 51], as shown in Figure 1.4. If the vacuum is
indeed metastable, it will eventually decay via bubble nucleation [52]: false vacuum decay in any
one region of the Universe will manifest itself as the creation of a bubble of true vacuum, which
will expand throughout the Universe at the speed of light. In this scenario, it is unclear why the
vacuum did not already decay during the early stages of the Universe or in response to high-energy
cosmic rays.

(4π)2
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1.1.7

Physics of tau leptons

Tau leptons have the richest physics out of the three lepton generations. As the heaviest leptons, they have have 290.3±0.5×10−15 s [27] and the largest selection of decay modes. Since their
mass of 1776.86±0.12 MeV [27] is above the masses of light hadrons such as pions π and kaons
K (mesons composed of combinations of u, d, and s quarks and antiquarks), they can decay to
these hadrons as well as to lighter leptons. Decays to light leptons are called leptonic decays,
while decays to a tau antineutrino and hadrons are called hadronic decays. Both decay types
involve the W ± boson, as shown in Figure 1.5, and thus violate P symmetry. The main tau lepton
decay modes are listed in Table 1.2. Hadronic decays can proceed via the creation of a meson
resonance (a short-lived meson) which decays to more stable mesons. These ‘intermediate’ mesons
are omitted from Table 1.2; for example, the decay τ + → ρ+ (770)ντ → π + π 0 ντ is classified as simply τ + → π + π 0 ντ . The properties of selected mesons (including resonances) are given in Table 1.3.

Figure 1.5: Feynman diagram showing the decay of a tau lepton to a tau antineutrino and two
additional leptons or quarks. The d quark can mix to s and b quarks with probabilities defined by
the CKM matrix in Equation 1.9.
The short lifetime and P -symmetry-violating decays are convenient for polarization measurements at particle colliders [53]. The polarization Pτ is the asymmetry between the cross-sections
σ for left-handed and right-handed tau lepton production in some process:
Pτ =

σR − σL
.
σR + σL

(1.36)

Information about the polarization of tau leptons is encoded in the spin correlations of the decay
products, with the possibility to define various observables. A typical processes of interest is Z
boson decay to two tau leptons; the polarization of tau leptons from such decays can be used
to calculate the value of the Weinberg angle, as described in Section 1.1.4. The polarization of
fermions Pf from Z boson decays is related to the vector and axial-vector couplings cV and cA in
the following way [43]:
2cV cA
Pf = 2
.
(1.37)
cV + c2A
Polarization measurements can also be used to distinguish between the decays of Z bosons and
Standard Model Higgs bosons, which decay to unpolarized tau leptons, or to investigate the properties of new particles.

1.1.8

Free parameters in the Standard Model

The Standard Model has a number of free parameters: charged fermion and Higgs boson masses,
quark and neutrino mixing angles, gauge couplings, and the Higgs vacuum expectation value. These
values of these parameters are not predicted by the model and must be determined experimentally,
which always involves an amount of uncertainty. In order to calculate Feynman diagrams, accurate
values must be used as ‘input parameters’. Thanks to relationships between various (running) constants of the Standard Model, there is some freedom in choosing the set of these input parameters.
A popular choice is the set of fermion and Higgs boson masses, mixing angles, and three of five
electroweak parameters: the Fermi constant GF , the fine structure constant α, the Weinberg angle
θW (usually in the form sin2 θW ), and the Z and W ± boson masses. Typically, the set {GF , α, mZ }
is used [27], as the values of these parameters have been measured with the largest accuracy. Table
1.4 lists the values of selected parameters at specified energies. The running of gauge couplings
and masses will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Table 1.2: Particle Data Group values of branching ratios of selected tau lepton decay modes. The
decay modes are sorted by the number of prongs (charged decay products - leptons or hadrons),
hadronic and leptonic modes, the two most common leptonic decay modes, and hadronic modes
in Nh± Mh0 format, where h± represents charged pions and/or kaons and h0 represents neutral
pions and/or kaons. [27]
decay mode
1-prong
3-prong
5-prong
leptonic
hadronic
τ ± → e± νe ντ
τ ± → µ± νµ ντ
1h± 0h0
1h± 1h0
1h± 2h0
1h± 3h0
3h± 0h0
3h± 1h0
3h± 2h0
3h± 3h0

1.2

branching ratio
84.71±0.07%
115.20±0.08%
0.102±0.004%
35.21±0.08%
64.8±0.2%
17.82±0.04%
17.39±0.04%
12.03±0.05%
25.93±0.09%
9.48±0.10%
1.18±0.07%
9.46±0.05%
4.76±0.05%
0.51±0.03%
0.21±0.03%

Beyond the Standard Model

The Standard Model has been remarkably successful, making many correct, testable predictions.
So far, no statistically-significant discrepancies have been found between values predicted by the
Standard Model and those measured in experiments. However, it is clear that the Standard Model
cannot be the whole story of particle physics, as there are certain phenomena that it simply does
not account for. One example is the neutrino mass problem, which was discussed in Section 1.1.3.
Some other examples are discussed below.
• Matter-antimatter asymmetry
Also called the baryon asymmetry problem, this is the observation that the Universe is
composed almost exclusively of matter, despite the expectation that equal amounts of matter
and antimatter should have been produced in the Big Bang (and subsequently annihilated)
[54]. While the Standard Model does treat matter and antimatter on a slightly unequal
footing due to a small CP symmetry violation (discussed in Section 1.1.3), this effect is
not sufficient to explain the observed asymmetry [55, 56]. In addition, the Standard Model
strictly conserves the baryon number (also called the quark number) B = 31 (nq − nq̄ ) [43];
this conservation would need to be violated in order for baryon asymmetry to develop.
• Gravity
The only fundamental interaction not described by the Standard Model is gravity. It is by far
the weakest fundamental interaction - 38 orders of magnitude weaker than the strong force,
36 orders of magnitude weaker than the electromagnetic force, and 29 orders of magnitude
weaker than the weak force. The currently accepted theory of gravity is Einstein’s general
relativity [57,58]. This theory states that gravity is not a force, but the result of the warping of
spacetime by objects possessing mass and/or momentum. Objects moving through spacetime
move along geodesic lines - straight lines in the local inertial frames of these objects. While
general relativity has been very successful, making accurate predictions about the existence
of time dilation, gravitational redshift, and gravitational waves (first observed in 2016 [59]),
it is non-renormalizable and cannot be reconciled with quantum mechanics or the Standard
Model [60]. There are ongoing attempts to construct a theory of quantum gravity. One of
the difficulties is the lack of experimental results to guide theorists, as quantum gravitational
effects are expected to only appear close to Planck energy scale of 1019 GeV, some 16 orders of
magnitude above energies available at particle colliders. The Planck energy EP l is a ‘natural
unit’ of energy derived in terms of three universal physical constants - the speed of light in
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Table 1.3: Valence quark compositions, electric charges, masses, lifetimes, and main decay modes of
selected mesons [27]. Charged mesons have antimeson (CP conjugate) counterparts with opposite
¯ but the same mass
electric charge and switched quark-antiquark content (ex. ūd instead of ud),
and lifetime. Antimesons have the same decay modes as mesons, but with CP conjugates of
daughter particles. The neutral kaon K 0 does not have a listed lifetime or decay mode, because
it is not a weak eigenstate. In this case, the weak eigenstates (states which have definite lifetimes
when decaying via the weak force) are combinations of K 0 and K̄ 0 , called KL (long-lived) and KS
(short-lived), which can decay into 2-3 pions or a pion, a charged lepton, and a neutrino.
meson
π+
π0
K+

charge
+1
0
+1

comp.
ud¯

K0
ρ (770)
K ∗+

0
+1
+1

+

us̄

mass [MeV]
139.57018±0.00035
134.9766±0.0006
493.677±0.016

lifetime [s]
(2.6033±0.0005)×10−8
(8.52±0.18)×10−17
(1.2380±0.0021)×10−8

ds̄
ud¯
us̄

497.614±0.024
775.11±0.34
891.66±0.26

(4.41±0.02)×10−24
(3.26±0.06)×10−23

¯
uū−d
√ d
2

main decay modes
µ+ νµ
γγ
µ+ νµ , π + π 0
π 0 e+ νe , π + π + π −
π+ π0
K + π0

Table 1.4: Particle Data Group values of gauge boson masses, the Higgs boson mass, the finestructure constant, the strong coupling constant, the Fermi constant, and sin2 θW , quoted at
particular energy scales µ. [27]
parameter
mZ
mW
mH
α
gs
GF /(~c)3
sin2 θW

value
91.1876 ± 0.0021 GeV
80.379 ± 0.012 GeV
125.10 ± 0.14 GeV
1/(137.035999084 ± 0.000000021)
0.1179 ± 0.0010
(1.1663787 ± 0.0000006) × 10−5 GeV−2
0.23121 ± 0.00004

µ
mZ
mW
mH
0 GeV
mZ
0 GeV
mZ

a vacuum c, the reduced Planck constant ~, and the gravitational constant G [61]:
r
~c5
EP l =
.
G

(1.38)

• Dark matter
Dark matter is a postulated unknown form of non-luminous matter which could account
for approximately 85% of matter in the Universe [62–64]. Experimental evidence for the
existence of this matter includes observations of galaxy rotation curves, velocity dispersion
in galaxies, gravitational lensing, and the distribution of Cosmic Microwave Background,
which cannot be explained by visible matter alone in the framework of general relativity. An
alternative approach to explaining these discrepancies is the modification of the theory of
gravity [65, 66].
• Hierarchy problems
Hierarchy problems occur when there are large discrepancies between parameter values that
cannot be explained by the model or when a surprising (‘unnatural’) amount of parameter
fine-tuning is needed to produce values consistent with experimental results. One hierarchy
problem is the vast difference between the strength of the gravitational force and the other
three fundamental forces. Another, in cosmology, is the cosmological constant problem: the
difference between the very small value of the vacuum energy density required to explain
the accelerating expansion of the Universe and the very large theoretical value of zero-point
energy (the energy of the vacuum associated with quantum fluctuations). In the Standard
Model, the most significant hierarchy problem is the Higgs mass puzzle. Because of large
quadratic radiative corrections, the mass of the Higgs boson would be expected to be very
large, possibly near the Planck scale; however, the measured mass is only about 125 GeV,
implying a fine-tuned cancellation between the corrections and the bare mass of the boson
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[43]. This problem is central to the activities at ATLAS and will be discussed in more detail
in Section 1.2.2. It remains an open question whether the Higgs and cosmological constant
hierarchy problems are related.
Many mathematical extensions of the Standard Model, called Beyond-the-Standard-Model
(BSM) models, have been proposed to address these issues. A general assumption is that the
Standard Model is an effective field theory - a field theory which is valid up to some energy scale
(called a cutoff), where a more fundamental theory becomes apparent. This assumption has some
mathematical consequences, which will be discussed in Section 1.2.1. The largest possible cutoff is
considered to be the Planck scale, as this is the scale at which quantum gravitational effects should
become significant. However, new physics - such as supersymmetry or additional Higgs bosons,
described in Sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 - might appear well below this scale.

1.2.1

The Standard Model as an effective field theory

The effective field theory formalism was first developed in condensed matter physics by Wilson, and
later successfully applied to particle physics [60, 67]. Effective field theories are approximations
of underlying theories, which work well for energy scales much lower than the cutoff Λ. The
Lagrangian of an effective field theory can be written as an expansion containing an infinite number
of increasingly higher-dimensional operators O. These operators have coefficients of the form
cΛ4−d , where c is a Wilson coefficient and d is the number of dimensions. This means that operators
with a dimension higher than four are suppressed by increasingly large powers of Λ. In the case
of the Standard Model, the basic Lagrangian already contains all operators of dimension four and
below that can be constructed from Standard Model fields [68]. Operators with a dimension above
four are non-renormalizable, but this is not an issue if an energy cutoff exists - infinities will not
appear when calculating physical quantities, though these quantities will depend on the cutoff. The
Standard Model effective field theory Lagrangian is then the basic Standard Model Lagrangian plus
all the possible higher-dimensional terms than can be constructed using Standard Model fields:
Leff = LSM +

X c(5)
i

i

Λ

(5)

Oi

+

X c(6)
i

i

Λ2

(6)

Oi

+

X c(7)
i

i

Λ3

(7)

Oi

+

X c(8)
i

i

Λ4

(8)

Oi

+ ...

(1.39)

This expansion can be truncated at some order, depending on the desired accuracy, to give testable
predictions.
The lowest-dimensional new operator is the dimension-5 Weinberg operator [69]:
O5 = (LH)2 ,

(1.40)

where L refers to left-handed lepton doublets and H to the Higgs doublet. After electroweak
(5) 2
symmetry breaking, this operator generates masses for left-handed neutrinos: mν ∼ c Λv , where
v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. In this scenario, neutrinos must be Majorana fermions particles that are their own antiparticles [70]. This operator also triggers processes which violate
lepton number conservation, such as ll ↔ H ∗ H ∗ and ¯lH ∗ ↔ lH, where ¯l and H ∗ are CP conjugates of leptons l and the Higgs boson H. Lepton number violation has so far not been observed in
experiments; the most stringent limits come from searches for neutrino-less double beta decay [71]
and imply an energy cutoff scale of Λ ≥ 1015 GeV, assuming a ‘natural’ Wilson coefficient [67, 72].
While there is only one dimension-5 operator in the Standard Model effective field theory,
many more can be constructed at dimensions 6 and up [73–75]. Dimension-6 operators can violate
baryon number conservation and thus explain the baryon asymmetry of the Universe. As with
lepton number conservation, this effect has not been experimentally observed. The most stringent
limits come from proton lifetime experiments [76] (with baryon number violation, the proton would
be expected to decay), and also imply Λ ≥ 1015 GeV [67,77]. Dimension-7 operators (and generally
all odd-dimensional operators from dimension 5 up) violate B − L conservation: the conservation
of the difference between the baryon and the lepton numbers. At dimension four and below, only
operators conserving lepton and baryon number (and hence also B −L) can be constructed. This is
an ‘accidental’ symmetry: a symmetry which appears in a renormalizable field theory only because
terms breaking this symmetry have dimensions which are too high to appear in the Lagrangian [78].
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1.2.2

The Higgs mass fine-tuning problem

After regularization and renormalization using an energy cutoff, the bare and renormalized Standard Model Higgs boson masses are related via a counterterm δm2h [79]:
m2hbare = m2hrenorm + δm2h .

(1.41)

The counterterm diverges quadratically with growing energy due to interactions between the Higgs
boson and virtual particles arising from the vacuum. Since the measured Higgs boson mass is relatively low, at around 125 GeV, this implies a very delicate fine-tuning between the counterterm and
the bare mass. This is called the Higgs mass fine-tuning problem or the Higgs hierarchy problem.
The fine-tuning problem can be ‘hidden’ by using dimensional regularization instead of cutoff
regularization [79]. In this scheme, quadratic and logarithmic divergences are treated on the same
footing, and only 1 divergences appear; these are absorbed into counterterm definitions. However,
this only obscures the problem rather than solving it, as the same real-world conclusions should
be reached regardless of the regularization scheme.
The fine-tuning problem can also be formulated in terms of the Standard Model effective field
theory [80]. Almost all operators in the basic Standard Model Lagrangian are of dimension 4, and
do not have the cutoff Λ in the coefficient of the effective field theory expansion. The one exception
is the two-dimensional and three-dimensional Higgs boson operators |H|2 and |H|3 , which would
be multiplied by positive powers of Λ. In the more problematic dimension-2 operator, the Higgs
mass would correspond to cΛ2 . Since Λ can potentially be the Planck scale, c would need to be
fine-tuned to a very small value in order to obtain the experimentally-measured Higgs boson mass.
To avoid fine-tuning, new physics would have to appear at an energy scale of around a few TeV.

1.2.3

Supersymmetry

One popular solution to the Higgs mass puzzle is the introduction of supersymmetry [81–84], a type
of spacetime symmetry postulating that each Standard Model particle has a yet-undiscovered supersymmetric partner (superpartner). Superpartners of Standard Model bosons would be fermionic,
while superpartners of Standard Model fermions would be bosonic. In the simplest supersymmetric
models with unbroken supersymmetry, particles and their superpartners would have the same mass
and internal quantum numbers (except chirality), much like particles and antiparticles. However,
if that were the case, it should be simple to find superpartners using present-day technology. Since
to date no superpartners have been found, the supersymmetry would have to be spontaneously
broken, allowing particles and their superpartners to vary in mass.
Supersymmetry breaking spontaneously near the electroweak scale would solve the Higgs finetuning problem. Within the Standard Model effective field theory, the fine-tuning would be eliminated by the relatively low cutoff energy. Above this energy, ultraviolet corrections would cancel
naturally, since bosonic and fermionic loops have opposite signs. Supersymmetry could also provide a dark matter candidate, since the lightest supersymmetric particle can be arranged to be
massive, electrically neutral, weakly interacting, and stable; it would also allow for the electroweak
and strong interaction to be unified below the Planck scale.
The most basic version of supersymmetry which accounts for mass differences between superpartners is called the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [85]. The MSSM
considers only the minimum required number of new particles: the Standard Model superpartners
and an additional Higgs boson doublet (an extension of the Higgs sector which will be described
in Section 1.2.4 below). A more complex model is the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model, which adds an additional singlet [86].

1.2.4

Two-Higgs-Doublet Models

In BSM scenarios, the Higgs sector of the Standard Model can be extended in many ways. Some
possibilities are: composite Higgs models, where the Higgs boson is a bound state of some new
strong interaction [87, 88]; twin Higgs models, with a SU (4) symmetry spontaneously broken to
SU (3) [89]; Higgs portal models, where dark matter couples only to the Higgs sector of the Standard
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Model, allowing for ‘invisible’ Higgs boson decays to dark matter particles [90]; and a variety of
Higgs singlet, doublet, triplet, and even quadruplet models which predict additional Higgs bosons.
Of particular interest is the family of Two-Higgs-Doublet Models (2HDMs) [91, 92]. This family is
considered to be one of the simplest and most natural extensions of the Standard Model Higgs sector, adding just one additional Higgs doublet to the one already predicted by the Standard Model.
Perhaps more importantly, one of the models in this family, the type-II 2HDM, corresponds to the
Higgs sector of the MSSM. Finding additional Higgs bosons predicted by this model would thus be
a strong hint for the existence of supersymmetry and potentially solve the Higgs mass fine-tuning
problem.
2HDMs assume the existence of two Higgs doublets φ1 and φ2 , and thus eight degrees of
freedom. After spontaneous symmetry breaking, three of these degrees of freedom produce the
masses of the W ± and Z bosons, like in the Standard Model, and the remaining ones lead to the
existence of five physical scalar states: two neutral CP -even bosons h and H (with mh < mH ),
one neutral CP -odd boson A, and two charged bosons H ± . The Lagrangian of the Higgs sector of
2HDMs takes the following form:
X
L2HDM =
|Dµ φi |2 − V (φ1 , φ2 ) + LYukawa ,
(1.42)
i=1,2

where Dµ is the covariant derivative, V is the 2HDM Higgs potential, and LYukawa describes
Yukawa couplings of the Higgs bosons to Standard Model fermions. The most general 2HDM,
in which quarks and charged leptons couple to both doublets, introduces problematic tree-level
flavor-changing neutral currents, which are strongly constrained by experimental results. This
problem was solved by Glashow and Weinberg [93] and independently by Paschos [94] by imposing
a discrete Z2 symmetry, φ1 → −φ1 , φ2 → φ2 . Z2 parity can then be assigned to Standard Model
fermions in one of four ways, leading to four types of commonly-considered 2HDMs:
• Type-I (fermiophobic): quarks and charged leptons couple only to φ2 .
• Type-II (MSSM-like): up-type quarks couple to φ2 , down-type quarks and charged leptons
couple to φ1 .
• Type-X (lepton-specific): quarks couple to φ2 , charged leptons couple to φ1 .
• Type-Y (flipped): up-type quarks and charged leptons couple to φ2 , down-type quarks couple
to φ1 .
By convention, Φ2 is the doublet which couples to up-type quarks. 2HDMs without Z2 symmetry
are referred to as type-III.
The most general, renormalizable potential V that can be constructed is of the form
V (φ1 , φ2 ) = m211 φ†1 φ1 + m222 φ†2 φ2 − (m212 φ†1 φ2 + h.c.)+
1
1
1
1
+ λ1 (φ†1 φ1 )2 + λ2 (φ†2 φ2 )2 + λ3 (φ†1 φ1 )(φ†2 φ2 ) + λ4 (φ†1 φ2 )(φ†2 φ1 )+
2
2
2
2
1
+ [ λ5 (φ†1 φ2 )2 + λ6 (φ†1 φ1 )(φ†1 φ2 ) + λ7 (φ†2 φ2 )(φ†1 φ2 ) + h.c.], (1.43)
2
where h.c. is the Hermitian conjugate of the preceding expression, m11 , m22 , and λ1,2,3,4 are real
parameters, and m12 and λ5,6,7 are - in general - complex. Imposing a softly-broken Z2 symmetry
(to allow for small CP violation, such that is seen experimentally) and CP -conserving vacuum
expectation values of the form
 
 
1
1
0
0
h0|φ1 |0i = √
, h0|φ2 |0i = √
,
(1.44)
v
v
1
2
2
2
p
where v = v12 + v22 ≈ 246 GeV (the Standard Model Higgs field vacuum expectation value), the
potential simplifies to
1
1
V (φ1 , φ2 ) = m211 φ†1 φ1 + m222 φ†2 φ2 − m212 (φ†1 φ2 + φ†2 φ1 ) + λ1 (φ†1 φ1 )2 + λ2 (φ†2 φ2 )2 +
2
2
1
+ λ3 (φ†1 φ1 )(φ†2 φ2 ) + λ4 (φ†1 φ2 )(φ†2 φ1 ) + λ5 [(φ†1 φ2 )2 + (φ†2 φ1 )2 ], (1.45)
2
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Table 1.5: Yukawa couplings y of neutral 2HDM Higgs bosons h, H, and A to pairs of Standard
¯ and charged leptons (l¯l) in each of the Z2
Model up-type quarks (uū), down-type quarks (dd),
symmetry-preserving 2HDM types, relative to Standard Model Higgs boson couplings.
h
yuū
ydhd¯
ylhl̄
H
yuū
ydHd¯
ylHl̄
A
yuū
ydAd¯
ylAl̄

type-I
cos α/ sin β
cos α/ sin β
cos α/ sin β
sin α/ sin β
sin α/ sin β
sin α/ sin β
cot β
− cot β
− cot β

type-II
cos α/ sin β
− sin α/ cos β
− sin α/ cos β
sin α/ sin β
cos α/ cos β
cos α/ cos β
cot β
tan β
tan β

type-X
cos α/ sin β
cos α/ sin β
− sin α/ cos β
sin α/ sin β
sin α/ sin β
cos α/ cos β
cot β
-cot β
tan β

type-Y
cos α/ sin β
− sin α/ cos β
cos α/ sin β
sin α/ sin β
cos α/ cos β
sin α/ sin β
cot β
tan β
− cot β

where the m212 term softly breaks the Z2 symmetry.
2HDMs can be described in terms of the Standard Model gauge boson masses mZ and mW ,
the five Higgs boson masses, the ratio of the doublets’ vacuum expectation values tan β = vv12 , and
the angle of mixing between h and H states α. At tree level, the Higgs boson masses obey the
following relations:
(1.46)
m2H ± = m2A + m2W ,


q
1
m2h,H =
(1.47)
m2A + m2Z ∓ (m2A + m2Z )2 − 4m2A m2Z cos2 2β ,
2
while the mixing angle α obeys a more complicated relation:
tan α =

−(m2A + m2Z ) sin 2β
p
.
(m2Z − m2A ) sin 2β + (m2A + m2Z )2 − 4mA m2Z cos2 2β

(1.48)

Finally, Yukawa couplings of neutral 2HDM Higgs bosons to pairs of Standard Model fermions,
relative to the corresponding Standard Model couplings, are given in Table 1.5. Yukawa couplings
of charged 2HDM Higgs bosons have more complicated expressions and are omitted here. Since
2HDM parameters are related, at tree level it is sufficient to only use two non-Standard-Model
parameters: these are usually chosen to be tan β and mA . The LHC discovery of a neutral, CP even boson with a mass of 125 GeV and couplings consistent with those predicted for the Standard
Model Higgs boson implies that either h or H in 2HDMs would need to be Standard-Model-like.
This can be achieved, respectively, in the limits cos(β − α) → 0 or sin(β − α) → 0, collectively
called the alignment limit.

The type-II 2HDM with supersymmetry
Experimental constraints on the MSSM Higgs sector come not only from the discovery of the
125 GeV boson and from limits set by searches for extra Higgs bosons, but also from the lack of
observed superpartners at LHC energies. The alignment limit can be achieved in two scenarios,
with and without so-called decoupling:
• mA  mZ . This is called the decoupling limit and corresponds to the alignment limit
cos(β − α) → 0, with h being the Standard-Model-like boson. In this limit, the tree-level
masses of bosons H, A, and H ± become approximately degenerate, and the tree-level mass
of h cannot exceed the mass of the Z boson:
mh = mZ | cos 2β|.

(1.49)

However, radiative corrections can push this mass up to be consistent with 125 GeV.
• mA . mZ . In this case, either h or H can be Standard-Model-like depending on the precise
values of mA and tan β; this is called alignment without decoupling.
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Since small values of mA are already tightly constrained by experiments [68], decoupling is usually
assumed. The radiative corrections to mh depend on supersymmetric parameters; the dominant
contribution is from loops of top quarks and their superpartners, stop squarks. In order to avoid
making assumptions about these parameters (beyond the assumption that supersymmetry breaking
occurs at high energy scales), the hMSSM approach was developed [68, 95, 96]. In this approach,
the mass matrix of neutral CP -even Higgs bosons is decomposed into a tree-level part and a
radiative-corrections part:
 2
 

mA sin2 β + m2Z cos2 β −(m2A + m2Z ) sin β cos β
∆M211 ∆M212
2
M =
+
(1.50)
∆M221 ∆M222
−(m2A + m2Z ) sin β cos β m2A cos2 β + m2Z sin2 β
with the assumption that only the element ∆M222 needs to be taken into account. This radiative
correction can then be related to the experimentally-measured 125 GeV mass. Assuming that
superpartners are heavy enough that they do not cause a significant modification of Higgs sector
parameters (decay widths, couplings) other than affecting the mass matrix, expressions for mH
and tan α then become:
m2H =

m2h (m2A + m2Z − m2h − m2A m2Z cos2 2β)
,
m2Z cos2 β + m2A sin2 β − m2h

tan α = −

(m2A + m2Z ) sin β cos β
.
cos2 β + m2A sin2 β − m2h

m2Z

(1.51)
(1.52)

The hMSSM approach only works well in regions of mA and tan β where the denominator of Equations 1.51 and 1.52 is greater than zero.
An orthogonal approach is to find a set of MSSM parameters which give the correct value of
mh in most of the mA -tan β phase space, rather than using mh = 125 GeV as an input. Here, a
number of scenarios are possible. The most basic is the m125
GeV scenario [97, 98], which assumes
h
that all superpartners are heavy. Scenarios where some of the superpartners are light or where
some special properties are enforced can also be used.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Background Searching for New Particles
In order to discover or study particles with short lifetimes, it is necessary to produce them in sufficient quantity and in a suitable place. The production of heavy particles such as the Higgs boson
requires large energies, which only occur naturally in violent cosmic events. On Earth, we can
replicate these conditions in particle colliders: machines which accelerate particles to high energies
using electromagnetic fields and then collide them inside particle detectors. The largest particle
collider in the world is the LHC (Large Hadron Collider), which is capable of colliding protons at
a 13 TeV center-of-mass energy.
Two widely used types of particle colliders are electron-positron colliders and hadron colliders.
The first type is often used for producing large quantities of a particle with a known mass to study
its properties. Because leptons are point particles, their interactions are clean and can be tuned to
a specific energy. Hadrons, on the other hand, are composed of partons: quarks and gluons, which
can interact in numerous ways during collisions and carry different momentum fractions. Because
of this, hadron collisions produce many collision products with different energies, causing hadron
colliders to be dubbed ‘discovery machines’. In addition, it is easier to accelerate hadrons to large
energies, because they do not lose as much energy via synchrotron radiation (electromagnetic radiation emitted when charged particles are accelerated radially) as electrons do [99]. While the
large range of collision products is useful, the downside is that many produced particles are not of
interest and constitute a large background.
A typical hadron collider ‘event’ (collision) with a high momentum transfer is shown in Figure
2.1. The two dark green ovals with three incoming arrows represent two colliding protons. Two
parton interactions take place in this example. The red loopy lines correspond to two gluons engaging in a ‘hard scattering’, a high momentum transfer process which can result in the creation
of a high-mass resonance (short-lived) particle. Purple lines originating from the colliding protons
correspond to four other partons taking part in a ‘soft’ (lower-energy) interaction. Small red dots
are the high-mass resonance decay products, which happen to be unstable and decay further (red
lines), while also radiating gluons (blue loopy lines) - the last part is also called the parton shower.
Gluons and quarks created in the collision hadronize, coalescing into hadrons represented by light
green ovals. These hadrons can also decay further, with decay products represented by dark green
circles. Hadrons produced in the hadronization of a single parton travel in a collimated cone
and are collectively called a QCD jet or simply a jet. Additionally, photons can be radiated off
throughout the process, and are shown as yellow wavy lines in the schematic. Partons and photons
radiated from incoming protons are referred to as initial state radiation, while similar radiation
from collision products is referred to as final state radiation.
Heavy resonance particles typically decay before they can enter the detector volume, and thus
their presence must be inferred from decay products, called a signature. An additional complication
is that the cross-sections of heavy resonance production processes are typically very small, resulting
in a huge imbalance between events of interest (the signal) and background events. This chapter
will cover a few important ingredients for making high-energy particle searches possible: collider
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a high-energy proton-proton collision. [100]
luminosities, Monte Carlo event generators, and the bump-hunt approach.

2.1

Luminosity

A key parameter of particle colliders, other than the type and energy of colliding particles, is a
quantity called luminosity L [101]. This parameter is defined as the ratio of the number of events
N detected in a certain time t to the interaction cross-section σ, which depends on the dynamics
of the collision process:
1 dN
.
(2.1)
σ dt
In particle collision experiments, this can be rephrased as the collision rate divided by the scattering cross-section for the particles being collided. As such, luminosity depends on particle beam
parameters like beam width, beam energy, and the density of particles in the beam. Particle colliders generally seek to maximize the luminosity, thus increasing the collision rate and the probability
of detecting very rare processes. A commonly-used, related quantity is integrated luminosity:
Z
Lint = Ldt,
(2.2)
L=

which gives a sense of how many particle collisions took place in a period of time, such as the
lifetime of a particle collider. Integrated luminosity is expressed in units of inverse area, such as
inverse barns.

2.2

Monte Carlo event generators

For any type of high-energy analysis, it is necessary to have detailed knowledge of what the data
collected by a detector should look like for different physics hypotheses. This is a challenging
endeavor for two reasons. One, even though distributions of physics observables are derived from
quantum physics and are - in principle - quite simple and elegant, their simplicity is muddled by
messy effects like higher-order perturbative calculations and hadronization. Two, the raw output
from a modern detector experiment is simply a collection of electric signals from different detector
components, caused by interactions between particles and detector material. To become humaninterpretable, these signals are converted into most-probable physics objects (such as electrons,
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photons, and QCD jets) by using various reconstruction and identification algorithms. Due to
detector noise and the sheer number of particles interacting with the detector, these algorithms
are not fully accurate or efficient.
This is where Monte Carlo event generators come in. Using statistical methods and theoretical physics knowledge, it is possible to simulate complex particle interactions including the hard
scattering, parton shower, hadronization, and interactions of particles with detector material, thus
building a model for statistical analysis [102]. These simulated physics samples can then be compared to real data, and statistical tests can be carried out to assess the plausibility of different
hypotheses. An important part of most physics analyses is making sure that the Monte Carlo
being used accurately models real processes.
Monte Carlo event generators use a combination of perturbative and non-perturbative calculations. The distributions of partons in colliding protons are described with parton distribution
functions (PDFs), which define the probability densities of finding partons with a certain momentum fraction at a given energy scale. For the hard scattering, Feynman-diagram matrix elements
are calculated at a fixed order in perturbation theory (leading order LO, next-to-leading order
NLO, or next-to-next-to-leading-order NNLO). Perturbative calculations are also used for parton
showers. Non-perturbative, phenomenological models are used for hadronization, hadron decays,
and the underlying event: soft interactions of other partons in the colliding protons. These models
typically have multiple tunable parameters. Recommended parameter values are given by sets of
‘parameter tunes’ based on real data.
Not all physics processes can be reliably modeled with Monte Carlo. A prominent example is
the production of multiple QCD jets; these jets can be produced with large multiplicities, and the
number of Feynman diagrams that have to be evaluated grows asymptotically factorially with the
number of external particles. In these cases, background contributions are usually estimated with
data-driven methods, combining real data collected by the detector and Monte Carlo samples of
processes that can be reliably modeled.

2.3

Bump hunts

A commonly-used, robust method of searching for new particles is to look for excesses, or ‘bumps’
in invariant mass spectra (calculated using the four-momenta of decay products) over smoothlyfalling background distributions. This works because resonance particles have reasonably welldefined masses, with a natural width Γ which is inversely proportional to the resonance half-life
τ:
~
(2.3)
Γ=
τ
and thus show up as localized excesses if the signal-to-background ratio is large enough. A famous
example of this - an excess in a photon-photon invariant mass distribution which resulted in the
discovery of a new 125 GeV boson, considered to be the Standard Model Higgs boson - is shown
in Figure 2.2.
In order to get a favorable signal-to-background ratio for a rare process, selection criteria (‘cuts’)
are typically applied to events. These cuts exploit knowledge about event characteristics in order
to remove a large portion of the background while keeping as much signal as possible. They might
involve the types and multiplicities of particles and jets in the final state, their energies and/or
momenta, relative angles between them, and their electric charges. An analysis making use of such
rectangular cuts is called a cut-based analysis. Alternatively, multivariate methods can be used to
combine various discriminating variables - which can include the invariant mass - in one classifier.
This is a growing area of research in high-energy particle physics and will be discussed in the next
chapter. It is important no note that the lack of a statistically-significant excess of events in any
particular analysis does not necessarily mean that the particle being searched for does not exist.
Because of this, physics searches set upper limits on the cross-sections for the production of new
particles rather than rejecting their existence altogether.
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Figure 2.2: A bump in the m(γγ) spectrum seen by the ATLAS experiment in data collected
at 7 and 8 TeV center-of-mass energy [45]. The dashed line corresponds to the background-only
expectation (from Monte Carlo) and black points correspond to real data. The resonance mass was
measured to be around 126.5 GeV in this analysis, but subsequent, more accurate measurements
brought this value down to 125.10 ± 0.14 GeV [27].
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Chapter 3

Machine Learning in High-Energy
Physics
Machine learning, the field of inducing computers to learn patterns, has found countless uses in
industry and academia since its advent in the second half of the 20th century. High-energy physics
also benefits extensively from machine learning techniques, including classification (predicting class
membership), regression (predicting continuous values), and more advanced methods like generative models. Popular use cases include real-time data selection algorithms; object reconstruction
and identification; developing fast, non-Monte-Carlo event simulation with generative adversarial
networks; finding anomalies with variational autoencoders; and - finally - separating signal and
background events in physics analyses. There is even potential to eventually use quantum machine
learning - machine learning done on quantum computers - for simulating complex quantum systems. A good overview of the machine learning in high-energy physics landscape can be found in
the 2018 community white paper [103].
Searches for new particles in high-energy physics are generally done through a bump hunt
using some mass distribution, as described in Section 2.3. While mass distributions of resonance
particles are usually narrow, and thus can easily show up as a bump on a wider background
mass distribution, there is other information that could be used to distinguish between signal and
background, such as kinematic variables, polarization variables, or jet multiplicities in an event.
Constructing a machine learning model which takes all these variables as inputs, and in turn
outputs a single score - signifying how signal- or background-like a particular event is - can be
a very effective dimensionality reduction technique. The full machine learning score distribution,
which should have better discriminating power than any one input variable, can then be used as
the final discriminant for conducting a statistical analysis.

3.1

Basics

The basic idea of machine learning is to present a computer with a set of training data and have
it devise a mathematical model which makes predictions or carries out tasks when presented with
new data of the same type. There are three broad approaches to machine learning: supervised,
unsupervised, and reinforcement learning [104, 105]. In supervised learning, the training data is
labeled with either class labels or target values of some output variable. The goal of the model is
then to predict the labels as accurately as possible. In unsupervised learning, data is unlabeled,
and the goal of the model is to cluster the data or otherwise find hidden patterns. In reinforcement
learning, the computer is presented with a dynamical environment (ex. a computer game), and
must learn what actions to perform in order to reach a specified goal (ex. win the game). Here,
only supervised learning will be discussed.
Computers do not build machine learning models from scratch. The human must present,
along with training data, a recipe for building the model: explicit rules and possibly a ready-made
skeleton with modifiable parameters. During supervised training, this recipe will be followed with
the goal of minimizing some loss function, which measures the difference between the output gen27

erated by the model when given a set of inputs and the expected output (i.e. the data label).
However, it is not enough for the model to memorize the examples it is given during training - it
must learn general rules rather than dataset fluctuations. To ensure this, a second set of data is
used for validating a model. If the model performs significantly better on training data than on
validation data - which was not used during training - this means the model is overfitting and must
be modified by in some way, for example by decreasing its complexity or by stopping training at
an earlier stage. The concept of overfitting is illustrated in Figure 3.1. When tasked with coming
up with a rule for separating blue and red dots, a well-generalizing model might come up with the
black line, while an overfitted one might come up with the green line, which accounts for all the
fluctuations in this particular set of dots.

Figure 3.1: An example of overfitting (green line) vs learning a general rule (black line). [106]
One metric for measuring the goodness of a machine learning model is simply the accuracy that is, what percentage of the data is correctly labeled or how close predicted values are to the
target values. However, this approach can backfire spectacularly for datasets with very unequal
classes, such as physics samples with a large number of background events and a very small number
of signal events. A model that simply labels all event

Figure 3.2: An example of a ROC curve and its relationship to true positive (TP), false positive
(FP), true negative (TN), and false negative (FN) event rates. [107]
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This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The two curves on the top left correspond to model
response distributions of data belonging to two different classes. A threshold, represented by the
black vertical line, can be chosen: events to the left of the line are considered to be background
(negatives), while events to the right of the line are considered to be signal (positives). However, since the distributions overlap, some events are misclassified. In choosing where to place the
threshold, a trade-off must be made between keeping the true positive (TP) rate high and the false
positive (FP) rate low. In the ROC curve at the bottom of the figure, which has the probability of
TP on one axis and the probability of FP on the other, the black dot and green arrow correspond
to the chosen threshold.
The area under the ROC curve (ROC AUC) is a useful single-number metric for the goodness
of a model. For models with no discriminating power, the ROC curve is a straight line and the
ROC AUC is 0.5. A perfectly discriminating model, on the other hand, will have a vertical line at
P (F P ) = 0 and a horizontal line at P (T P ) = 1, with an AUC of 1. ROC curves are typically used
in the context of binary classification, but they can be generalized for multiclass classification by
constructing 1-vs-rest curves or calculating the volume under the ROC surface [108, 109].
Another issue that can arise when working with highly skewed datasets or small datasets is an
inadequate number of examples to train and sufficiently validate a model. Sometimes, it is possible
to obtain or generate more data; however, in the case of high-energy physics, the generation of (labeled) Monte Carlo events is usually costly in terms of CPU usage and time, and the size of physics
samples, particularly of very specific new signal processes, are limited. A way of maximizing the
available data is to use k-folding, also known as k-fold cross-validation [104]. In this method, the
dataset is divided into k equal parts, or folds, and k models are trained. Each model is trained
on a different set of (k − 1) folds and evaluated on the remaining one fold; this is illustrated in
Figure 3.3. In this way, all available data is used for both training and validation in a statistically
independent manner. If the variance of the performance of the different models is small, then one
can be confident that well-generalizing models have been produced.

Figure 3.3: k-folding procedure. [110]
Two classes of supervised learning algorithms will be discussed below: boosted decision trees
(BDTs) and artificial neural networks (ANNs).

3.2

Boosted Decision Trees

Decision trees are branching, tree-like flowcharts encoding decisions and their possible outcomes.
In the case of high-energy physics, these decisions would frequently be cuts on physics observables,
and the outcomes would be probabilities of obtaining signal or background events. An example of
a simple decision tree is shown in Figure 3.4.
Decision trees can be used as simple machine learning algorithms for classification or regression
problems. At each node, a cut on any one input variable is chosen to maximize the splitting of
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Pure Signal Nodes

Decision Tree no.: 0

S/(S+B)=0.491
tau_pt> 48

Pure Backgr. Nodes

S/(S+B)=0.150

S/(S+B)=0.887

lep_pt> 42

tau_pt> 53

S/(S+B)=0.083

S/(S+B)=0.454

S/(S+B)=0.657

S/(S+B)=0.909

Figure 3.4: Simple decision tree with cuts on the pT (`) variable terminating in nodes (leaves) with
different fractions of signal (S) and background (B) events.
the training sample into two predefined categories according to some metric, typically the Gini
index [111]:
n
X
G=(
Wi )P (1 − P ),

(3.1)

i=1

where Wi are event weights and P is the purity,
P
s
sW
P
P =P
.
(3.2)
s Ws +
b Wb
P
P
Here, s is the sum over signal events and b is the sum over background events. This is an
example of a greedy algorithm: an algorithm that makes the locally optimal choice at each step.
Though easy to interpret by humans, such algorithms do not usually produce globally optimal
solutions and are quite sensitive to statistical fluctuations in the training sample. Luckily, there
is a way to make a strong classifier out of a set of weak classifiers like decision trees: ensemble
learning [112, 113]. Ensemble methods use multiple learning algorithms to obtain better predictive
performance than could be obtained from any of the constituent learning algorithms alone. One
of the most commonly used ensemble learning algorithms for BDTs is called boosting.
Boosting as a method of improving weak classifiers was first proposed in the 1980’s [114, 115]
and developed in the 1990’s [116, 117]. Though many boosting algorithms are now in use, their
common approach is to train a sequence of weak classifiers, reweighting (boosting) misclassified
events at each point in the sequence. This can be interpreted as the optimization of a loss function.
The final classifier response is obtained by getting the weighted average of the responses of all the
decision trees in the ensemble. Two popular types of boosting algorithms are AdaBoost (adaptive
boosting) [118] and gradient boosting [119]. Their implementation in the TMVA toolkit used for
the analysis described in this thesis is discussed in Section 3.4.

3.3

Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks (often called simply neural networks, NNs) [120] are artificial computing
structures inspired by biological brains. Much as a brain - in simplified terms - is composed of
a network of neuronal cells linked by axon-synapse-dendrite connections, through which electrical
impulses of varying strength can pass, a neural network is composed of nodes (artificial neurons)
connected by links with assigned weights. Each node can receive an input from numerous other
nodes and produces a single output, which can in turn be passed on to other nodes. Unlike in
a brain, neurons in an artificial neural network are typically organized in layers, with neurons in
one layer able to communicate only with neurons in adjacent layers. The first and last layers are
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called the input and output layers, respectively. The input layer receives external inputs, normally
a vector of variables. The output layer produces the final result, which might be a class label (in
the case of a classification problem) or the value of a function (in the case of a regression problem).
Between the input and output layers, there might be one or more hidden layers. A schematic of a
simple neural network is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Schematic of an artificial neural network with one hidden layer, showing artificial
neurons and connections between them. [121]
The output of a single neuron is calculated by taking the sum of all the inputs to this neuron,
weighted by weights assigned to the links, and adding a bias term. This value is then passed to
a (usually) non-linear activation function, which allows the network to perform non-trivial, nonlinear calculations. A few examples of commonly-used activation functions are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Examples of activation functions for artificial neurons.
name
ReLU (rectified linear unit) [122]

function
f (x)

0 x<0
x x≥0

sigmoid (also called logistic, soft step)

1
1 + e−x

tanh

ex − e−x
ex + e−x
exi

softmax

ΣJj=1 exj

for i = 1, ..., J

The choice of activation function depends on the problem at hand. For instance, in classification problems the result is usually given in the form of probabilities of each class label being the
correct one. Thus, an activation function with a range of (0,1) for neurons in the output layer
would be appropriate. If class labels are mutually exclusive, the probabilities should add up to
1, and this can be enforced by the softmax function, for example. In regression tasks, a linear
function is used in the output layer to allow for a wide range of output values.
The most basic type of neural network layer - the one shown in Figure 3.5 - is the dense or
fully-connected layer. In this type of layer, each neuron is connected to all the neurons in adjacent
layers. More sophisticated layers can be constructed for specialized uses, such as computer vision.
Convolutional neural networks, for example, employ convolutional and pooling layers, in which
neurons are selectively connected in order to scan and identify features in images [123].
During supervised training, a neural network is initialized with (usually) random weights and
will then seek to update weights in order to minimize a loss function. This is known as optimiza31

tion. The updating of weights typically takes place through a process called backpropagation, short
for backward propagation of errors. During the process, the network calculates the gradient of the
loss function with respect to each weight of the network via the chain rule, iterating backwards
from the last layer. The weights are then updated in the direction of the gradient in order to find
a minimum. A network typically has to perform numerous passes through the entire dataset (such
passes are called epochs) before a minimum is found.
In standard gradient descent, weights are updated as follows:
wnew = wold − η

δL
,
δw

(3.3)

where η is a constant parameter known as the learning rate. Gradient descent can be done in
batches, minibatches, or stochastically. In batch gradient descent, weights are updated once per
epoch, which can be slow. A better approach is usually to use stochastic gradient descent, which
updates weights after every event. This is faster, but noisy. A compromise between the two is
using minibatches of some size N , with weights updated after each minibatch is processed. The
learning rate in gradient descent must be chosen carefully. If too low, training will be very slow; if
too large, the algorithm can overshoot and the model might not converge.
Neural networks can roughly be divided into two classes: feed-forward and recurrent. In feedforward neural networks, information moves only forward from the input layer to the output layer,
with no cycles or loops. Fully connected feed-forward networks with at least one hidden layer are
called multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). MLPs are sometimes referred to as vanilla networks due
to their simplicity. Recurrent networks, on the other hand, do include cycles - their architecture
is discussed below.

3.3.1

Recurrent Neural Networks

In recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [124], cyclical connections between neurons form a temporal
sequence, allowing for the encoding of sequential information such as time series. In high-energy
physics, RNNs have been used for jet flavor tagging and identifying tau leptons from sequences of
detector tracks or calorimeter clusters.
RNNs are composed of a chain of repeating modules, which can be thought of as multiple copies
of one feed-forward network. These modules can be as simple as a single dense layer with a tanh
activation function, though in practice are usually more complex. Each module passes information
to the next module via the hidden state vector, which is a representation of all previous inputs
acting as the network’s memory. A schematic of an RNN with its loop unfolded is shown in Figure 3.6; in this example, each module takes one external input vector and outputs one external
response vector. In practice, some modules can have only an input or only an output. Depending
on the intended function, RNNs can be set up for one-to-many, many-to-one, or many-to-many
processes.

Figure 3.6: A recurrent neural network with a many-to-many setup, before and after unfolding.
Here, ~x is an input vector, ~o is an output vector, and ~h is the hidden state vector; u, v, and w are
functions, and t refers to the time step. [125]
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Vanilla RNNs - RNNs with small, simple modules - usually have trouble learning dependencies
between elements that are far from each other in the sequence (long-term dependencies). A more
sophisticated type of RNN geared toward handling these dependencies is the Long Short Term
Memory network (LSTM) [126]. The architecture of an LSTM module is shown in Figure 3.7. It
contains three dense layers with the sigmoid activation function, one dense layer with the tanh activation function, and five places where pointwise mathematical operations are applied. Diverging
arrows represent vector duplication, and converging arrows represent vector concatenation. There
are two vectors being passed between modules: the hidden state h and the cell state c. The LSTM
can add information to the cell state or remove it by two gates: the forget gate (the first sigmoid
layer, which updates the cell state through pointwise multiplication) and the remember gate (the
sigmoidal input gate layer and a tanh layer, which update the cell state through pointwise multiplication and addition). The updated cell state is then used to update the hidden state, which passes
through another sigmoidal layer, via two pointwise functions: tanh and multiplication. Unlike
the hidden state, the cell state can hold (remember) information indefinitely, if no information is
passed through the forget gate.

Figure 3.7: A single LSTM module. [127]

3.4

TMVA

TMVA, the Toolkit for Multivariate Analysis [128], is an open-source toolkit integrated into the
ROOT computing library [129] for using multivariate analysis techniques in high-energy physics.
It supports a number of supervised learning algorithms including BDTs, ANNs, rectangular cut optimization, and various likelihood estimations. It also provides automatic preprocessing of physics
inputs, such as normalizing the number of signal and background events to the same value (as
typically the two classes are highly unbalanced) and transforming variables via normalization,
decorrelation, or transformation into uniform or Gaussian distributions.

3.4.1

BDTs

TMVA uses AdaBoost and gradient boosting algorithms. In the AdaBoost algorithm for classification, events misclassified by a decision tree are weighted by a common boost weight α before
being fed into the next tree in the sequence. The boost weight is defined as follows:
1−
,
(3.4)

where  is the misclassification rate of the tree. Event weights of the entire training sample are
then renormalized so that the sum of weights remains constant. The final classification for an event
with a tuple of input variables δx is given by y:
α=

y(δx) =

1
Ntrees

·

NX
trees

ln(αi ) · hi (δx),

(3.5)

i=1

where hi (δx) is the result of classifier i, defined as +1 for signal events and −1 for background
events. Small values of y(δx) indicate background-like events, while large values indicate signal-like
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events. This approach corresponds to minimizing the exponential loss function L(F, y) = e−F (~x)y .
The learning rate of the algorithm can be modified by giving an exponent β to the boost weight:
α → αβ . A slower learning rate with a larger number of boost steps can enhance the performance
of the ensemble.
While AdaBoost is a popular algorithm giving good out-of-the-box results, its performance can
degrade significantly in noisy environments with many outliers. This shortcoming is addressed in
the gradient boost algorithm by using a more robust loss function, the binomial log-likelihood loss:


(3.6)
L(f, y) = ln 1 + e−2F (~x)y .
The minimization of this loss function is done via steepest gradient descent. Like with AdaBoost,
the performance of this classifier can be improved by lowering the learning rate (by introducing a
shrinkage parameter which controls the weights of individual trees) and increasing the number of
boost steps.

3.4.2

MLPs

The recommended neural network to use with TMVA is the TMVA implementation of the MLP,
which can have an arbitrary number of hidden dense layers of arbitrary size. This method
supports three training algorithms: backpropagation, the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shannon
(BFGS) method, and the genetic algorithm. Only backpropagation will be discussed here.
The network is trained on N events, each of which is a vector of nvar input variables: ~xa =
(x1 , ..., xnvar )a , a = 1, ..., N . The loss function L in TMVA is then defined as follows:
L(~x1 , ..., ~xnvar |w)
~ =

N
X

La (~xa |w)
~ =

a=1

N
X
1

2
a=1

(ŷa − yNN,a )2 ,

(3.7)

where w
~ is a vector of the adjustable network weights, ŷa ∈ {1, 0} is the class label, and yNN,a is
the network response for training event a. Weights are updated via stochastic gradient descent
with a constant learning rate. The recommended variable transformation for the MLP method is
TMVA normalization, which normalizes the input to the interval [-1,1].
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Chapter 4

CERN, the LHC, and the ATLAS
Detector
CERN, short for Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire (the European Council for Nuclear
Research) and also known as the European Organization for Nuclear Research, was established in
1954 by twelve European nations. Currently, it comprises 23 member states - including Poland,
which joined in 1991 - and operates the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the world’s biggest and
highest-energy particle collider, among other endeavors. Located in a 27-kilometer-long circular
tunnel under the Swiss-French√border near Geneva, the LHC was designed to collide proton beams
at a center-of-mass energy of s = 14 TeV and a peak instantaneous luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 .
In addition to proton-proton collisions, which make up the bulk of the physics program, the LHC
is capable
of colliding heavy nuclei, such as lead, argon, and xenon ions, at a center-of-mass energy
√
of s = 2.76 TeV per nucleon.

Figure 4.1: A schematic of the LHC complex. [130]
A schematic of the full LHC complex is shown in Figure 4.1. The collider has four beamcrossing (interaction) points where particle beams accelerated in opposite directions can be made
to collide. Each of these points is encased in one of four large detectors. These are ATLAS [131]
and CMS [132], two general-purpose detectors; ALICE [133], a detector dedicated to studies of
heavy-ion collisions; and LHCb [134], an asymmetric detector designed primarily for studying
b-meson decays. Additionally, three smaller detectors are installed around the accelerator ring:
TOTEM [135], MoEDAL [136], and LHCf [137]. TOTEM shares an interaction point with CMS
and is used for measuring cross-sections of elastic and diffractive processes. MoEDAL is located
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near LHCb and is specialized for magnetic monopole searches. LHCf shares an interaction point
with ATLAS and collects information about neutral pions to complement high-energy cosmic ray
measurements. A fourth small detector, FASER [138], is scheduled to go online in 2022 with the
purpose of searching for light, weakly-interacting exotic particles like dark photons, axion-like particles, and sterile neutrinos.
LHC operations are based on multi-year running and data-taking periods (‘runs’) separated
by multi-year shutdowns for completing maintenance work and upgrades to the accelerator and
detectors. Since becoming operational, the LHC has completed two runs: Run 1 in 2010-2013 and
Run 2 in 2015-2018, during which the collision energies and luminosities were gradually ramped
up. Run 2 proton-proton collisions were conducted at 13 TeV center-of-mass energy and with a
peak instantaneous luminosity of over two times the nominal design value, 2.2×1034 cm−2 s−1 . As
of the second half of 2021, the LHC is undergoing the Long Shutdown 2 in preparation for Run
3, which is scheduled to start in 2022 after delays caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. After Run
3 ends in 2025, the collider will undergo a major upgrade to become the High Luminosity LHC
(HL-LHC) [139], with the goal to increase the instantaneous luminosity by a factor of 10 beyond
the LHC’s original design value. The HL-LHC is scheduled to become operational in 2027 and
continue to provide collisions throughout the 2030’s.

4.1

Particle acceleration at the LHC

Protons used in collisions come from a small hydrogen gas bottle, pictured in Figure 4.2. Hydrogen atoms from the bottle are injected into a duoplasmatron, ionized with an electric field, then
accelerated to 0.014c. After leaving the duoplasmatron, they pass through a radio-frequency (RF)
quadrupole cavity, which further accelerates and focuses the beam, and enter the linear accelerator LINAC 2. Here, they are accelerated to 50 MeV by a series of RF cavities and subsequently
injected into the Proton Synchrotron Booster, which ramps their energy up to 1.4 GeV. From the
booster, protons enter first the Proton Synchrotron (PS), accelerating to 25 GeV, and later the
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), where they reach 450 GeV. Finally, the beams are injected, in
opposite directions, into two beampipes in the main ring of the LHC, where they are accelerated
to the collision energy. At interaction points the two beampipes converge, and magnets can focus
and align the beams so that a collision occurs. Beams can circulate inside the LHC for up to 10
hours before they degrade below the necessary intensity and are dumped on a dedicated target.
The cycle, called a fill, is then repeated. The LHC is designed to complete 20,000 fills over 20 years.

Figure 4.2: LHC protons originate from a small hydrogen bottle, pictured here with the duoplasmatron. [140]
LHC beams are not uniform, but made up of discrete ‘bunches’ - packets of around 1011 protons
with a typical spacing of 25 ns. When two bunches traveling in opposite directions collide inside
an interaction point, it is common for multiple proton-proton interactions to occur, causing what
is referred to as in-time pile-up. During Run 2, the average number of interactions per bunch
crossing at ATLAS was 33.7. Figure 4.3 shows yearly and total luminosity-weighted distributions
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of the mean number of interactions per bunch crossing, µ, during Run 2. Values of µ correspond
to the mean of the Poisson distribution of the number of interactions per crossing calculated for
each bunch using the formula
Lbunch × σinel
,
(4.1)
µ=
fr
where Lbunch is the instantaneous per-bunch luminosity, σinel is the inelastic cross-section (80 mb
for 13 TeV collisions), and fr is the LHC revolution frequency. The average referred to above is
the mean of the total µ distribution. In addition to in-time pile-up, experiments also experience
out-of-time pile-up: signals from consecutive bunch crossings overlapping due to detector response
latency. Both types of pile-up can pose a challenge when reconstructing and identifying physics
objects.

Figure 4.3: Yearly and total luminosity-weighted distributions of the mean number of interactions
per bunch crossing during Run 2. [141]
The luminosity is measured independently by each experiment. The cumulative (integrated)
luminosity measured by the ATLAS experiment during Run 2 is shown in Figure 4.4. During
this time period, the total integrated luminosity delivered to the detector (with stable beams)
was 156 fb−1 . 147 fb−1 of data were recorded by the detector, due to inefficiencies in the data
acquisition system, and 139 fb−1 of data passed quality criteria and were deemed ‘good for physics’.

4.2

Data storage and computing at the LHC

With up to 600 million collisions per second and millions of detector readout channels, the LHC
experiments must cope with vast amounts of data to be processed and stored. Since processes
of interest to physics analyses typically have very small cross-sections, most of this data can thankfully - be discarded. This is done by employing detector-specific triggers: hardware- and/or
software-based systems which employ certain criteria to select interesting events in real time. Typically, this reduces the event rate by several orders of magnitude. However, even after the drastic
data reduction performed by triggers, an average of one petabyte of data per day remains to be
processed at the LHC during data-taking runs.
The LHC infrastructure designed to cope with this data is called the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid [142]. It is made up of four levels, or tiers, numbered 0-3. Tier 0 is the CERN Data
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Figure 4.4: √
Total integrated luminosity and data quality vs time for stable-beam proton-proton
collisions at s = 13 TeV during Run 2 (2015-2018). Separately shown is the cumulative luminosity
delivered by the LHC to ATLAS (green), recorded by ATLAS (yellow), and certified to be good
quality data (blue). [141]
Centre, an on-site facility with 90 000 processor cores and 10 000 servers, plus a remote extension
at the Wigner Research Centre for Physics in Hungary. This tier serves as the central hub through
which all raw data from LHC detectors passes, though it provides less than 20% of the Grid’s
total computing capacity. The raw data undergoes initial reconstruction and is transferred to Tier
1 facilities for further processing. Additionally, the CERN Data Centre performs data archiving,
with hundreds of petabytes of data stored long-term on magnetic tapes.
Tier 1 consists of thirteen large computing centers located around the world, connected to
CERN via the LHC Optical Private Network, which has optical-fibre links working at 10 gigabits
per second. These centers are responsible for storing raw and reconstructed data, performing
large-scale data reprocessing and storing its output, distributing stored data to Tier 2 facilities,
and storing some Monte Carlo samples (simulated LHC events) produced in Tier 2. Tier 2 consists
of over 150 computing sites, typically universities and other scientific institutes, connected to
Tier 1 centers via general-purpose national research and education networks. These sites are
mostly responsible for producing and processing Monte Carlo samples. Finally, Tier 3 refers to
local computing resources: computing clusters in individual university departments or personal
computers.

4.3

The anatomy of the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) detector has an onion-like structure, with cylindrical
layers of different sub-detectors surrounding the interaction point. A cut-away of the detector, with
human figures for scale, is shown in Figure 4.5. Starting from the innermost one, the subdetectors are the Inner Detector, which tracks charged particles; the electromagnetic calorimeter, which
measures the energy of electromagnetically-interacting particles; the hadronic calorimeter, which
measures the energy of hadronically-interacting particles; and the Muon Spectrometer, which tracks
muons. Additionally, the detector is equipped with two large superconducting magnet systems to
bend the tracks of charged particles in order to measure their momenta. Along the beampipe
direction, the detector is divided into a cylindrical barrel region, which envelops the interaction
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point, and two endcaps located on each end of the barrel. Between the barrel and the endcaps is
the so-called crack region, where many of the readout cables pass through. Because of this, the
detector performance around the crack region is low.

Figure 4.5: The ATLAS detector. [131]

4.3.1

Coordinate system

The coordinate system used for ATLAS has its origin at the interaction point in the middle of the
detector, with the z axis pointing along the beampipe. The x axis points toward the center of the
collider ring, and the y axis points upwards. Particle trajectories within the detector are usually
described using polar coordinates (r, φ, θ), with the azimuthal angle φ ranging from −π to π (φ = 0
is on the positive x axis), and the polar angle θ ranging from 0 to π (θ = 0 is on the positive z
axis). Pseudorapidity, defined as
η = − ln tan(θ/2),
is often used instead of the polar angle. Pseudorapidity is the Lorentz-invariant rapidity


1 E + pz
y=
2 E − pz

(4.2)

(4.3)

in the limit of massless particles, where E is the particle energy and pz is the momentum component
along the z axis. The |η| < 1.37 region corresponds to the barrel of the ATLAS detector, 1.37 <
|η| < 1.52 covers the crack region, the endcaps extend to |η| = 2.5, and the area past the endcaps is
referred to as the forward region. Angular separation between physics objects within the detector
is usually expressed by the distance parameter
p
∆R = (∆φ)2 + (∆η)2 .
(4.4)
Other commonly-used observables at ATLAS are the transverse energy ET and transverse momentum pT : the energy and momentum of a physics object measured in the direction perpendicular
to the beampipe. The reason for this is that partons in colliding protons can carry different longitudinal momentum fractions, causing the longitudinal momentum component of the interacting
system to be unknown. The total transverse momentum, on the other hand, can be considered to
be 0 with a good accuracy. In the transverse plane, the conservation of momentum can be used to
infer the presence of neutrinos, which do not typically interact with the detector material.
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4.3.2

Inner Detector

The Inner Detector [143, 144], pictured in Figure 4.6, is a multi-layer particle tracker capable of
measuring the trajectories and momenta of charged particles. It is composed of four parts: the
Insertable B Layer (IBL) [145], the Pixel detector [146, 147], the silicon microstrip SemiConductor
Tracker (SCT) [148,149], and the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) [150,151]. Charged particles
passing though the Inner Detector interact with the detector components leaving hits, which can
later be used to reconstruct ‘tracks’ - particle trajectories. Surrounding the Inner Detector is a
superconducting solenoid magnet, which causes charged particles trajectories to bend due to the
Lorentz force, allowing for a measurement of their momenta.
The IBL is situated closest to the interaction point and was installed between the Pixel detector and the beampipe as part of the detector upgrade during Long Shutdown 1. The IBL covers
the pseudorapidity range |η| < 3.0 and comprises 12 million silicon pixels with a typical size of
50 × 250 µm2 arranged in a single layer. This upgrade mitigates issues expected with higher luminosity in Run 2, i.e. the possible loss of hits in the three other layers due to high pile-up and
radiation damage. It also improves tracking by providing additional measurement points.
The Pixel detector is composed of three layers of pixels with a typical size of 50 × 400 µm2 .
The number of pixels is over 80 million, accounting for roughly half of all the readout channels in
the ATLAS detector. Next from the interaction point is the SCT, which is composed of four layers
of double-sided silicon strips with a typical size of 80 µm in the x − y direction and 12 cm in the
z direction. The SCT has over 6 million readout channels. Pixel and SCT cover the pseudorapidity region |η| < 2.5 and can be used to locate secondary vertexes from decays of b quarks and
hadronically-decaying tau leptons. Furthest from the interaction point is the TRT, a straw detector with multiple layers of proportional-mode drift tubes (straws) embedded in a radiator material
generating transition radiation. The straws are 4 mm in diameter and filled with an Xe-CO2 -O2 gas
mixture, which becomes ionized when charged particles pass through the volume. In the center of
each straw is a gold-plated tungsten wire with a 31 µm diameter, which collects charge for readout.

4.3.3

Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters

Beyond the magnetic coil enveloping the inner detector are the electromagnetic [153] and hadronic
[154] calorimeters, pictured in Figure 4.7, which are capable of measuring the energies of electromagnetically and strongly-interacting particles, respectively. This happens through particles
initiating electromagnetic or hadronic particle showers upon entering the calorimeter volume; the
energy of the particles created in the shower is then deposited in the calorimeter and measured.
Photons, electrons, and positrons can initiate electromagnetic showers. At energies above a
few MeV, electrons interact with matter primarily through pair production - that is, through converting to an electron-positron pair in the presence of an atomic nucleus or electrons, which is
necessary for conserving momentum. High-energy electrons and positrons, in turn, emit photons
via bremsstrahlung. In an electromagnetic shower, pair production and bremsstrahlung continue
until photon energies fall below the pair production threshold. The length of the shower depends on
the characteristic radiation length of the material hosting the shower, the pair production threshold, and the energy of the particle initiating the shower.
Hadrons like pions, kaons, protons, and neutrons can initiate hadronic showers, which develop
through nuclear processes including hadron production, nuclear excitation, nuclear breakup, and
decays of secondaries like pions and muons. Hadronic showers also include an electromagnetic
component. The length of the shower scales with the nuclear interaction length, i.e. the mean
distance travelled by a hadronic particle before undergoing an inelastic nuclear interaction.
The charged particles in a shower can ionize or excite the calorimeter medium, leading to the
release of ionization electrons or the production of visible photons via scintillation. These electrons
or photons can be detected with anodes or photodetectors, allowing for the measurement of the
energy deposited in the detector by the shower. Calorimeters should be deep enough to contain
most showers in their entirety, in order to not lose information about the energy of incoming par40

Figure 4.6: The structure of the Inner Detector; not to scale. [152]

ticles. Calorimeter designs can be divided into two categories: homogeneous calorimeters, where
a single material is used both for initiating the particle showers and for detection, and sampling
calorimeters, where layers of passive absorber material are alternated with layers of active detecting
material. Sampling calorimeters indeed ‘sample’ only a portion of the shower energy, but they can
be more compact and cost-effective, as there is greater freedom to choose a high-density absorbing medium for keeping shower lengths relatively short. In addition, segmented designs allow for
a better spatial resolution of showers, which can be useful for identifying particles initiating the
shower. The electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters at ATLAS are both sampling calorimeters.
The ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter uses liquid argon (LAr) as the active medium and
lead as the absorber. It employs an accordion geometry in the radial direction and covers the
pseudorapidity range |η| < 4.9 with three layers of different granularity. The typical cell size in
the middle layer, which collects most of the energy, is ∆η × ∆φ =0.025×0.025.
The hadronic calorimeter has three distinct, overlapping parts. In the central region (|η < 1.7|),
it employs scintillating plastic tiles and iron absorbing plates. In the endcaps (1.5 < |η| < 3.2),
LAr is used as the active medium and copper as the absorber. Finally, in the forward region
(3.1<|η| < 4.9), LAr is layered with tungsten. The cell sizes in the hadronic calorimeter are between ∆η × ∆δ = 0.1 × 0.1 and 0.2 × 0.2.
The calorimeters are housed in three cryostats - one for the detector barrel and two for the
endcaps - with a total volume of 83 m3 . The liquid argon in the calorimeters is cooled to approximately 87 K to avoid gas bubble formation, which is detrimental to the functioning of the detector.
This is done with saturated liquid nitrogen heat exchangers installed in the cryostats, which also
keep the temperature gradients within 0.6 K across the calorimeter volume.
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Figure 4.7: The ATLAS calorimeters. [131]

4.3.4

Muon Spectrometer

The Muon Spectrometer [155], pictured in Figure 4.8, is a tracker designed to measure the momenta of charged particles penetrating the calorimeters, which in practice are almost exclusively
muons, in the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.7 and to trigger on those particles in the range |η| < 2.4.
Like the Inner Detector, the Muon Spectrometer is immersed in a magnetic field generated by a
0.5 T toroidal magnet system with a bending power of 2.0 − 7.5 Tm. The Muon Spectrometer
has four types of gas detectors: Thin Gap Chambers (TGCs), Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs),
Monitored Drift Tubes (MDTs), and Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs).

Figure 4.8: The ATLAS Muon Spectrometer. [131]
The TGCs and RPCs have a high time resolution and are used for triggering on muons in the
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endcap and barrel, respectively, in addition to providing a so-called second coordinate (in the r − φ
non-bending direction) for the tracker. Each TGC is composed of a plane of closely-spaced wires
at a high positive voltage, sandwiched between resistive grounded cathode planes. The distance
(gap) between anode wires and cathode planes is smaller than the spacing between wires. The gas
mixture is composed of CO2 and n-Pentane. The time resolution of TGCs is approximately 25 ns,
which corresponds to the bunch spacing at the LHC. RPCs are composed of closely-spaced phenolic
resin plates with graphite electrodes and copper readout strips. They use a C2 H2 F4 -C4 H10 -SF6
gas mixture and have a very high time resolution of around 1 ns. The number of readout channels
is 440,000 for the TGCs and 380,000 for the RPCs.
The CSTs and MDTs provide precision coordinates for tracks in the endcaps and barrel, respectively, covering |η| < 2.7. The MDTs are much like the straws in the Inner Detector Transition
Radiation Tracker; they are between 85 cm and 6.5 m long, have a 3 mm diameter, and are filled
with a Ar-CO2 -H2 O gas mixture. The CSTs are multi-wire proportional chambers with segmented
cathodes, using an Ar-CO2 gas mixture. The MDTs have over 350,000 readout channels and a
spatial resolution of 80 µm, while the CSTs have 70,000 channels and a spatial resolution of 70 µm.

4.3.5

Magnet system

The purpose of the ATLAS magnet system, pictured in Figure 4.9, is to bend the trajectories of
charged particles so that their momenta can be measured. The magnet system comprises three
main parts: the Central Solenoid Magnet, the Barrel Toroid, and the Endcap Toroids. All of
these are powerful superconducting magnets made out of Nb-Ti/Cu Rutherford (many-stranded
helix) cable encased in aluminum, which acts as a magnetic field stabilizer. The magnets must be
cooled below the critical temperature of the cable material in order to enter the superconductivity
regime, i.e. a state in which the wire in the cable has no electrical resistance and can conduct much
larger electric currents than ordinary resistive wire, resulting in more powerful magnetic fields. At
ATLAS, the magnets are kept at a temperature of 4.7 K, which is achieved with a liquid helium
cooling system. The Central Solenoid wraps around the Inner Detector and provides a 2 Tesla field.
To keep material build-up between detector subsystems to a minimum, the magnet shares a cryostat
with the LAr calorimeter. The air-cored toroidal magnets coil around the Muon Spectrometer and
produce a non-uniform magnetic field with a bending power of 2.0 − 8.0 Tm. The electrical current
passing through the magnets is 7, 600 Amperes for the solenoid and 20, 500 Amperes for the toroids.

Figure 4.9: The ATLAS magnet system. [131]
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4.3.6

Trigger system

ATLAS uses a specialized two-level trigger system for selecting potentially interesting events while
keeping the flow of data manageable. The Level 1 trigger (L1) is the first to fire. This is a
very fast, hardware-based system which looks at only a subset of available detector data from the
calorimeters and the Muon Spectrometer. The calorimetric part of the trigger selects events with
high-ET objects, including events with large missing transverse energy from neutrinos. The muonic
subsystem triggers on muons exceeding a predefined pT threshold. Next, a topological subsystem
combines the two types of data into topological variables, based on geometric properties of the
event. With this information, the L1 can determine ‘regions of interest’ (RoIs) in η and φ for
the next-level trigger, and reduce the event rate from approximately 30 MHz to 100 kHz. The
processing time is less than 2.5 ms, during which time events are stored in pipelined buffers.
Events passing the L1 are passed to the software-based high level trigger (HLT) via the RoI
Builder, which assembles a full record of L1 RoIs. The HLT can then examine these RoIs with
full-granularity information from the detector and use offline-like reconstruction algorithms. If
the reconstructed objects pass predefined requirements (‘triggers’ requested by different analysis
groups), the event is transferred to local storage and exported to the Tier 0 Data Centre for offline
reconstruction. The event rate is reduced to approximately 1 kHz, with an HLT processing time
of about 200-300 ms.

4.4

Particle reconstruction and identification at ATLAS

Despite the high pile-up experienced by experiments at the LHC, many high-energy particles
traversing the ATLAS detector can be reconstructed and accurately identified with the help of
specialized algorithms combining tracking and calorimetric information. An overview of how various particles interact with different detector elements can be seen in Figure 4.10. Charged particles,
such as electrons, muons, and protons, leave tracks in the tracking detectors; electromagneticallyinteracting particles deposit their energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter in the form of electromagnetic showers; strongly-interacting particles produce showers in the hadronic calorimeter.
Neutrinos typically pass through without interacting with the detector material and are reconstructed as missing transverse energy.
Not all physics objects used in ATLAS analyses correspond to individual particles. In addition
to missing transverse energy, which is the collective signature of neutrinos in an event, there are
also jets - collective signatures of hadrons produced in the hadronization of a quark or gluon, as
described in Chapter 2. These hadrons travel in a collimated cone and leave behind characteristic
signatures with a large multiplicity of closely-grouped tracks and high-energy calorimeter clusters.
The properties of a jet, such as its width and energy, can be used to infer the properties of the
parton from which they originate. The jet reconstruction strategy can also be used to reconstruct
and identify hadronically-decaying tau leptons. The reconstruction and identification strategies for
some of the main physics objects used at ATLAS - electrons [156, 157], muons [158, 159], jets [160],
hadronically-decaying tau leptons [161, 162], and missing transverse energy [163] - are described in
more detail below. It should also be noted that ATLAS uses a system of ‘working points’ (selection
categories) - usually loose, medium, and tight - to score the quality of reconstructed and identified
physics objects. These working points correspond to objects with increasingly higher selection
purity and increasingly lower selection efficiency, defined as the number of correctly identified
objects of a specific type divided by the total number of these objects that entered the detector.

4.4.1

Electrons

Electrons are reconstructed by matching tracks passing a certain pT threshold to calorimeter clusters. Tracks reconstructed in the crack region are excluded. Calorimeter clusters are reconstructed
using a sliding-window algorithm [165], which clusters calorimeter cells within a fixed-size window
positioned so that the energy contained within is a local maximum. Tracks are reconstructed with
a combinatorial Kalman filter [166] starting from seeds, which are built using combinations of silicon detector measurements. Tracks are then assigned scores based on criteria such as the track pT
and χ2 of the track fit. An ambiguity solver uses track scores and other quality criteria to resolve
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Figure 4.10: Interactions of various particles with the sub-components of the ATLAS detector. [164]
overlaps. Tracks are matched to calorimeter clusters if they pass ∆φ criteria. If multiple tracks
are matched to one cluster, distances in ∆η and the number of hits in different parts of the Inner
Detector are taken into account to determine the most likely electron candidate.
Identification is based on a likelihood discriminant which uses variables related to the quality
of the track and the match, the shape of the calorimetric cluster, hadronic leakage information, the
suspected photo-conversion origin of electrons, and other criteria. Four working points - very loose,
loose, medium, and tight - are defined, corresponding to fixed values of the likelihood discriminant score. The identification efficiencies vary as a function of electron ET within each selection
category. For electrons with ET = 20 GeV the identification efficiencies are equal to 85% for the
loose working point, 77% for the medium working point, and 67% for the tight working point; for
electrons with ET = 100 GeV the numbers are 96%, 94%, and 90%, respectively.
Additionally, isolation criteria can be applied to improve the differentiation between electrons
from hard-scattering (signal) processes, which are typically expected to be well-isolated, and background processes like decays of heavy quarks and photo-conversion, where more detector activity
near the electron is expected. Both calorimeter-based and track-based isolation algorithms are
used. The implementation of isolation criteria depends on specific analysis needs. A variety of
working points are defined in three categories: plain, where the isolation efficiency iso is flat in
electron pT and η; gradient, where iso is flat in η only; and fix, with fixed requirements on the
value of the isolation variable.

4.4.2

Muons

Muon reconstruction begins with independent track reconstruction in the Inner Detector and the
Muon Spectrometer. Inner Detector tracks are reconstructed in the same way as for electrons. In
the Muon Detector, track segments are built individually for each of the four detector components,
then combined using a segment-seeded combinatorial search. At least two segments must be
matched to form a full track, except in the crack region, where one high-quality track is sufficient.
Full muon candidates can be reconstructed in various ways, leading to four muon candidate types:
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• Combined muons: Inner Detector and Muon Spectrometer tracks are matched geometrically, usually using outside-in pattern recognition.
• Segment-tagged muons: an Inner Detector track is geometrically matched to at least one
Muon Spectrometer segment in the MDT or CSC chambers.
• Calorimeter-tagged muons: an Inner Detector track is geometrically matched to a calorimeter deposit consistent with a minimum-ionizing particle.
• Extrapolated muons: a Muon Spectrometer track passes a loose requirement on compatibility with originating from the interaction point; no Inner Detector track match is needed.
Overlaps between different muon types are resolved using hierarchy rules.
Muon identification is based on quality criteria such as the number of hits, differences between
the charge and momentum of matched Inner Detector and Muon Spectrometer tracks, and the χ2
of the combined track fit, where applicable. Five working points are defined: loose, medium, tight,
low-pT , and high-pT . The loose working point is designed to maximize the identification efficiency
while maintaining reasonable track quality; all muon types are allowed. The medium working point
is the default at ATLAS and is designed to minimize the systematic uncertainties associated with
muon reconstruction and calibration. Only combined and extrapolated muon types are used. The
reconstruction efficiency of medium muons is over 95%. The tight working point is designed to
maximize the selection purity and also uses only combined and extrapolated muon types. Lastly,
the low-pT working point maximizes the selection efficiency of low-pT muons, while the high-pT
working point maximizes the momentum resolution of high-pT muons, both using all muon types.
Like in the case of electrons, additional isolation criteria are defined for muons in plain, gradient,
and fix categories.

4.4.3

Jets

Jet reconstruction starts with clustering calorimeter cells using a topological algorithm [167], starting from a seed cell and iteratively adding neighboring cells with energies above a threshold defined
as a function of the expected noise. These TopoClusters can be calibrated at either the electromagnetic scale, where the energies of constituent cells are simply summed, or at the local calibration
(LC) scale, which accounts for the difference between electromagnetic and hadronic interactions
in the ATLAS calorimeters. The second approach considers properties including the cluster energy density, isolation, and depth in the calorimeter, and corrects the average TopoCluster to
the hadronic energy scale. TopoClusters then serve as inputs to the anti-kT jet reconstruction
algorithm [168, 169]. The typical size parameter for a single jet is ∆R = 0.4. Sometimes the
experimental signature includes very closely spaced jets, which cannot be separated given the
calorimeter resolution; in this case, ‘fat jets’ with size parameter ∆R = 1.0 can be reconstructed.
Finally, jets are calibrated to suppress pile-up, and account for the energy that was not measured
by the detector, either because it was deposited outside the active volume or because it was expended on non-ionizing nuclear processes. Jets can be matched to primary vertices with the Jet
Vertex Tagger [170], a multivariate technique using tracking and vertexing information.
b-tagging
Jets resulting from the hadronization and decay of b quarks can be identified (tagged) due to some
characteristic features [171–173]. Among these is the relatively long mean lifetime of the b quark,
resulting in a displaced secondary (b-hadron decay) vertex. Since b quarks typically decay to c
quarks, the b-hadron decay is usually followed by a c-hadron decay, forming a tertiary vertex.
There are three types of basic algorithms used for b-tagging at ATLAS: impact-parameter-based
algorithms, secondary vertex reconstruction algorithms, and decay chain multi-vertex reconstruction algorithms. Their outputs can be used as inputs for a multivariate classifier, which performs
better than any of the basic algorithms do on their own.
The first basic algorithm type uses the impact parameter: the closest distance from the calculated primary collision vertex to a certain track. In b-hadron decays, the b-jet tracks originating
from the displaced secondary vertex tend to have large impact parameters. An impact parameter
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has two components: the transverse impact parameter d0 , which is the distance of closest approach
in the R − φ plane, and the longitudinal impact parameter z0 sin φ, which is the distance from the
track to the primary vertex in the longitudinal plane at the point of closest approach in the R − φ
plane. The two main impact-parameter-based algorithms at ATLAS are IP2D and IP3D. The
input to IP2D is the significance of the transverse impact parameter, d0 /σd0 , where σd0 is the
uncertainty. IP3D uses the significance of both the transverse and the longitudinal components,
where the latter is z0 sin φ/σz0 sin φ and σz0 sin φ is likewise the uncertainty. For each track in a jet,
the IP2D and IPD3 algorithms calculate probabilities that the track is part of a b-jet, a c-jet, or a
light jet. The final output for a jet can be a number of log-likelihood ratio discriminants comparing
these probabilities.PEach possible discriminant is calculated as the sum of contributions from all
N
, where pX and pY can be any of the three probabilities.
N tracks in a jet: i=1 log ppX
Y
The secondary vertex reconstruction algorithm, SV, reconstructs a displaced secondary vertex
by testing all track pairs within a jet to see if they originate from the same spot. The track pair
and match must pass quality criteria, including minimum impact parameter thresholds and criteria
designed to reject vertices from decays of various long-lived particles, interactions with detector
material, and photon conversions. Once a set of high-quality matches is established, a single vertex is reconstructed by iteratively removing outlier tracks from the set. The main multi-vertex
reconstruction algorithm at ATLAS is called JetFitter. This algorithm uses a Kalman filter to find
primary, secondary, and tertiary vertices located in one line.
The main multivariate algorithm used during Run 2 was the MV2 algorithm. This is a boosted
decision tree (BDT), which uses outputs from the IP2D, IP3D, SV, and JetFitter algorithms as
inputs, in addition to the kinematic variables pT (jet) and η(jet). Three variants of MV2 were
developed, with different fractions of c-jets and light jets used in the background sample during
model training. This was in order to obtain different levels of light versus c-jet rejection performance
to suit different analysis group needs. The three variants are called MV2c00, MV2c10, and MV2c20,
with the two digits at the end originally corresponding to the fraction of c-jets in the background
sample (0%, 10%, and 20%). During later reoptimization, these fractions were changed to 0%,
7%, and 15% (respectively), without changing the variant names. The recommended variant is
MV2c10. This variant has four working points (called ‘operating points’ in this instance) defined
by fixed BDT score thresholds. The b-tagging efficiencies of these points are 60%, 70%, 77%, and
85%, based on tt̄ sample measurements. The c-jet, light jet, and τhad-vis rejection rates decrease
as the b-tagging efficiency increases. Towards the end of Run 2, a deep learning algorithm called
DL1 was also developed [174].

4.4.4

Hadronically-decaying tau leptons

The reconstruction and identification of tau leptons is challenging for several reasons. Firstly, the
mean lifetime of tau leptons is only 2.9×10−13 s, translating to an average decay length that is
much smaller than the radius of the LHC beampipe; this means that most tau leptons never enter
the detector volume and their presence must be inferred from their decay products. Secondly, tau
leptons have numerous possible decay modes (as listed in Section 1.1.7), resulting in a range of
possible signatures. Furthermore, all decay modes have at least one neutrino in the final state.

Figure 4.11: Examples of a typical tau jet and QCD jet.
Leptonically-decaying tau leptons, where only the electron or muon from the tau lepton decay
interacts with the detector, are very difficult to differentiate from single light leptons from other
sources. Because of this, leptonically-decaying tau leptons are not tagged as tau physics objects
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at ATLAS. Hadronically-decaying tau leptons, on the other hand, produce collimated cones of
low-multiplicity charged and neutral pions, kaons, and other mesons. These decay products leave
jet-like signatures in the detector and can be reconstructed with the same algorithm. The hadron
daughters of a hadronically-decaying tau object can be referred to collectively as a tau jet (even
though they do not constitute a true jet as per the definition) or a visible tau, τhad-vis , since the
neutrino is not accounted for in the jet reconstruction algorithm. QCD jets and tau jets can be
differentiated by their multiplicity and width. Tau jets typically contain only one or three charged
particles, which leave tracks in the Inner Detector; these are referred to as 1-prong and 3-prong
decays, respectively. QCD jets tend to have a higher particle multiplicity. Tau jets also tend to
be narrower than QCD jets, as illustrated in Figure 4.11. At ATLAS, tau jet identification is
done with dedicated machine learning models, which use a number of input variables to exploit
these differences. The default model was initially a boosted decision tree (BDT) [161], but in 2019
it was superseded by a recurrent neural network (RNN) [162]. Tau jet candidates entering the
identification stage are jets reconstructed with the anti-kT algorithm with pT above 10 GeV and
|η| < 2.5. After the tau lepton decay vertex is calculated, tracks with pT > 1 GeV can be matched
to the TopoCluster. The cone of ∆R < 0.2 around the axis of the jet is called the core region, as
all of the tau lepton decay products are expected to fit within in. The 0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 region is
referred to as the isolation region. Working points correspond to BDT or RNN score thresholds.
After identification, the energies of tau jets are recalibrated from the calorimeter (‘local cluster’)
scale to the so-called tau energy scale to account for energy not measured by the detector and
suppress pile-up.
BDT tau lepton identification
BDTs were trained separately for 1-prong and 3-prong τhad-vis candidates using the input variables
below:
• Central energy fraction (fcent ): the fraction of the calorimeter transverse energy deposited in the region ∆R < 0.1 with respect to all energy deposited in the region ∆R < 0.2
around the τhad-vis candidate.
−1
): the transverse energy sum deposited
• Leading track momentum fraction (fleadtrack
in all cells belonging to TopoClusters in the core region of the τhad-vis candidate, divided by
the transverse momentum of the highest-pT charged particle in the core region.
0.2
• Track radius (Rtrack
): The pT -weighted ∆R distance of the associated tracks to the τhad-vis
direction, using only the tracks in the core region.

• Leading track impact parameter significance (|Sleadtrack |): the absolute value of the
transverse impact parameter (the closest distance from the calculated vertex to the track) of
the highest-pT track in the core region, calculated with respect to the τhad-vis vertex, divided
by its estimated uncertainty.
track
• Fraction of tracks in pT in the isolation region (fiso
): the scalar sum of the pT of
tracks associated with the τhad-vis candidate in the region 0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 divided by the
sum of the pT of all tracks associated with the τhad-vis candidate.

• Maximum ∆R (∆Rmax ): the maximum ∆R between a track associated with the τhad-vis
candidate and the τhad-vis direction.
• Transverse flight path significance (STflight ): the decay length of the secondary vertex,
reconstructed from the tracks associated with the core region of the τhad-vis candidate, in the
transverse plane, calculated with respect to the tau lepton vertex, divided by the estimated
uncertainty.
• Track mass (mtrack ): the invariant mass calculated from the sum of the four-momenta of
all tracks in the core region and isolation region, assuming a pion mass for each track.
track-HAD
• Fraction of EM energy from charged pions (fEM
): the ratio of energy deposited
in the electromagnetic calorimeter to the energy of charged tracks in the core region. The
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Table 4.1: Use of input variables in the 1-prong (1p) and 3-prong (3p) τhad-vis identification BDTs.
Variable
fcent
−1
fleadtrack
0.2
Rtrack
|Sleadtrack |
track
fiso
∆Rmax
STflight
mtrack
track-HAD
fEM
EM
ftrack
mEM+track
pEM+track
/pT
T

1p BDT
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

3p BDT
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

denominator is the sum of the TopoCluster energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter associated with the τhad-vis candidate. The numerator is the difference between the sum of the
track momentum in the core region, and the sum of TopoCluster energies in the hadronic
calorimeter.
EM
• Ratio of EM energy to track momentum (ftrack
): the fraction of the sum of energy in
the electromagnetic calorimeter part of TopoCluster associated with the candidate and the
sum of the track momentum in the core region.

• Track-plus-EM-system mass (mEM+track ): the invariant mass of the system composed
of the tracks and up to two most energetic electromagnetic calorimeter clusters in the core
region.
• Ratio of track-plus-EM-system to pT (pEM+track
/pT ): the ratio of the τhad-vis pT
T
estimated by the vector sum of track momentum and two highest-energetic electromagnetic
calorimeter energy deposits in the core region to the calorimeter-measured τhad-vis pT .
A correction factor was applied to each input variable in order to obtain a flat distribution of
the average number of interactions per bunch crossing µ (pile-up). Table 4.1 shows which variables
were used for which of the two BDT sets. Three working points are defined: loose, medium, and
tight. In each of these selection categories, the requirements on the BDT score vary in order to
achieve a flat combined reconstruction and identification efficiency (signal efficiency) distribution
as a function of τhad-vis pT . The signal efficiencies of the three working points for 1-prong and
3-prong τhad-vis candidates are, respectively: 60% and 50% for loose selection, 55% and 40% for
medium, 45% and 30% for tight.
RNN tau lepton identification
Tau lepton identification with a recurrent neural network was developed in order to use lower-level
track and calorimeter cluster information that was not used by the BDT classifier, and thus improve performance. This method exploits the fact that tracks and clusters can be ordered in a
physics-motivated way - for example in order of descending pT - and thus form a sequence for use
in an RNN.
The network uses three types of inputs: track information, cluster information, and higher-level
variables (corresponding roughly to BDT input variables). These three information streams enter
the network separately, as shown in Figure 4.12. Sequences of tracks and clusters, ordered by pT
and ET , respectively, are passed though two fully-connected layers with shared weights followed
by two LSTM layers. Higher-level variables do not form meaningful sequences, so they are passed
through three fully-connected layers. All three information streams are then merged and passed
through three additional dense layers. The output, a number between 0 and 1, gives a measure of
the likelihood that a τhad-vis candidate is a true τhad-vis object. As in BDT τhad-vis identification,
two models are trained separately for 1-prong and 3-prong decays.
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Table 4.2: Use of high-level input variables in the 1-prong (1p) and 3-prong (3p) τhad-vis identification RNNs.
Variable
puncalibrated
T
fcent
−1
fleadtrack
|Sleadtrack |
track
fiso
∆Rmax
STflight
mtrack
EM
ftrack
mEM+track
pEM+track
/pT
T

1p RNN
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4

3p RNN
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

For each track or cluster, the information that enters the network is a sequence of low-level
variables. A schematic for the track information stream of the neural network is shown in Figure
4.13. For tracks, these variables are the transverse momentum of the track and the original seed
jet, transverse and longitudinal impact parameters, angular distance to the τhad-vis axis, and the
number of hits on the track in the three tracker layers: the IBL, other pixel detector layers, and
the SCT. For calorimeter clusters, the variables are the transverse momentum of the original seed
jet, transverse energy of the cluster, the angular distance to the τhad-vis axis, and three cluster
moments: cluster depth (the distance of the cluster barycenter from the calorimeter front face,
determined along the cluster axis), the longitudinal cluster extension (the second moment of the
longitudinal distance of cluster cells from the cluster barycenter, along the cluster axis), and the
radial cluster extension (the second moment of the radial distance of cluster cells from the cluster
axis).
The higher-level variables were the same as those used in BDT τhad-vis identification, with the
0.2
track-HAD
, the τhad-vis pT
omission of Rtrack
and fEM
and the addition of one new variable: puncalibrated
T
at the local cluster scale prior to tau energy scale calibration. This variable is calculated from the
sum of cluster four-momenta within ∆R < 0.2 around the τhad-vis candidate axis. Table 4.2 shows
which high-level variables were used for the 1-prong and 3-prong models; all track and cluster
variables were used equally for both models.
Finally, the output score distribution is transformed to be flat as a function of τhad-vis pT and
µ, decreasing the dependence of the combined reconstruction and identification efficiency (signal
efficiency) on these two variables. Four working points are defined: very loose, loose, medium, and
tight. Their efficiencies for 1-prong and 3-prong decays are as follows, in the same order: 95% and
95%, 85% and 75%, 75% and 60%, 60% and 45%.

Figure 4.12: Schematic view of the tau lepton identification RNN model. [162]

Comparison of BDT and RNN tau lepton identification performance
The performance of BDT and RNN tau lepton identification models can be compared [162] by
looking at the proportion of QCD jets misidentified as τhad-vis that are successfully rejected for
a given signal efficiency value. Figure 4.14 shows the rejection power - the reciprocal of the
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Figure 4.13: Schematic view of the track information stream in the tau lepton identification RNN
model. The RNN label corresponds to the two LSTM layers. [162]

background selection efficiency - as a function of the true τhad-vis efficiency for 1-prong and 3prong BDT and RNN models. Markers correspond to the four working points defined for the RNN
classifier. Across the entire signal efficiency range, the rejection power of the RNN classifier is
approximately twice as high as the rejection power of the BDT classifier; this should lead to a
∼ 50% reduction in QCD jets misidentified as τhad-vis in physics analyses.

Figure 4.14: Rejection power as a function of true τhad-vis efficiency for 1-prong and 3-prong BDT
and RNN identification models. Circular and square markers correspond to 1-prong and 3-prong
RNN working points, respectively: tight, medium, loose, and very loose, in order increasing signal
efficiency. [162]

4.4.5

Missing transverse energy

The missing energy in an event refers to energy carried away by neutrinos or otherwise not recorded
by the detector. Its magnitude and direction can be inferred from conservation of momentum. In
hadron collisions the longitudinal component of the momentum of interacting partons is not known,
while the transverse component should be zero. Therefore, the transverse momenta of reconstructed
physics objects in an event can be used to reconstruct the total momentum of undetectable particles.
Because the mass of neutrinos is close to zero, the missing transverse momentum is usually referred
to as missing transverse energy, ETmiss . The magnitude and direction (in φ) of ETmiss is calculated
using fully calibrated and reconstructed physics objects with the addition of a ‘soft term’ - an
approximation of the pT of low-energy particles that were not reconstructed. This soft term is
determined from Inner Detector tracks associated with the hard scattering primary vertex, but
not associated with any reconstructed physics objects, using the TST (Track-based Soft Term)
algorithm [175].
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4.4.6

Removal of overlapping physics objects

The presence of pile-up frequently causes ambiguities in the reconstruction of physics objects. If
objects are reconstructed by different algorithms using the same detector hits, or otherwise in close
proximity, overlap removal is performed. During the procedure, only one of the overlapping objects
is kept and the others are discarded according to analysis-specific hierarchy rules.

4.5

The ATLAS data processing chain

Data processing at ATLAS requires several steps to obtain compatible real data and Monte Carlo
samples which can be efficiently used by analysis groups. A schematic of the data processing chain
defined by the ATLAS computing and analysis models [176, 177] is shown in Figure 4.15. Data
processing up to and including the derivation stage is done with Athena [177], the ATLAS offline
software based on the Gaudi event processing framework [178]. Physics analyses use a variety
of specialized software frameworks, which are frequently based on ROOT [129], a CERN-born
open-source data analysis framework.
Real data passing the trigger is collected in a RAW format [179], which encodes the detector
response. Events (single records of bunch crossings that activated the trigger) are grouped in
luminosity blocks, which correspond to approximately one minute of data taking. RAW files are
passed through object reconstruction and identification steps, yielding the Analysis Object Data
(AOD) format. During reconstruction, monitoring algorithms assess the data quality by checking
whether all detector subsystems were functioning properly during a certain luminosity block and
whether the performance of physics object reconstruction is acceptable. Luminosity blocks passing
the quality criteria are included in ‘good run lists’ to be used for physics analyses. The proportion
of good-quality data in the total data recorded by ATLAS during Run 2 can be seen in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.15: A flowchart showing the ATLAS data processing chain.
Official Monte Carlo production is done centrally for all ATLAS analyses. Samples of specific
physics processes - from the simulation of interactions between quarks and gluons in the colliding
protons to parton showering to hadronization and decays into stable particles - are generated by
Monte Carlo generators in the EVNT format. These files contain the truth record in the HepMC
format [180] wrapped in a form readable by Athena, but they are not ROOT-readable or compatible with the ATLAS Event Data Model, a model with a single set of objects representing
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reconstructed physical objects, which is used throughout the data processing chain. In order to
do generator-level truth studies of Monte Carlo samples, a ROOT-readable TRUTH format can
be derived from EVNT files. The next step is detector simulation, done with the Geant4 Detector Description and Simulation Tool [181] in Athena. During this step, Geant4 calculates
how particles in the EVNT samples interact with the ATLAS detector material, how they shower
into secondaries, and how much energy they deposit in each sensitive element. The standard
strategy is to use the full detector description; this gives the maximum accuracy but is also very
CPU-intensive. A ‘fast’ strategy is also available, which uses pre-simulated particle showers loaded
from a library. This reduces the CPU time by a factor of three. Alternatively, the AtlfastII
simulation package [182] can be used for applications where keeping the CPU time short is critical.
This package uses the FastCaloSim calorimeter simulation [183], with energies deposited directly
in calorimeter cells using parametrizations of the lateral and longitudinal particle shower energy
profiles. This results in an order-of-magnitude improvement in CPU time over full Geant4 simulation. The output of the detector response simulation step is in the HITS format, which in turn
serves as the input for the digitization step. During thus step the simulated energy deposits are
transformed into a detector response that looks like the real raw data. This simulated detector output, in the RDO format, is then passed through the reconstruction and identification steps, much
like what is done for RAW files. The difference between Monte Carlo and real data AOD files is
the additional presence of truth information (information about the true identities and properties
of simulated particles, independent from reconstruction and identification) in the former, which is
essential for various physics analyses.
Finally, both Monte Carlo and real data AODs are passed through the derivation stage, which
involves data reduction and augmentation. During data reduction, samples might be skimmed
(whole events removed based on some criteria), thinned (certain objects removed from all events),
and slimmed (certain variables removed from all events). Data augmentation is done by adding
new reconstructed objects (such as jets reconstructed with an alternative algorithm) and new,
higher-level variables. The output of the derivation stage is in the Derived AOD (DAOD) format,
which is much smaller than the AOD format, ROOT-readable, and can be used in physics analyses.
Nevertheless, analysis groups often process DAODs further by producing ntuples - plain ROOT
files with a flat structure, which can be read without ATLAS software and have the potential to
be even smaller and faster.
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Chapter 5

Higgs Mass and Cosmological
Constant Hierarchy Problems
As mentioned in Section 1.2, some of the open problems in physics are hierarchy puzzles, including
the Higgs mass puzzle and the cosmological constant puzzle. The Higgs mass puzzle was discussed
in some detail in Section 1.2.2. The cosmological constant puzzle is a conflict between cosmological
observations and quantum field theoretical predictions. This constant, denoted here by C, appears
in Einstein’s general relativity field equations [57, 184], which relate the geometry of spacetime to
the mass present within it:
8πG
1
(5.1)
Rµν − Rgµν = Cgµν − 2 Tµν ,
2
c
where Rµν is the Ricci curvature tensor, R is the scalar curvature (Ricci scalar), gµν is the metric
tensor, G is Newton’s constant, and Tµν is the stress-energy tensor. The cosmological constant
term, which was variously included in or excluded from Einstein’s field equations as new advancements were made, must be larger than zero in order to account for the accelerating expansion
of the Universe. Current measurements put the value of the cosmological constant at around
(0.002 eV)4 [185]. The cosmological constant is related to the vacuum energy density which is
perceived by gravitation, ρvac :
C = ρvac 8πG.
(5.2)
In quantum physics, one of the contributions to the energy density of empty space is quantum
fluctuations (zero-point energies): the continuous creation and annihilation of virtual particles.
Assuming that the Standard Model is valid up to the Planck scale, these fluctuations would be
expected to give an energy density that is some 56 or 120 orders of magnitude larger (depending
on the calculation method, as will be shown below) than the one determined from measuring the
acceleration of the Universe [186–188]. This has been called the ‘worst theoretical prediction in
the history of physics’ [184].
Since both the Higgs mass fine-tuning puzzle and the cosmological constant puzzle involve
quantum fluctuations, they could be related. This relationship might involve supersymmetry,
some other cancellation of bosonic and fermionic contributions, higher-dimensional operators of
the Standard Model effective field theory, or some other mechanism. The following discussion is
based on papers published by the author and Steven Bass [1, 2].

5.1

The Veltman condition and zero-point energies

The Higgs mass fine-tuning problem originates from the observation that the bare Higgs mass and
the counterterm obtained during renormalization would have to be extremely fine-tuned to give
the small Higgs mass seen experimentally. The form of this counterterm, at one-loop level, was
first calculated by Veltman [189]:
δm2h =

Λ2 6
(m2 + m2Z + 2m2W − 4m2t ),
16π 2 v 2 h
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(5.3)

where Λ is the energy scale up to which the Standard Model remains valid (ex. the Planck scale), v
is the Higgs vacuum expectation value, and mi are masses of the heaviest Standard Model particles:
the Higgs, Z, and W ± bosons and the t quark. Contributions from lighter particles are neglected,
1
as are NLO corrections, which are suppressed by a factor of (4π)
2 . While this counterterm diverges
quadratically with growing energy, the bare and renormalized masses can be made to coincide,
eliminating fine-tuning, if the following condition is met:
(5.4)

m2h + m2Z + 2m2W − 4m2t = 0.
This is called the Veltman condition.

Pauli showed that a similar cancellation of fermionic and bosonic contributions can take place
for zero-point energies [190], explaining the very small value of the cosmological constant. In flat
spacetime, the total zero-point energy density of the vacuum would take the following form:
X

ρZPE =

i∈particles

X ~gi
1
{~ωi } =
2
2
i

Z

kmax

0

d3 k
(2π)3

q
k 2 + m2i ,

(5.5)

p
where 21 {~ωi } are eigenvalues of the free Hamiltonian with ωi = k 2 + m2i , k is the wavenumber,
mi is the mass of particle i, gi = (−1)2j (2j + 1)f is the degeneracy factor for particle i with
spin j (with the minus sign following from the Pauli exclusion principle and the anticommutator
relations for fermions), and the factor f equals 1 for bosons, 2 for each charged lepton (to account
for antileptons), and 6 for each quark (to account for antiquarks and color charge). Here, using
the Planck scale as the cutoff yields a value which is 10120 times larger than the experimentallymeasured vacuum energy density, while using the electroweak scale (the Higgs vacuum expectation
value) brings this factor down to 1056 . The pressure of the vacuum can be expressed with a similar
formula [191]:
X ~gi Z kmax d3 k
k2
p
pZPE =
.
(5.6)
6 0
(2π)3 k 2 + m2i
i∈particles

Zero-point energies have ultraviolet divergences and must be regularized and renormalized. Using a
(non-Lorentz-invariant) brute-force cutoff kmax yields the following cosmological equation of state:
pZPE =

1
ρZPE .
3

(5.7)

This corresponds to the equation of state for radiation rather than for the cosmological constant
(the vacuum energy) [192]. Switching to dimensional regularization in the modified minimal subtraction scheme M S, a Lorentz-invariant approach, yields the correct equation of state [193]:
 2 
X ~gi m4  2 3
mi
i
ρZPE = −pZPE =
+
−
γ
−
2
ln
+ higher-order corrections, (5.8)
64π 2

2
4πµ2
i∈particles

where D = 4 −  is the number of dimensions, µ is the renormalization scale, and γ is the Euler–Mascheroni constant.
Equation 5.8 vanishes for massless particles such as the photon. For massive particles, a collective cancellation of zero-point energies from bosons and fermions takes place if the following
conditions are met:
X
gi m4i = 0,
(5.9)
i∈particles

X

gi m4i ln m2i = 0.

(5.10)

i∈particles

Using Standard Model particles and neglecting light fermions, these take the form:
6m4W + 3m4Z + m4h − 12m4t = 0,

(5.11)

6m4W ln m2W + 3m4Z ln m2Z + m4h ln m2h − 12m4t ln m2t = 0.

(5.12)
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Equations 5.4, 5.11, and 5.12 do not work with Standard Model particle masses. All three
are fermion-heavy and would be (individually) satisfied if the Standard Model boson masses were
higher - for instance, if the Standard Model Higgs boson had a mass of about 314, 319, and 311 GeV,
respectively, rather than 125 GeV. However, these equations can be treated as constraints on possible undiscovered BSM particles.
Adding extra Higgs bosons, for example within the framework of 2HDMs (without the need for
supersymmetry), could help balance out the equations, if the bosons have suitable masses. This
could also help stabilize the electroweak vacuum, as the additional bosons would counteract the
effect of the t quark loops. In practice, the low-mass 2HDM phase space is highly constrained by
BSM Higgs boson searches and precision measurements of Higgs boson couplings, rare B meson
decays, the muon anomalous magnetic moment, and electroweak parameters. For example, a
global electroweak fit conducted by the Gfitter group [194] excluded mH and mA masses below
400 GeV for type-II and type-Y 2HDMs; Mahmoudi et al [195] set a limit of mH ≥ 600 GeV for
the type-II 2HDM using flavor observables from Belle and BaBar experiments; while Misiak and
Steinhauser [196] set the lower limit on mH between 570 and 800 GeV for the type-II 2HDM using
similar precision measurements. These numbers in the context of Pauli constraints imply that even
if an extra type-II Higgs doublet were discovered, additional BSM fermions would be needed as
well. However, certain 2HDMs are less constrained and could still satisfy the Pauli constraints.
Extending the Veltman condition to accommodate extra Higgs bosons is more complicated. Some
benchmark scenarios were developed by Darvishi and Krawczyk [197]; the scenario with the closest
match to the ATLAS best-fit point [198] in the tan β-cos(β − α) plane for the type-II 2HDM
assumes mA , mH ± ∼ 650 GeV and mH ∼ 830 GeV.

5.2

Running masses

Veltman and Pauli conditions are evaluated from loop diagrams, causing the masses that appear
within them to depend on the renormalization group scale. Since fermion and boson contributions
evolve differently with the scale, there is a possibility that the conditions are met at some high
energy scale without the need for extra particles.
This was tested by evolving Standard Model parameters with the mr C++ library [199], which
uses the M S regularization scheme. The inputs were values of particle masses and the Higgs
vacuum expectation value v published by the Particle Data Group (PDG) in 2019 [200]. The
evolution of gauge coupling constants g, g 0 , and gs , the Higgs self-coupling λ, and the t quark
Yukawa coupling yt for energy scales up to 1020 GeV (an order of magnitude above the Planck
scale) is shown in Figure 5.1. With 2019 PDG inputs, λ becomes negative at around 1010 GeV,
and the vacuum loses stability. Stability all the way up to the Planck scale can be enforced by
reducing the t quark mass from 173 GeV to 171 GeV. Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of particle
masses and v, related to coupling constants via the following relations:
v
(5.13)
mt = yt √ ,
2
m2W =

1 2 2
g v ,
4

1 2
(g + g 02 )v 2 ,
4
m2h = 2λv 2 .

m2Z =

(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)

Uncertainties on these parameters were calculated by varying inputs up and down within PDG
uncertainties.
Figure 5.3 shows the evolution of the Veltman coefficient
9
3
3
(m2h + m2Z + 2m2W − 4mt ) = g 4 + g 04 + 6λ − 6yt2
(5.17)
2
v
4
4
with the input value of mt reduced to 171 GeV. The value of CV 1 does not cross 0 below the Planck
scale. To achieve crossing at the Planck scale, a Higgs boson pole mass of about 150 GeV is required. In alternative calculations, the crossing was achieved at about 1016 GeV with a metastable
CV 1 =
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vacuum in [201] and above 1020 GeV with a stable vacuum in [202–204]. If the crossing does occur
below the Planck scale, it could point to an energy scale where a more fundamental theory takes
over or where electroweak symmetry breaking is triggered, as suggested by Jegerlehner [201].
Figure 5.4 shows the evolution of the Pauli expressions given in Equations 5.11 and 5.12 for PDG
inputs. The curve corresponding to the left side of Equation 5.11 crosses 0 at around 1016 GeV,
at which point the bosonic contributions become larger than the fermionic contribution from the
t quark. The evolution of the second Pauli expression terminates at 1010 GeV due to the negative
value of λ, which causes the expression to develop an imaginary part, corresponding to the loss
of vacuum stability. If the input value of mt is reduced to 171 GeV, both Pauli constraints are
satisfied between 1017 and 1018 GeV.
It should be noted that in the case of the Standard Model effective field theory, evolving
parameter values above the energy cutoff would be unphysical.
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Figure 5.1: Evolution of Standard Model coupling constants using the mr package.
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Figure 5.2: Evolution of Standard Model particle masses and the Higgs vacuum expectation value
using the mr package. The evolution terminates at the energy scale where λ becomes negative.
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of the Veltman coefficient CV 1 = v32 (m2h + m2Z + 2m2W − 4mt ) = 94 g 4 + 34 g 04 +
6λ − 6yt2 with mt = 171 GeV and different Higgs boson pole masses using the mr package.

5.3

The Standard Model effective field theory and neutrino
mass

In the absence of Veltman and Pauli crossing below the Planck energy scale, it is worthwhile to
consider alternative approaches to solving the Higgs mass and cosmological constant puzzles. One
such approach involves combining the idea of higher-dimensional operators in the Standard Model
effective field theory with an observation about the components of the vacuum density.
The total vacuum energy density ρvac has several components. In addition to zero-point energies
from quantum fluctuations, it receives contributions from the renormalized bare gravitational term
ρbare [187] and dynamically-generated potential from Higgs and QCD condensates - vacuum mean
values h0|Oi |0i of operators Oi arising due to non-perturbative effects. The full expression is then:
ρvac = ρZPE + ρpotential + ρbare .

(5.18)

All of these contributions depend on the renormalization scale µ. The zero-point energy contribution has both an explicit µ term (see Equation 5.5) and dependence on running masses. The
Higgs potential depends on the running Higgs boson mass and the running Higgs self-coupling.
However, ρvac is an observable - with a value of around (0.002 eV)4 , as mentioned above - and thus
independent of the renormalization scale. This implies that the renormalization scale dependence
of the components must cancel. A cancellation ρvac = 0 can be enforced (at dimension 4) by global
space-time translational invariance [205]. In the Standard Model effective field theory, this leaves
the non-renormalizable higher-dimensional operators, which should be taken into account. The
leading contribution would be from the dimension-5 Weinberg operator (Equation 1.40), which is
responsible for generating neutrino masses:
 (5) 2 4
c v
ρvac ∼
(5.19)
Λ
(5) 2

with one factor of c Λv for each dimension of spacetime. The Weinberg coefficient c(5) is assumed
to be of the order of 1. As it happens, the cosmological constant scale of 0.002 eV is within
experimentally-allowed values for neutrino masses and would correspond to new physics emerging
at an energy scale of around 1016 GeV. Though this energy is very much beyond the reach of particle colliders, neutrino mass values and/or lepton number violation might eventually be discovered
in next-generation neutrino experiments.
This scenario would point to an interesting connection between infrared and ultraviolet energy
realms. While in the usual effective field theory approach it is assumed that the low-energy theory
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is independent of what happens above the energy cutoff, in this case the new physics would be
linked to what we observe at our energy scales. This connection could be responsible for the Standard Model Higgs boson and t quark masses being so close to the bounds needed for electroweak
vacuum stability, and - more generally - for the values of Standard Model parameters, which seem
fine-tuned to the existence of a life-supporting universe. In addition to the lower bound from vacuum stability requirements, an anthropic upper bound on the Standard Model Higgs boson mass
can be derived from Equation 5.19. According to Weinberg [206], an order-of-magnitude increase
in the value of ρvac would cause the Universe to begin its current period of accelerating expansion
earlier, preventing the formation of galaxies. This anthropic upper bound on the value of ρvac
corresponds to setting an upper bound on the value of v at 1.33 of its actual (measured) value,
which leads to a corresponding bound on the Standard Model Higgs boson mass. This leaves quite
a narrow window for possible mass values that could be observed by sentient beings.

5.4

Conclusion

The Higgs mass fine-tuning and cosmological constant puzzles are two open problems in physics,
which might be related due to both involving quantum fluctuations. The cancellation of fermionic
and bosonic contributions might be achieved with the Veltman condition and/or equations following
from the Pauli conjecture. Unfortunately, this does not work with Standard Model particle masses.
Here, the effect of adding extra BSM Higgs bosons predicted by 2HDMs was explored, taking into
consideration existing experimental limits. The conclusion was that type-II 2HDM Higgs bosons
with masses allowed by the existing limits would be insufficient to achieve cancellation using the
Pauli conjecture, and additional fermions would be needed. Other 2HDM types are less constrained
and could allow the cancellation to happen. The Veltman condition might still be satisfied for the
type-II 2HDM and other 2HDM types. An alternative way of solving the cosmological constant
puzzle within the framework of the Standard Model effective field theory was also explored, with
the conclusion that the dimension-5 Weinberg operator could be simultaneously responsible for
neutrino masses and the small value of the cosmological constant. This would also point to an
interesting connection between the infrared and ultraviolet energy realms, which could explain
the small value of the Standard Model Higgs boson mass. Future experiments in cosmology and
neutrino physics, such as searches for neutrino-less double beta decay, a tell-tale sign that neutrinos
are Majorana particles [71], should offer further clues and insights.
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Chapter 6

Validation of Monte Carlo Samples
with Tau Leptons
Final states with tau leptons are important in many high-energy physics searches and precision
measurements. As the heaviest particles in the leptonic sector, tau leptons have a large Yukawa
coupling to the Standard Model Higgs boson and possible MSSM Higgs bosons. The short lifetime
and P -symmetry-violating decays of tau leptons allow for polarization measurements using decay
product kinematics. These can differentiate between Z and H boson decays or help study the
properties of new particles. Accurately modeling tau lepton kinematics, branching ratios, and
polarization in Monte Carlo samples is key for analyses with tau leptons in the final state. Because
Monte Carlo generators differ in how they model physics processes, it is necessary to validate each
sample used in an experiment. This chapter will summarize a series of validation studies conducted
mostly at ‘truth’ level - that is, using only information about real (truth) objects generated by
Monte Carlo generators, without simulating interaction with the detector. More information about
the physics of tau leptons and ATLAS physics sample formats can be found in Sections 1.1.7 and
4.5, respectively.

6.1

Processes and samples

The main physics processes considered in this set of studies were the Drell-Yan process and boson
pair (diboson) production with tau leptons, and typically jets, in the final state. The former is a
process where a quark and an antiquark (from the parton sea in colliding protons) annihilate into
a virtual (massive) photon or Z boson, which in turn produces a lepton-antilepton pair. Feynman
diagrams with virtual photons and Z bosons, shown collectively in Figure 6.1, interfere, and in
practice it is impossible to separate the two process types; the Drell-Yan process with tau leptons
in the final state is thus usually denoted by
q q̄ → Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − .

(6.1)

The partons taking part in the hard-scattering interaction can radiate off other partons, which
hadronize and form the final-state jets. The Drell-Yan process is especially important in hadron
collision physics. It can be used for validating QCD predictions, examining the partonic structure
of hadrons, and calibrating detectors, since the location of the Z peak on the lepton-antilepton
invariant mass spectrum is well known. It also constitutes a large and irreducible background in
Standard Model H → l+ l− analyses and searches for new particles decaying to a lepton-antilepton
pair.
The production of gauge boson pairs (any combination of W ± bosons, Z bosons, and photons)
occurs mostly via quark-antiquark annihilation, with a small contribution from gluon-gluon interaction. Some example Feynman diagrams are shown in Figure 6.2. Similarly to the Drell-Yan process,
diboson events can be used to test QCD predictions and are an important background in some
searches for new physics. In addition, they allow for precision measurements of triple and quartic
gauge boson couplings, which is an important test of the electroweak sector of the Standard Model.
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Figure 6.1: Tree-level Feynman diagram of the Drell-Yan process with a lepton-antilepton pair and
no jets in the final state.

Figure 6.2: Leading-order Feynman diagram of three types of diboson production mechanisms:
t-channel, u-channel, and s-channel (with labeled triple gauge coupling vertex).
The following Monte Carlo samples were used in validation studies described in this chapter:
• Drell-Yan Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − samples generated with Sherpa 2.2.1, 2.2.7, 2.2.8, and 2.2.10 [207]
using the NNPDF 3.0 NNLO PDF set [208],
• Drell-Yan Z/γ ∗ → e+ e− /µ+ µ− samples generated with Sherpa 2.2.10 using the NNPDF
3.0 NNLO PDF set,
• Drell-Yan Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − samples generated with Powheg-Box v1 [209–212] interfaced to
Pythia 8.1 [213] for the parton shower, with the CT10 PDF set [214] and the AZNLO
tune [214] for the underlying event,
• samples with two vector bosons decaying via leptonic channels (combinations of Z/γ ∗ and
W ± bosons decaying to l+ l− l+ l− , l+ l− l± ν, l± l± νν, l± l∓ νν and l± ννν final states) generated
with Sherpa 2.2.2 [207] using the NNPDF 3.0 NNLO PDF set.
The Sherpa 2.2.1 Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − sample is a thoroughly validated ‘legacy’ sample used for
many key analyses throughout Run 2. It is composed of individual invariant mass slices (subsamples) weighted by their respective cross-sections, with a large number of events in each slice.
This provides good statistics in the high-mass tail, which is important in analyses such as searches
for neutral high-mass particles. The Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 sample, on the other hand, is an
inclusive (non-sliced) sample with low statistics in the high-mass tail, which can be used in regions
of phase space where the tail is not of importance. Drell-Yan samples generated with Sherpa
2.2.2+ were part of an ongoing effort to improve Monte Carlo dataset production for the demands
of the High Luminosity LHC, which will see a large increase in luminosity but not in the CPU budget. Both theoretical and computational improvements were implemented, including improvements
in parton shower simulation, the matching of parton showers to fixed-order perturbative calculations, efficiently increasing statistics in low cross-section regions, and introducing approximations
that decrease the per-event computational time by a factor of three without affecting the modeling.
The fully-leptonic Sherpa 2.2.2 diboson samples are also legacy samples, and are used together
with Sherpa 2.2.1 semi-leptonic diboson samples (samples where one of the bosons decays to
leptons and the other to quarks) to model the diboson background in Run 2 analyses. Samples with
two gauge bosons decaying exclusively to quarks are not used, as they are difficult to distinguish
from multijet background. The reason for using different Sherpa setups for fully-leptonic and
semi-leptonic samples is that a book-keeping bug-fix had to be applied to fully-leptonic Sherpa
2.2.1 samples.
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6.2

Branching ratios and kinematic variables

Some of the most basic validation tests that can be conducted are checks of tau lepton branching
ratios and distributions of kinematic variables like transverse momentum pT , pseudorapidity η, and
azimuthal angle φ. Reconstruction-level comparisons of kinematic variable distributions in samples
generated with different Monte Carlo generators and in real data from the ATLAS detector were
conducted in other validation studies. Here, only the generator-level comparison of Sherpa 2.2.10
Z/γ ∗ → e+ e− /µ+ µ− /τ + τ − will be discussed. Due to lepton universality, no differences are expected in kinematics prior to the decays of muons and tau leptons. Distributions of η(e/τ ), φ(e/τ ),
pT (e/τ ) and pT (e+ e− /τ + τ − ) (the scalar sum of lepton and antilepton transverse momenta), with
no selection cuts applied, can be seen in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. The distribution of pT (e/τ ) exhibits a
‘kink’ structure at around 20 GeV, which is due to the generator-level requirement for the invariant
mass of the lepton-antilepton pair, m(l+ l− ) > 40 GeV. Good agreement between electrons and tau
leptons is seen in all of these distributions, with some statistical fluctuations. Muon distributions
also exhibited good agreement, but are not pictured here (for brevity).

Figure 6.3: Comparison of η(l) and φ(l) distributions for leptons from Sherpa 2.2.10 Z/γ ∗ → e+ e−
and Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − samples.

Figure 6.4: Comparison of pT (l) and pT (l+ l− ) distributions for leptons from Sherpa 2.2.10 Z/γ ∗ →
e+ e− and Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − samples. The pT (l+ l− ) distribution is shown in logarithmic scale.
Branching ratios were found to agree reasonably well with PDG values across all samples. Table
6.1 shows the branching ratios of tau leptons from the Sherpa 2.2.2 Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − sample, which
can be compared to PDG values in Table 1.2 in Section 1.1.7. The branching ratios of 1-, 3-, and
5-prong decays, relative leptonic and hadronic decay fractions, and the two leptonic decay modes
all agree within the quoted uncertainties. The hadronic decay modes show some disagreement,
with Sherpa values being a bit higher than PDG values for 1h± 0h0 , 1h± 1h0 , 3h± 0h0 , and
3h± 3h0 decay modes and a bit lower for 1h± 2h0 , 1h± 3h0 , and 3h± 1h0 decay modes.
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Table 6.1: Branching ratios of selected tau lepton decay modes measured in the Sherpa 2.2.2
Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − sample. The decay modes are sorted by the number of prongs (charged decay
products - leptons or hadrons), hadronic and leptonic modes, the two most common leptonic decay
modes, and hadronic modes in Nh± Mh0 format, where h± represents charged pions and/or kaons
and h0 represents neutral pions and/or kaons.
decay mode
1-prong
3-prong
5-prong
Leptonic
Hadronic
±
τ → eνe ντ
τ ± → µνµ ντ
1h± 0h0
1h± 1h0
1h± 2h0
1h± 3h0
3h± 0h0
3h± 1h0
3h± 2h0
3h± 3h0

6.3

branching ratio
84.8±0.2%
15.06±0.06%
0.100±0.005%
35.2±0.1%
64.8±0.2%
17.92±0.08%
17.30±0.07%
12.76±0.06%
26.4±0.1%
9.31±0.05%
1.07±0.02%
9.78±0.05%
4.48±0.04%
0.52±0.01%
0.270±0.008%

Polarization measurement

Correctly modeling the polarization of tau leptons from vector boson decays is crucial in the case of
analyses making use of spin correlation observables. In analyses that do not use such observables,
correct spin effects are still important for modeling energy distributions and tau lepton acceptance
in the detector. The polarization of fermions from such decays was discussed in Sections 1.1.4 and
1.1.7. In the case of W ± → τ ± ν decays, the tau lepton polarization is expected to be −100% due
to W ± bosons coupling exclusively to left-handed neutrinos and right-handed antineutrinos. The
polarization of tau leptons in Z → τ + τ − boson decays, on the other hand, depends on the value of
the Weinberg angle θW . The most accurate measurement of the polarization of tau leptons from
Z boson decays was conducted at LEP, the Large Electron-Positron Collider [215] at CERN, in
2001 [216]. The obtained value was (14.51±0.59)%, corresponding to an effective sin2 θW parameter
value of 0.23147±0.00057. More recent measurements of the effective value of sin2 θW at other particle colliders came up with similar values: 0.23148±0.00033 from combined Tevatron results [217]
and 0.23129±0.00033 from combined LHC results [218–221]. The value of this parameter can also
be calculated from Z and W ± boson masses using the tree-level formula in Equation 1.17, which
gives a significantly smaller number of 0.22337±0.00010 [27]. A higher-order calculation using the
M S renormalization scheme gives a value in line with experimental results, at 0.23121±0.00004 [27].
R
The polarization Pτ = σσLL −σ
+σR of hadronically-decaying tau leptons can be determined with a
semi-analytical formula for the energy spectrum y of visible decay products in τ ± → π ± ντ decays,
derived by Jadach and Wąs [222]:

y = N (1 + Pτ (2xπ − 1)),

(6.2)

where N is a normalization constant and xπ is the fraction of tau lepton energy carried by the
pion in τ ± → π ± ντ decays:
E(π ± )
.
(6.3)
xπ =
E(τ ± )
This approach assumes that particle mass and QED bremsstrahlung can be neglected, which is a
reasonable assumption for LHC proton-proton collisions. Formula 6.2 was fitted to xπ histograms
using the TH1::Fit method in ROOT. Histograms for measuring the polarization of tau leptons
from Z decays were constructed by selecting events with exactly two tau leptons with opposite
electric charge and an invariant mass between 88 and 94 GeV. This invariant mass cut helped to
select mostly on-shell Z peak events, with only a small contribution from virtual photons, which
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couple equally to left-handed and right-handed fermions. Only τ ± → π ± ντ decays were considered;
these account for around 10.8% of all tau lepton decays [27].
Table 6.2 lists the polarizations of tau leptons from Z boson decays measured in Sherpa 2.2.2
diboson samples and Sherpa 2.2.7-10 Drell-Yan samples. In all of these samples, the polarization
was simulated directly at generator level using specific electroweak input variable schemes. The
standard {GF , mZ , mW } scheme mentioned in Section 1.1.8 was used in Sherpa 2.2.2 and 2.2.7.
In this input scheme, the value of the sin2 θW parameter was calculated using the tree-level formula.
This low value caused the measured polarization of tau leptons to be higher than expected from
the LEP result. In Sherpa 2.2.8+, the input scheme was switched to {sin2 θW , α(mZ ), mZ } in
order to use the effective value of the Weinberg angle and obtain the correct effective polarization.
This worked as intended, with the tau lepton polarization matching the expected value within the
statistical uncertainty in Sherpa 2.2.8 and 2.2.10 samples. Figure 6.5 shows the difference between
fit lines obtained for samples with the two different electroweak input schemes. The first bin in
the xπ histogram was excluded from the fit; its low value is caused by the requirement that the
energy of the pion must be equal to or greater than its mass.
The polarization of tau leptons from W ± → τ ± ν decays in the Sherpa 2.2.2 diboson sample was
also measured for completeness. In order to avoid selecting tau leptons from Z/γ ∗ boson decays,
only events with one tau lepton in the final state were selected. No other cuts were applied.
The measured polarization was -97%, less than the expected -100%. Since the polarization of tau
leptons from W ± boson decays does not depend on the electroweak input scheme, this was probably
due to contamination from tau leptons originating from other (non-matrix-element) sources, like
decays of B mesons.
Table 6.2: Polarization of tau leptons from Z → τ + τ − decays in various Sherpa 2.2.X samples.

1/N dN/dxπ

sample
diboson 2.2.2
Drell-Yan 2.2.7
Drell-Yan 2.2.8
Drell-Yan 2.2.10

polarization
−19.0 ± 1.2%
−20.22 ± 0.92%
−15.6 ± 1.1%
−14.62 ± 0.72%

sin2θW scheme
Gµ scheme

1.2

fit for sin2θW scheme: P= -0.144 ± 0.009
fit for Gµ scheme: P= -0.202 ± 0.009
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of tau lepton polarization measured in Sherpa Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − samples
with the older (GF ) and newer (sin2 θW ) electroweak input scheme.

6.4

Comparison of input variables for the tauID BDT

Since the identification of hadronically-decaying tau leptons at ATLAS is done with machine learning techniques, as discussed in Section 4.4.4, it is important to make sure that input variables are
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well modeled. At the time of conducting these validation studies, the machine learning model used
for tau lepton identification was a BDT, later superseded by a recurrent neural network. In a study
done by the author and Joseph Patton, Drell-Yan Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − samples generated with Sherpa
2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 were compared at generator (truth) level and reconstruction
level to check that there were no significant discrepancies between samples from the two Monte
Carlo generators.
Distributions of all BDT input variables, listed with definitions in Section 4.4.4, were drawn and
are shown in Figures 6.6-6.17. At reconstruction level, these variables were constructed straightforwardly from reconstructed physics objects in AOD-format samples. At generator level (in TRUTHformat samples), the detector interaction is not simulated, and only information about the properties of generated ‘truth’ particles is available. This meant that generator-level input variables had
to be redefined to an extent, using only particle four-momenta and not detector response information such as calorimeter cluster energies. Estimated uncertainties used in the reconstruction-level
calculation of |Sleadtrack | and STflight input variables were disregarded. Calorimeter cluster energies
were replaced simply by the energies of electromagnetically-interacting particles. Only decays of
tau leptons to pions were considered. Pions were associated with tau leptons if they were within
∆R < 0.2 around the truth tau jet direction and passed a minimum pT threshold of 1 GeV. The
track
exception to this was the fiso
input variable, where the value would have necessarily always been
zero, as pions in the isolation cone would not be associated with the tau object - in this case,
truth daughters were used instead. Tau lepton prongedness was determined from the number of
associated pions rather than from truth information.

events

Good agreement is seen for most distributions, considering differences due to detector smearing
(detector resolution) at reconstruction level. The smearing effect is seen most prominently in dis0.2
track
tributions of fcent (Figure 6.6), Rtrack
(Figure 6.8), and fiso
(Figure 6.10), where the truth-level
distributions have more distinct peaks compared to the reconstruction-level distributions. Varitrack-HAD
EM
ables using electromagnetic calorimeter deposits (pEM+track
/pT , mEM+track , fEM
, ftrack
) and
T
flight
estimated uncertainties (ST , |Sleadtrack |) differ necessarily between generator and reconstruction
level due to a different construction. At truth level, significant differences between the two Monte
Carlo generators are observed only in the ∆Rmax distributions (which have a slope in the ratio
plot, also seen in the reconstruction-level plot) and the tail of the mtrack distribution. At reconstruction level, differences between generators appear in many other distributions, such as STflight ,
where ratio of Sherpa and PowehegBox+Pythia 8.1 distributions is consistently above 1.
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Figure 6.6: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the central energy
fraction (fcent ) variable distribution using 1-prong and 3-prong tau lepton decays from samples
generated by Sherpa 2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 generators.
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Figure 6.7: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the leading track
−1
momentum fraction (fleadtrack
) variable distribution using 1-prong and 3-prong tau lepton decays
from samples generated by Sherpa 2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 generators.
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Figure 6.8: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the track radius
0.2
(Rtrack
) variable distribution using 1-prong and 3-prong tau lepton decays from samples generated
by Sherpa 2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 generators.
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Figure 6.9: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the leading track
impact parameter significance (|Sleadtrack |) variable distribution using 1-prong tau lepton decays
from samples generated by Sherpa 2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 generators.
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Figure 6.10: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the fraction of
track
tracks in pT in the isolation region (fiso
) variable distribution using 1-prong tau lepton decays
from samples generated by Sherpa 2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 generators.
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Figure 6.11: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the maximum
∆R (∆Rmax ) variable distribution using 3-prong tau lepton decays from samples generated by
Sherpa 2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 generators.
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Figure 6.12: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the transverse
flight path significance (STflight ) variable distribution using 3-prong tau lepton decays from samples
generated by Sherpa 2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 generators.
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Figure 6.13: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the track mass
(mtrack ) variable distribution using 3-prong tau lepton decays from samples generated by Sherpa
2.2.1 and Powheg+Pythia 8.1 generators.
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Figure 6.14: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the fraction of EM
track-HAD
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) variable distribution using 1-prong and 3-prong tau lepton
decays from samples generated by Sherpa 2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 generators.
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Figure 6.15: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the ratio of EM
EM
energy to track momentum (ftrack
) variable distribution using 1-prong and 3-prong tau lepton
decays from samples generated by Sherpa 2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 generators.
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Figure 6.16: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the track-plusEM-system mass (mEM+track ) variable distribution using 1-prong and 3-prong tau lepton decays
from samples generated by Sherpa 2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 generators.
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6.5

Comparison of tau lepton truth content in TRUTH and
AOD formats

In order to bridge the gap between generator-level (TRUTH format) and reconstruction-level (AOD
format) results, some additional checks were made. As described in Section 4.5, pile-up objects
are added to Monte Carlo during the digitization step. Truth information about simulated pile-up
objects is stored in AOD files along with truth information about the hard process propagated
from EVNT files. Due to the presence of this information, it was possible to compare the numbers
of truth tau leptons and truth pions in Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − samples before
and after pile-up was applied. The results are shown in Table 6.3. The average number of truth
tau jets per event remained the same, at 1.5. The number of truth tau lepton particles remained
mostly the same, decreasing slightly below 2.0 in the AOD due to some cuts that were applied
on the truth content in order to decrease the file sizes. The number of pions, on the other hand,
increased by a large amount, from roughly 4 to over 245 per event. Of these, the number of pions
passing the 1 GeV pT cut required for pions to be matched to a tau jet increased 10-fold from
roughly 3.5 to over 33 per event. The number of total truth particles increased 3-fold, and the
number of total truth jets stayed constant at 6. Sources (parent particles listed in the truth record)
of pions in the TRUTH and AOD samples are listed in Table 6.4. In the TRUTH sample, 84%
of pions originated from tau leptons, with smaller percentages originating from resonances like ρ
and ω mesons; nearly 7% had multiple parents listed in the truth record. In the AOD sample,
only about 8.5% of pions came from tau lepton decays. The largest percentages originated from ρ
mesons (nearly 35%) or had multiple parents (nearly 36%). Smaller percentages originated from
other meson resonances and nucleons. The origin of these parent particles was not checked in this
study.
The impact of the large number of pile-up pions on the reconstruction of hadronically-decaying
tau lepton candidates was studied by comparing the numbers of pions within different ∆R distances
from the truth tau jet: ∆R < 0.2 (core region), ∆R < 0.4 (core and isolation regions), and
0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 (isolation region). Distributions of these numbers are shown in Figures 6.186.19. As expected, the addition of pile-up increases the average number of pions within all three
regions, which can lead to tau jets being incorrectly categorized as QCD jets, thus failing the
hadronically-decaying tau lepton identification.
Table 6.3: The average numbers of truth particles and truth jets per event in AOD and TRUTH
formats of a Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − sample.
type of physics object per event
truth particles / event
truth pions / event
truth pT >1 GeV pions / event
truth (particle) tau leptons / event
truth jets / event
truth tau jets / event

6.6

AOD
1631 ± 2
245.5 ± 0.4
33.15 ± 0.04
1.994 ± 0.004
6.00 ± 0.01
1.500 ± 0.003

TRUTH
577.4 ± 0.8
4.321 ± 0.006
3.473 ± 0.005
2.019 ± 0.004
6.00 ± 0.01
1.500 ± 0.003

Conclusion

A number of validation studies were carried out on ATLAS Monte Carlo samples containing DellYan and diboson production processes with tau leptons in the final state. No significant issues
were found in tau lepton branching ratios and kinematic variable distributions. Measurements
of the polarization of tau leptons from Z boson decays revealed values that differed significantly
from values measured at the LEP collider. The cause was determined to be electroweak input
scheme used in the Monte Carlo generator, which resulted in an incorrect value of the sin2 θW
parameter. This issue was resolved by changing to an input scheme which used the effective
value of this parameter as measured at the LEP collider. The distributions of input variables
used for hadronically-decaying tau lepton identification were compared for two Monte Carlo event
generators; no significant discrepancies were found. The effect of pile-up was also investigated
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Figure 6.17: Generator-level (left) and reconstruction-level (right) comparison of the ratio of trackplus-EM-system to pT (pEM+track
/pT ) variable distribution using 1-prong and 3-prong tau lepton
T
decays from samples generated by Sherpa 2.2.1 and Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 generators.

Table 6.4: Percentages of pion parents listed in the truth record of AOD and TRUTH formats of
a Powheg-Box+Pythia 8.1 Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − sample.
AOD
8.51 ± 0.08%
3.20 ± 0.03%
34.8 ± 0.3%
6.53 ± 0.06%
2.00 ± 0.02%
6.29 ± 0.06%
0.781 ± 0.008%
0.810 ± 0.008%
35.9 ± 0.4%
1.23 ± 0.01%

0.35
TRUTH1

events

events

parent
tau lepton
kaon
ρ meson
ω meson
η meson
other meson
proton
neutron
multiple parents
other

0.3

TRUTH
84.0 ± 0.8%
0.573 ± 0.006%
5.68 ± 0.06%
1.42 ± 0.01%
0.911 ± 0.009%
0.497 ± 0.005%
0.0 ± 0.0%
0.0 ± 0.0%
6.88 ± 0.07%
0.103 ± 0.001%
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Figure 6.18: Pions within a ∆R < 0.2 cone (left) and ∆R < 0.4 cone (right) around the truth tau
jet direction.
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Figure 6.19: Pions within the isolation cone (0.2 < ∆R < 0.4) around the truth tau jet direction.
to obtain a sense of how pions from pile-up processes can affect hadronically-decaying tau lepton
reconstruction.
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Chapter 7

BSM H/A → τ +τ − Search: Round 1
At ATLAS, there are multiple analyses searching for additional, heavy Higgs bosons, which are
predicted by many extensions of the Standard Model. Of particular interest are BSM Higgs bosons
predicted by the type-II Two-Higgs-Doublet Model (2HDM), which corresponds to the Higgs sector
of the Minimal Supersymmetric Model (MSSM), as described in Section 1.2.4. These studies
complement other searches for supersymmetric particles, such as (fermionic) higgsinos, squarks,
and gluinos. BSM Higgs boson searches at ATLAS consider both neutral and charged Higgs boson
production and various decay modes, such as H ± → τ ± ν [223], H ± → tb [224], and H 0 → bb̄ [225].
The analysis covered here is a search for a neutral, heavy BSM Higgs boson decaying to two
oppositely-charged tau leptons. The BSM Higgs can be either CP -even (scalar, denoted H) or
CP -odd (pseudoscalar, denoted A). This final state is especially useful for limit setting in the hightan β phase space region, as H and A couplings to tau leptons - listed in Table 1.5 - are inversely
proportional to cos β. Additionally, this final state has a fairly clean experimental signature. The
H/A → τ + τ − channel is responsible for much of the MSSM phase space exclusion achieved at
ATLAS, as will be shown at the end of this chapter in the MSSM summary plot, Figure 7.17. The
analysis covered in this chapter was a search for new resonances in the [200, 2500] GeV mass range
−1
using
√ the full Run 2 proton-proton collision dataset, corresponding to 139 fb −1 of data collected
at s = 13 TeV in 2015-2018. A previous iteration of the analysis used 36 fb of data collected
during 2015 and 2016 [226]. The strategy for analyzing the full Run 2 dataset was a two-paper
approach: publishing a quick paper following the same strategy as in the 36 fb−1 analysis, followed
by a legacy paper with various analysis improvements. This chapter covers the first, quick analysis
round - published in Physical Review Letters in 2019 [3] - while one of the improvements, the
development of a multivariate classifier, is described in Chapter 8.

7.1

Heavy neutral Higgs boson production and decay

At the LHC, the dominant production mode of the Standard Model Higgs boson is gluon-gluon
fusion [68]. Other production modes, such as b-associated production, W ± - and Z-associated production (Higgsstrahlung), and vector boson fusion, have cross-sections that are several orders of
magnitude lower. However, in the MSSM the coupling between the Higgs bosons and b quarks
is greatly enhanced for large tan β values and can cause b-associated production to become the
dominant production mode. There are two viable approaches to calculating the b-associated production cross-section: the four-flavor scheme [227, 228] and the five-flavor scheme [229]. In the
former, b quarks are considered to be massive and cannot appear in the initial state of the process.
Only four quark flavors are available in the initial state: u, d, s, and c. In the latter, b quarks
are considered to be massless and can appear in the initial state, raising the number of flavors to
5. The two types of b-associated production predictions can be combined via a number of matching procedures, ex. Santander [230] or NLO+NNLL [231] matching. Due to the relatively large
predicted cross-sections, gluon-gluon fusion and b-associated production were the two production
modes considered in this analysis. To target these processes, two selection categories were defined:
a b-tag category necessitating the presence of at least one b-jet (originating from the associated
b quark) and a b-veto category where no b-jets are present. Leading-order Feynman diagrams of
the considered production modes are shown in Figure 7.1. Gluon-gluon fusion production will be
denoted here by ggH/A, while b-associated production will be denoted by bbH/A.
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Figure 7.1: Leading-order Feynman diagrams for the following neutral BSM Higgs production
modes: a) gluon-gluon fusion, b) b-associated production in the four-flavor scheme, c) b-associated
production in the five-flavor scheme.
Since leptonically- and hadronically-decaying tau leptons leave very different signatures in the
detector, the analysis has been further divided according to tau lepton decay modes into τlep τhad
and τhad τhad channels. The τlep τlep channel was excluded, as it was responsible for a small percentage of events and the lack of a hadronically-decaying tau lepton made the Higgs signature less
distinct and thus more difficult to separate from background. The two channels in use had different
selection criteria, leading to different background distributions.
In keeping with the traditional bump hunt approach (described in Section 2.3, the discriminating
variable used in this search was an invariant-mass-like variable defined in Section 7.3.4. Exclusion
limits - both model-independent and an MSSM benchmark scenario interpretation - were calculated
using a likelihood fit, described in Section 7.7.

7.2

Monte Carlo and data samples

The data samples used in this analysis correspond to 139 fb−1 of proton-proton collision
√ data collected by the ATLAS detector with all subsystems operational during 2015-2018 at s = 13 TeV.
Luminosity blocks were filtered using good run lists, as described in Section 4.5. The Monte Carlo
samples used in this analysis were produced as part of a centralized ATLAS campaign. Both data
and Monte Carlo events were required to have at least one reconstructed primary vertex with at
least two associated tracks.
Monte Carlo samples were used for the estimation of BSM Higgs boson signal produced via
gluon-gluon fusion and b-associated production, and for the estimation of the following background
processes: single Z and W ± production with associated jets (Z+jets and W +jets background),
single t quark and tt̄ events, and the production of two vector bosons (diboson production). Table
7.1 lists the Monte Carlo generators, PDF sets for the hard process, models for the parton shower,
hadronization, and underlying event simulation, and the order in which the cross-sections were
calculated for each physics sample. All samples were produced with Geant4 used for the full detector simulation, except for the b-associated Higgs production signal, which used the AtlfastII
fast simulation framework. The reason for this was that b-associated Higgs production samples
were created with the MadGraph (MG5_aMC@NLO) generator, which produces many events
with negative weights, necessitating the generation of much higher statistics compared to gluongluon fusion samples. The fast simulation was validated against the full simulation for one signal
mass point.
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Signal samples were generated using guidelines from the Handbook of LHC Higgs Cross Sections [68] for a number of mass hypotheses. The cross-sections of gluon-gluon fusion production
events were calculated with the SusHi (Supersymmetric Higgs) program [232]. These cross-sections
included NLO supersymmetric-QCD corrections and NNLO QCD corrections for the t quark and
light-quark electroweak effects. The cross-sections of b-associated production events were calculated
in the four-flavor and five-flavors schemes and combined according to the prescription in [233–235].
The mixing and effective Yukawa couplings to tau leptons of the neutral Higgs bosons were calculated with the FeynHiggs program [236–243], while the branching ratios were calculated with a
mixture of the FeynHiggs, HDecay [244, 245], and PropHecy4F [246] programs, with results
combined according to the procedure described in the Handbook of LHC Higgs Cross Sections [247].
Table 7.1: List of physics processes modeled by Monte Carlo with respective generators, PDF sets
for the hard process, models for the parton shower (PS), hadronization (H), and underlying event
(UE), and orders for cross-section σ calculation. V refers to vector bosons W ± and Z. Generator
names are shortened to PB for Powheg-Box, Py for Pythia, MG for MG5_aMC@NLO, and
Sh for Sherpa.
sample

generator

PDF

PS/H/UE

σ order

ggH/A
bbH/A
W +jets
Z+jets
V V /V γ ∗
tt̄
single t

PB v2 [209–211, 248, 249]
MG 2.1.2 [250, 251]
Sh 2.2.1 [207]
PB v1 [209–212]
Sh 2.2
PB v2 [209–211, 255]
PB v2 [209–211, 263–265]

CT10 [214]
CT10
NNPDF 3.0 NNLO [208]
CT10
NNPDF 3.0 NNLO
NNPDF 3.0 NLO
NNPDF 3.0 NLO

Py 8.1 [213]
Py 8.2 [252]
Sh 2.2.1 [253]
Py 8.1
Sh 2.2
Py 8.2
Py 8.2

NLO/NNLO
NLO/NNLO
NNLO [254]
NNLO [254]
NLO
NNLO+NNLL [256–262]
NNLO+NNLL [266, 267]

7.3

Event reconstruction and selection

The reconstruction and identification of physics objects at ATLAS is described in detail in Section
4.4. In this analysis, electrons had to pass the gradient isolation requirement, while muons had
to pass the tight fixed radius cut isolation requirement. Jets were reconstructed with the anti-kT
algorithm with size parameter ∆R < 0.4, and had to pass a ‘medium’ jet vertex tagger requirement
in order to identify and select jets originating from the hard scatter interaction. This working point
corresponded to a 92% efficiency for jets in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The b-tagging of jets
was done using the MV2c10 algorithm with a multivariate score threshold corresponding to a 70%
efficiency for b-jets in tt̄ events.
Since collision events can have multiple identified hadronically-decaying tau leptons and light
leptons (from pile-up and/or due to misidentification), it is important to find the most likely
candidates for the visible parts of the tau lepton pair from the hard scattering. In the τhad τhad
channel, these candidates are the two highest-pT hadronically-decaying tau leptons, called the
leading and subleading tau lepton (in order of decreasing pT ). In the τlep τhad channel, they
are the highest-pT hadronically decaying tau lepton (leading tau lepton) and highest-pT light
lepton (leading lepton). Together with the missing transverse energy, these objects can be used to
reconstruct various observables relating to the resonance production and decay.

7.3.1

Removal of geometrically-overlapping objects

The overlap removal procedure is largely the same in the τlep τhad and τhad τhad channel. The
successive steps are as follows:
1. exclude jets within ∆R < 0.2 of selected τhad-vis candidates (the leading and subleading tau
leptons in the τhad τhad channel or the leading tau lepton in the τlep τhad channel),
2. exclude jets within ∆R < 0.4 of an electron or muon,
3. exclude τhad-vis candidates within ∆R < 0.2 of an electron or muon,
4. exclude electrons within ∆R < 0.2 of a muon.
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7.3.2

Event selection in the τlep τhad channel

Events were preselected for the analysis with a single-lepton trigger, with different trigger requirements depending on luminosity conditions during different data-taking periods. Only one lepton
passing the pT threshold (pT > 15 GeV for electrons and pT > 7 GeV for muons) and the loose
identification criterion can be present in the event, and it must be geometrically matched to the
object that activated the trigger. This ‘dilepton veto’ suppresses Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− background. The
highest-pT τhad-vis candidate must have pT > 25 GeV, |η| < 2.3, and pass the medium identification
criterion. There is no limit on the number of τhad-vis candidates in an event. The preselection is
concluded by requiring that the lepton and leading τhad-vis have opposite electric charge (‘opposite
sign’).
The final selection for the signal region includes a few more cuts aimed at reducing background.
The pT of the lepton must be above 30 GeV. Since the heavy Higgs boson would usually be
produced with a low pT , the lepton and the leading τhad-vis are required to be back-to-back,
with ∆φ(`, τhad-vis ) > 2.4. Background from W +jets production is suppressed with a cut on the
transverse mass mT of the lepton and ETmiss :
q
(7.1)
mT (`, ETmiss ) = 2pT (`)ETmiss (1 − cos ∆φ(`, ETmiss )) < 40 GeV.
Signal events are expected to have low values of mT (`, ETmiss ) because the leptonically-decaying
tau lepton produces one more neutrino compared to the hadronically-decaying tau lepton, causing
ETmiss to align more closely with the light lepton in the event. W +jets background, on the other
hand, has a peak in mT (`, ETmiss ) at around 80 GeV. Lastly, it was found that a large number
of electrons from Z/γ ∗ → e+ e− events were misidentified as τhad-vis objects; to suppress this
background, events with an invariant mass of the electron and leading τhad-vis candidate between
80 and 110 GeV were vetoed. This veto is applied in the electron (e-had) sub-channel only. Finally,
events are divided into b-veto and b-tag categories by requiring respectively 0 or ≥ 1 b-tagged jets
with pT > 20 GeV.

7.3.3

Event selection in the τhad τhad channel

Events were preselected for analysis with a single-tau-lepton trigger. During certain data-taking
periods, multiple single-lepton triggers were active; in this case, events needed to pass at least one
of the triggers. The leading-pT τhad-vis candidate was required to have a pT of at least 5 GeV over
the pT threshold of the trigger, be geometrically matched to the object that activated that trigger, and pass the medium identification criterion. The sub-leading τhad-vis candidate had to have
pT > 65 GeV and pass the loose identification criterion. Additionally, the leading and sub-leading
τhad-vis candidates had to be back-to-back, with ∆φ(τlead , τsub-lead ) > 2.7, and have opposite electric charge.
The final selection for the signal region required only an additional cut on the number of
b-tagged jets with pT > 20 GeV (0 or ≥1) to separate events into b-veto and b-tag categories.

7.3.4

τ + τ − mass reconstruction

The reconstruction of the invariant mass of the τ + τ − system (and hence the mass of the resonance
decaying to two tau leptons) is difficult due to the presence of multiple neutrinos from tau lepton
decays. Tau leptons decaying hadronically have a single neutrino in the final state, while leptonic
decays produce two neutrinos. Information about the relative directions of the neutrinos and the z
component of the missing momentum is lost, complicating the invariant mass calculation. Multiple
methods were developed, originally for Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − measurements and Standard Model H →
τ + τ − searches, to address this, including the Missing Mass Calculator [268] and MOSAIC [269]
algorithms. However, in previous versions of this analysis it was found that the best-performing
mass variable was the total transverse mass mtot
T :
q
m2T (τ1 , ETmiss ) + m2T (τ2 , ETmiss ) + m2T (τ1 , τ2 ),
(7.2)
mtot
T =
where τ1 and τ2 refer to the leading and subleading τhad-vis candidates in the τhad τhad channel or
the τhad-vis candidate and the light lepton in the τlep τhad channel, and transverse masses mT are
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defined in the following way:
mT (~a, ~b) =

q

2pT (~a)pT (~b)(1 − cos ∆φ(~a, ~b)).

(7.3)

This variable is used as the final discriminant in this analysis.

7.4

Background estimation

Backgrounds in this analysis are predominantly due to irreducible Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − events and events
where jets are misidentified as hadronically-decaying tau leptons or light leptons. The second
background category is difficult to estimate with Monte Carlo, for a few reasons. For one, the
probabilities of jets being misidentified in this way are not modelled well in simulation. For another,
multijet background has very large cross-sections and low acceptance, making it impractical or even
impossible to simulate an adequate number of multijet events. Therefore, while backgrounds with
real tau leptons and light leptons can be satisfactorily modeled with Monte Carlo, multijet events
and other contributions with a large number of jets are estimated using data-driven techniques
described below.

7.4.1

τlep τhad channel

In the τlep τhad channel, two background contributions are estimated with data-driven methods:
background where both the lepton and the τhad-vis are faked by jets, which corresponds mainly
to multijet events, and background where only the τhad-vis is faked by a jet, which corresponds
mainly to W +jets events in the b-veto category and tt̄ events (with t → W + b̄ and t̄ → W − b) in the
b-tag category. Both of these are estimated with the fake factor or template method, the premise
of which is to construct a signal-less control region (CR) where jet background is enhanced. The
method has two basic steps. First, Monte Carlo events with correctly identified ` and τhad-vis
objects are subtracted from real data to leave only the jet contribution. Next, this contribution
is propagated to the signal region (SR) with a fake factor (transfer factor), an event weight which
accounts for the difference in jet background yields between the CR and the SR.

Figure 7.2: Schematic of the τlep τhad data-driven background estimation procedure.
This method is shown schematically in Figure 7.2. Three control regions were defined: the
multijet control region (MJ-CR) for estimating the multijet background contribution in the signal
region; CR-1 for estimating the W +jets/tt̄ background contribution in the signal region; and CR2 for estimating the multijet contribution in CR-1, which must be subtracted from data along
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with Monte Carlo background in order to obtain the W +jets/tt̄ contribution. MJ-CR differs from
the signal region by inverting the ` isolation requirement, CR-1 inverts the requirement that the
τhad-vis candidate must pass medium tau lepton identification (though it must still pass very loose
tau lepton identification), and CR-2 inverts both. Additionally, two fake regions are defined for
calculating fake factors needed to propagate the jet background contributions. The multijet fake
factor, also called the lepton fake factor (fL ), is calculated in the lepton fake region (L-FR), while
the W +jets/tt̄ fake factor (fW ) is calculated in the W fake region (W-FR). In the L-FR region, the
τhad-vis candidate must fail the very loose tau lepton identification requirement, ensuring a very
high proportion of events with jets misidentified as taus. The fake factor, parametrized in pT (`), is
calculated by comparing the number of events passing and failing the lepton isolation requirement
in each pT (`) bin of the L-FR:
fL (pT (`)) =

pass-iso
pass-iso
(pT (`)) − NM
(pT (`))
Ndata
C
.
fail-iso (p (`)) − N fail-iso (p (`))
Ndata
T
T
MC

(7.4)

Here and in the following equations, Ndata refers to the number of data events, while NMC refers
to the number of Monte Carlo background events with real ` and τhad-vis objects. The difference
of these two numbers is considered to be the number of background events with jets misidentified
as ` and/or τhad-vis objects. The same fL fake factor is used for propagating events from CR-2
to CR-1 and from MJ-CR to the signal region. In the W-FR region, the transverse mass cut is
changed from mT (`, ETmiss ) < 40 GeV to mT (`, ETmiss ) > 60 GeV to increase the proportion of
W +jets/tt̄ events. The fW fake factor, parametrized in pT (τhad-vis ) is calculated in a similar way
to fL , but comparing the number of events passing and failing the medium tau lepton identification
requirement in the W-FR:
fW (pT (τhad-vis )) =

pass-ID
pass-ID
(pT (τhad-vis ))
Ndata
(pT (τhad-vis )) − NM
C
.
fail-ID
fail-ID
Ndata (pT (τhad-vis )) − NM C (pT (τhad-vis ))

(7.5)

With the fake factors calculated, the background-estimation procedure for the multijet conSR
SR
tribution NM
J and the W +jets/tt̄ contribution NW in the signal region can be summarized as
follows (ignoring parametrization):
SR
MJ-CR
MJ-CR
NM
− NMC
),
J = fL (Ndata

(7.6)

CR−2
SR
CR-1
CR-1
CR-2
NW
= fW (Ndata
− NMC
− fL (Ndata
− NMC
)).

(7.7)

It should be noted that the control and fake regions also differ from the SR by certain other
changes in selection cuts, chosen in such a way as to purify the regions (increase the proportion of jet
background) and/or improve statistics without significantly altering the shape of key distributions.
The full definitions of the control and fake regions mentioned here are given in Table 7.2, along
with the definition of a validation region (VR) for checking the full background modeling.
Table 7.2: Definitions of regions used in data-driven background estimation and background validation in the τlep τhad channel.
region
VR
MJ-CR
CR-1
CR-2
L-FR
W-FR

selection
pass SR except: 40 < mT (`, ETmiss ) < 60 GeV
pass SR except: ` fails isolation
pass SR except: τhad-vis fails medium tau ID, passes very loose tau ID
pass SR except: ` fails isolation and τhad-vis fails medium tau ID, passes very loose
tau ID
single-` trigger, exactly one `, leading τhad-vis fails very loose tau ID,
mT (`, ETmiss ) < 30 GeV, divided into fail-`-isolation and pass-`-isolation regions
pass SR except: 60 < mT (`, ETmiss ) < 150 GeV for b-veto, 60 < mT (`, ETmiss ) < 110 GeV
for b-tag, τhad-vis passes very loose tau ID, divided into fail medium tau ID and pass
medium tau ID regions
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7.4.2

τhad τhad channel

In the τhad τhad channel, only the multijet background contribution is estimated with the fake factor
method introduced in Section 7.4.1. This background contribution dominates due to the larger
likelihood of QCD jets being misidentified as hadronically-decaying tau leptons rather than light
leptons. The W +jets(tt̄) contribution is less prominent than in the τlep τhad channel and can be
successfully estimated with Monte Carlo, corrected with a data-driven fake rate approach. Only
one control region is defined: CR-1, where the tau lepton identification cut on the subleading
τhad-vis is inverted. The multijet fake factor fM J is calculated in the dijet fake region DJ-FR,
where the selection criteria require that events pass the single-jet (rather than single-tau) trigger,
and the pT of the subleading τhad-vis must be at least 30% of the pT of the leading tau lepton.
The fake factor, parametrized in subleading τhad-vis pT and the number of tau lepton prongs, is
calculated by comparing the number of events passing and failing the subleading tau loose ID
requirement:
fM J (pT (τsublead )) =

pass-ID
pass-ID
(pT (τsublead ))
(pT (τsublead )) − NMC
Ndata
.
fail-ID
fail-ID
Ndata (pT (τsublead )) − NMC (pT (τsublead ))

(7.8)

SR
The number of multijet events propagated to the signal region NM
J is then:
SR
CR-1
CR-1
NM
J = fM J (Ndata − NMC ).

(7.9)

Monte Carlo events with one jet misidentified as a tau lepton are weighted by fake rates F R
calculated from data in the W +jets/tt̄ fake regions W-FR/T-FR, defined in Table 7.3. These fake
regions are populated by events were the W ± boson (from W +jets events or t → W q decays)
decays to µ± ν rather than τ ± ν. Due to lepton universality, the kinematics of these events are
the same as the kinematics of events with W ± → τ ± ν decays. It can then be assumed that
τ had-vis candidates in the events are misidentified jets, not true τhad-vis objects. Fake rates are
calculated to determine the probability of a jet being misidentified as a τhad-vis object. This is
done in a similar manner to the calculation of fake factors, comparing the number of events where
the leading-pT τhad-vis candidate passes the identification criterion to the total number of events,
N tot = N pass-ID + N fail-ID :
F R(pT (τhad-vis )) =

pass-ID
pass-ID
Ndata
(pT (τhad-vis )) − NMC
(pT (τhad-vis ))
.
tot
tot
Ndata (pT (τhad-vis )) − NMC (pT (τhad-vis ))

(7.10)

Fake rates are calculated separately for τhad-vis candidates passing the loose and medium tau lepton
identification criteria, in order to apply them to both leading and subleading τhad-vis candidates in
the analysis.
Table 7.3: Definitions of control and fake regions used in data-driven background estimation in the
τhad τhad channel.
region

selection

DJ-CR
CR-1
W-FR (T-FR)

sublead )
pass SR except: single-jet trigger, pTpT(τ(τ
> 0.3, no tau ID requirement
lead )
pass SR except: subleading τhad-vis fails loose ID
isolated µ passing trigger, τlead with no tau ID requirement, |∆φ(µ, τlead )| > 2.4
mT (µ, ETmiss ) > 40 GeV, b-veto (b-tag)

7.5

Validation of background modeling

To make sure that background estimates describe reality with reasonable accuracy, the agreement between real data and background estimated with Monte Carlo and data-driven techniques
is checked in key observables. However, it is vital to avoid experimenter’s bias by not looking
at the signal region until the analysis is finalized; for this reason, checks are done in validation
regions, (mostly) signal-less regions where the background composition is similar to the signal region (SR). VRs are defined by changing some selection criteria to exclude signal events. In the
τlep τhad channel, the VR differs from the SR only by the mT (`, ETmiss ) cut, which is changed from
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mT (`, ETmiss ) < 40 GeV to 40 < mT (`, ETmiss ) < 60 GeV - it thus bridges the gap between the SR
and the W-FR. In the τhad τhad channel, the VR is constructed by changing the opposite-sign (OS)
requirement for the τ + τ − pair to a same-sign (SS) requirement.
While many validation checks were carried out by the analysis team, this section will focus on
the author’s contribution: validation studies of the data-driven W +jets background estimation in
the b-veto τlep τhad channel.

7.5.1

Validation of W +jets background estimation in the b-veto τlep τhad
channel

Two versions of fW parametrization, both available in the previous analysis round, were compared
in the initial stage of W +jets background validation: fW parametrized in pT (τhad-vis ) only and
fW parametrized in pT (τhad-vis ) and ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ) simultaneously. Distributions of pT (`),
pT (τhad-vis ), ETmiss , ∆φ(`, ETmiss ), and ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ) in the b-veto pass-tau-ID W-FR, using
these two pW parametrizations, are shown in Figure 7.3. It was found that both parametrizations
resulted in the mismodeling of pT (`) and ETmiss distributions, and, as a result, in the mismodeling
of the final discriminant mtot
T . The pT distribution of the τhad-vis object, the third physics object
used for calculating mtot
,
was
- trivially - not mismodeled, because the fW fake factor was conT
structed from fail-tau-ID and pass-tau-ID pT (τ ) distributions. A similar mismodeling of variable
distributions was also seen in the VR (Figures 7.5-7.6), which contains a large number of W +jets
events.
The shape of the data-to-estimated-background ratio was similar in pT (`), ETmiss , and mtot
T :
there was an excess of data compared to estimated background in the low-momentum region
(up to roughly 60 GeV in pT (`) and roughly 40 GeV in ETmiss ) and a deficit of data compared to
estimated background in the high-momentum region. Since the low-momentum region corresponds
largely to the Z peak, this led to the initial suspicion that the Z background might be mismodeled,
for example by having an incorrect normalization. The low-momentum region could also contain
data events from decays of the 125 GeV Higgs boson, not included in the estimated background;
however, the expected contribution was calculated to be negligible. The following studies were
done to investigate the source of the mismodeling and mitigate it:
• removing the low-pT (`) region,
• investigating the Z peak by inverting the Z/γ ∗ → e+ e− veto,
• changing the normalization of the Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − and/or Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− background,
• comparing the performance of fake factors parametrized in: pT (τhad-vis ) only, pT (τhad-vis )
and ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ) (with and without a pT (`) correction factor), pT (τhad-vis ) and pT (`),
pT (τhad-vis ) and ETmiss .
They will be described in detail below.
Removing the low-pT (`) region
Events in the Z peak region were removed by changing the pT (`) selection cut from 30 GeV to
75 GeV. New fW (pT (τhad-vis )) fake factors were calculated using this cut. Figure 7.7 shows the
modeling of pT (`), ETmiss , and mtot
T distributions in the b-veto pass-tau-ID W-FR with the new pT (`)
miss
cut. Removing the Z peak regions improves the modeling of both ETmiss and mtot
still
T , though ET
shows significant mismodeling in the high-momentum region. The distribution of pT (`) remains
mismodeled even after the cut is applied. This provides mixed evidence as to Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − /`+ `−
events causing the mismodeling.
Investigating the Z peak by inverting the Z/γ ∗ → e+ e− veto
The nominal event selection in the τlep τhad channel includes a cut to remove most of the Z
peak in the eτhad-vis sub-channel, by vetoing events with 80 < m(eτhad-vis ) < 110 GeV. In
this study, this cut was inverted to create a W-FR enriched in Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− /τ + τ − events.
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Figure 7.3: Distributions of pT (τhad-vis ) (left), pT (`) (center), and ETmiss (right) in the b-veto 1prong `τhad-vis W-FR using W +jets background events calculated with fW (pT (τhad-vis )) (top) and
fW (pT (τhad-vis ), ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss )) (bottom).
Due to the ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ) > 60 GeV cut used in the W-FR, the dominant background
was still jets misidentified as tau leptons; however, moving to a low-∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ) region
(∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ) < 40 GeV) for this comparison was not possible, as that region would be
expected to have signal events. The fake factor used was fW (pT (τhad-vis )) calculated using the
nominal selection and full pT (τhad-vis ) range in the W-FR. Distributions of pT (`), ETmiss , and mtot
T
in the eτhad-vis W-FR with an inverted m(eτhad-vis ) cut are shown in Figure 7.8. In this region,
the mismodeling was less pronounced despite the higher percentage of Z/γ ∗ → e+ e− /τ + τ − events,
suggesting that an incorrect normalization of Monte Carlo Z events is not the cause.
Changing the normalization of Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− /τ + τ − background
In the last step of the Z peak investigation, the normalization of the Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− and Z/γ ∗ →
τ + τ − background was altered, both simultaneously and one at a time, and fW (pT (τhad-vis ))
fake factors were recalculated with the modified Monte Carlo event content. For ease of implementation in the analysis framework, the first approach was to double the normalization of
Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− /τ + τ − events. Such a large normalization error would be unlikely in centrallyproduced Monte Carlo samples, but could be due to a bug in the analysis code. Additionally,
if this very coarse normalization change produced a drastic change in the shape of mismodeling,
the normalization change could then be fine-tuned to find a value that minimized the mismodeling. Distributions of pT (`), ETmiss , and mtot
T in the b-veto pass-tau-ID W-FR with a doubling
of the Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− and/or Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − normalization are shown in Figure 7.9. The modeling of mtot
T improved significantly and the modeling of pT (`) improved slightly with a doubling
of only Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− . The doubling of Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − background (with or without doubling
Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− background) worsened the modeling in the very low-mtot
T region.
The improvement obtained with the change in Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− normalization was not considered
large enough to continue this study with other normalization values. However, later in the analysis,
this issue was revisited by ‘floating’ the normalization of the Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− background in the fit that is, treating the normalization as a free parameter, much like the normalization of the t quark
background. However, this did not result in a significant change compared to using the nominal
normalization.
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Figure 7.4: Distributions of ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ) (left), and mtot
(right) in the b-veto 1-prong
T
`τhad-vis W-FR using W +jets background events calculated with fW (pT (τhad-vis )) (top) and
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Figure 7.5: Distributions of pT (τhad-vis ) (left), pT (`) (center), and mtot
(right) in the bT
veto 1-prong eτhad-vis VR with W +jets background estimated using fW (pT (τhad-vis )) (top) and
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Figure 7.7: Distributions of pT (`) (left), ETmiss (center), and mtot
T in the b-veto 1-prong `τhad-vis
W-FR with a pT (`) > 75 GeV cut. The fW fake factor was calculated using the same pT (`) cut.
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Figure 7.8: Distributions of pT (`) (left), ETmiss (center), and mtot
T in the b-veto 1-prong eτhad-vis
W-FR with a 80 < m(eτhad-vis ) < 110 GeV cut. The nominal fW (pT (τhad-vis )) fake factor was used
for W +jets estimation.
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Figure 7.9: Distributions of pT (`) (left) and mtot
T (right) in the b-veto 1-prong `τhad-vis W-FR
with different normalizations of the Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− /τ + τ − background contribution: double the
nominal normalization of both background contributions (top row), double the normalization of
the Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− contribution (center), and double the normalization of the Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ −
contribution (bottom).
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Investigating different parametrizations of the W +jets fake factor
Several different parametrizations of the fW fake factor were considered, to determine which one
resulted in the best overall modeling:
• parametrization in pT (τhad-vis ) with {25, 27, 30, 34, 39, 45, 52, 60, 70, 90, 110, 200, 300} GeV
(nominal) binning,
• simultaneous parametrization in pT (τhad-vis ) with nominal binning and ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss )
with {0, 1, 2, 2.5, π} GeV (nominal) binning,
• simultaneous parametrization in pT (τhad-vis ) with nominal binning and pT (`) with {30, 40,
60, 90, 300} GeV binning,
• simultaneous parametrization in pT (τhad-vis ) with nominal binning and ETmiss with {0, 20, 40,
60, 90, 300} GeV binning,
• parametrization in pT (τhad-vis ) with nominal binning with a sequential pT (`) correction, with
{30, 40, 60, 90, 300} GeV binning, applied on top,
• simultaneous parametrization in pT (τhad-vis ) and ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ), both with nominal binning, with a sequential pT (`) correction, with {30, 40, 60, 90, 300} GeV binning, applied on
top.
All versions of fW were additionally parametrized in the number of charged tracks of τhad-vis (either
one or thee). While the binning in pT (τhad-vis ) was kept rather fine to capture the differences
between different pT (τhad-vis ) regions, binning in any second variable was coarser, in order to
keep the number of events in each 2-dimensional bin reasonably high and keep the statistical
uncertainty reasonably low. Adding a correction factor sequentially on top of the fake factor was
another method of avoiding a small number of events in individual bins. Correction factors fcorr
were calculated by comparing distributions of data and background estimated with Monte Carlo
and data-driven methods in the pass-identification W-FR in each bin of the variable to be corrected
(in this case always pT (`)):
fcorr (pT (`)) =

Ndata (pT (`))
.
NMC (pT (`)) + Ndata-driven (pT (`))

(7.11)

The distributions of pT (τhad-vis ), pT (`), ETmiss , ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ), ∆φ(`, ETmiss ), and mtot
T in
the W-FR for each of these fW parametrizations are shown in Figure 7.3 and 7.10. Where fW
was parametrized in one or two variables without a correction factor, the distributions of these
variables show a perfect agreement between data and background estimated with Monte Carlo and
data-driven methods, as long as the binning used for calculating the fake factor and visualizing
the distributions was the same. Where the pT (`) correction was used, only the pT (`) distribution
shows perfect agreement. Correcting the pT (`) distribution causes mismodeling (with a slope in
the data-to-estimated-background ratio) in the pT (τhad-vis ) distribution, as the two variables are
closely correlated. Parametrizing the fW in pT (`) or adding a sequential pT (`) correction improves
the mtot
T modeling compared to the two nominal fW parametrizations, while parametrizing the fW
in ETmiss does not improve the modeling.
Final version of the W +jets fake factor
In a separate study conducted within the analysis group, it was found that the tau-ID BDT
score distributions of jets misidentified as hadronically-decaying taus are different in the SR, VR,
and W-FR, especially for high values of ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ). These jets had the highest average
BDT score in the SR, followed by VR, and - finally W-FR. This is most likely due to different
fractions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets, which have different probabilities of being misidentified as hadronically-decaying tau leptons, in regions that all share the back-to-back requirement
for ` and τhad-vis , but have different mT (τhad-vis , ETmiss ) requirements. Thus, it was determined
that ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ) was an unsuitable variable for parametrizing the W +jets fake factor.
Parametrization in pT (τhad-vis ) with a sequential pT (`) correction was chosen as the final version,
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Figure 7.10: Distributions of pT (τhad-vis ) (left), pT (`) (center), and ETmiss (right) in the b-veto
1-prong `τhad-vis W-FR using different fW parametrizations: fW (pT (τhad-vis ), pT (`)) (top row),
fW (pT (τhad-vis ))+fcorr (pT (`)) (second from top), fW (pT (τhad-vis ), ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ))+fcorr (pT (`))
(third from top), fW (pT (τhad-vis ), ETmiss ) (bottom).
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Figure 7.11: Distributions of ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ) (left) and mtot
(right) in the b-veto 1T
prong `τhad-vis W-FR using different fW parametrizations: fW (pT (τhad-vis ), pT (`)) (top row),
fW (pT (τhad-vis ))+fcorr (pT (`)) (second from top), fW (pT (τhad-vis ), ∆φ(τhad-vis , ETmiss ))+fcorr (pT (`))
(third from top), fW (pT (τhad-vis ), ETmiss ) (bottom).
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as it resulted in only a mild mismodeling in pT (τhad-vis ) and improved mtot
T modeling considerably
compared to the previous nominal fake factors. The correction was treated as a systematic uncertainty in later stages of the analysis. Plots 7.12-7.13 show distributions of pT (τhad-vis ), pT (`), and
mtot
T in the VR with full statistical and systematic uncertainty (described in Section 7.6) using
fW (pT (τhad-vis )) with and without a sequential pT (`) correction. When the correction is applied,
the data and estimated background distributions of all three variables agree within the uncertainty;
without the correction, pT (`) shows mismodeling outside the uncertainty, but pT (τhad-vis ) and mtot
T
remain in agreement. Since the SR contains less W +jets background compared to the VR, it is
expected that distributions of these variables will also agree within the total uncertainty in the
SR.

7.6

Systematic uncertainties

In this analysis, experimental sources of systematic uncertainty included uncertainties on the integrated luminosity measurement, pile-up, the efficiency of reconstruction, identification, isolation,
triggering, and tagging algorithms, and the energy scale and resolution of reconstructed objects.
Theoretical sources included the uncertainties of cross-section calculations, the QCD scale (the
energy scale above which QCD can be described by perturbative theory), and the modeling of
initial- and final-state radiation and multi-parton interactions. The use of fake factors and fake
rates, which are affected by limited statistics in control regions and fake regions and by subtraction
uncertainties, resulted in systematic uncertainties on data-driven background components.
Most systematic uncertainties are calculated centrally at ATLAS and updated periodically.
They are applied only to signal and background contributions estimated with Monte Carlo, usually
by re-creating Monte Carlo samples with parameters varied up and down within the uncertainty.
Table 7.4 lists all categories of centrally-calculated systematic uncertainties used in this analysis,
along with the number of individually-considered sources of uncertainty in each category. The
total number of distinct sources of uncertainty (distinct contributions) was 111.
Table 7.4: A list of centrally-calculated sources of systematic uncertainty used in the H/A → τ + τ −
analysis.
category
luminosity
τhad-vis objects
muon objects
electron objects
ETmiss objects
jet objects
b-tagging
pile-up
diboson cross-section
t/tt̄ cross-section
Z+jets modeling
tt̄ modeling
signal acceptance
total

description
integrated luminosity measurement
reconstruction, ID, electron veto, energy scale
trigger, reconstruction, ID, isolation, energy scale
trigger, reconstruction, ID, isolation, energy scale
uncertainty related to ETmiss soft terms
jet energy scale and energy resolution
tagging efficiency
pile-up measurement
cross-section calculation
cross-section calculation
PDFs, energy scale, QCD coupling constant
uncertainty on variable distribution shapes
factorization and renormalization scale, PDFs,
QCD scale, Monte Carlo tune (initial- and
final-state radiation)
-

no. contributions
1
25
15
12
3
17
14
1
1
1
12
4
5
111

Systematic uncertainties related to data-driven background estimation are analysis-specific and
were calculated by the analysis team. There are four basic sources of uncertainty and error when
using the fake-factor method:
1. the statistical uncertainties of data and subtracted Monte Carlo backgrounds in relevant
control regions,
2. the modeling uncertainty of subtracted Monte Carlo backgrounds in relevant control regions
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Figure 7.12: Distributions of pT (τhad-vis ) (left), pT (`) (center), and mtot
T (right) in the b-veto 1prong+3-prong eτhad-vis VR with W +jets background estimated using fW (pT (τhad-vis )) with (top)
and without (bottom) the fcorr (pT (`)) correction factor.

Figure 7.13: Distributions of pT (τhad-vis ) (left), pT (`) (center), and mtot
T (right) in the b-veto 1prong+3-prong µτhad-vis VR with W +jets background estimated using fW (pT (τhad-vis )) with (top)
and without (bottom) the fcorr (pT (`)) correction factor.
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3. uncertainty due to extrapolation of the fake factors from the control regions to the signal
region, and
4. error due to mismodeling of variable distributions not used for parametrizing the fake factors.
The statistical uncertainties were determined straightforwardly from histogram subtraction. The
modeling uncertainty of subtracted Monte Carlo background was accounted for by varying the
background normalization by a certain value and recalculating the fake factors. This value was
20% for the lepton fake factor in the τlep τhad channel and 10% for the W +jets fake factor in the
τlep τhad channel. The 10% value was determined from conservative estimates of the precision of
theoretical cross-section calculation and measurements on electron, muon and τhad-vis performance
at ATLAS. This percentage was doubled for the lepton fake factor, since the lepton fake control region does not use lepton isolation requirements, and non-isolated leptons had not been thoroughly
studied and validated. In the τhad τhad channel, the normalization of Monte Carlo backgrounds
used for calculating the QCD fake factor was varied by 1σ of the statistical uncertainty and the
total uncertainty from sources given in Table 7.4, added in quadrature. In the τlep τhad channel,
the full correction from data-driven correction factors is assigned as an additional source of uncertainty. Additionally, uncertainty due to extrapolating the W +jets fake factor from the W +jets
fake factor region (high mT (`, ETmiss )) to the signal region (low mT (`, ETmiss )) was accounted for
by checking the modeling in the validation region (intermediate mT (`, ETmiss )) and taking 100% of
the disagreement between data and estimated background in the pT (τhad-vis ) distribution as the
systematic uncertainty. In the τhad τhad channel no significant mismodeling was observed in control
and validation regions, and thus uncertainty due to fake factor extrapolation and mismodeling was
not taken into account. Systematic uncertainties on fake rates used in the τhad τhad channel are
determined from statistical uncertainties only; this is due to a very small amount of subtracted
Monte Carlo in the W-FR and T-FR regions used for fake rate estimation.

7.7

Statistical model and results

The parameter of interest in the analysis is the signal strength µ, defined as the ratio of the
observed value of the resonance production cross-section times the resonance branching ratio to
the predicted value:
µ=

(σ × B)observed
.
(σ × B)predicted

(7.12)

Predicted values are calculated for specific theoretical models, called benchmark scenarios. A
model-independent case is also evaluated, with (σ × B)predicted set to 1.0 pb. The parameter of
interest is estimated using a complex profile likelihood which parametrizes all available knowledge
and tests it against data [270–272]. The likelihood function is constructed as the product of Poisson
probability terms with one term derived from each bin of discriminating variable distributions in
the τhad τhad and τlep τhad channels and b-veto and b-tag categories:
L(n|µS + B) =

N
Y
(µSb + Bb )nb −(µSb +Bb )
e
.
nb !

(7.13)

b∈bins

Here, n is the number of observed (data) events, S is the number of expected signal events, and B
is the expected number of background events. The discriminating variable is the total transverse
mass mtot
T , defined in Eq. 7.2. Systematic uncertainties are treated as nuisance parameters θ parameters which are not of interest, but must be accounted for in the statistical model - and
constrained using Gaussian functions. The expected number of signal and background events are
functions of these nuisance parameters. Since the values of experimental nuisance parameters are
typically determined from measurements done with auxiliary datasets, an additional term is added
to reflect this knowledge:
N
Y
(ub )mb −ub
e
,
L(m|u) =
mb !

(7.14)

b∈bins

where m and u are the measured and expected number of events used to calculate the central value
of a nuisance parameter. This term acts as a penalty, increasing if a nuisance parameter is shifted
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away from its central value. It should be noted that some nuisance parameters, like floating normalizations, do not have assigned priors and are determined exclusively from the analysis dataset.
The full statistical model, a function of µ and θ, is then defined as follows:
L=

N
Y
(µSb (θ) + Bb (θ))nb −(µSb (θ)+Bb (θ))
e
L(m|u).
nb !

(7.15)

b∈bins

Next, a fit is conducted to maximize L(µ, θ) with respect to all parameters. The following test
statistic qµ is constructed to quantify the level of agreement between the observed data and a
hypothesis with a specific value of µ:
qµ = 2 ln

ˆ
L(µ, θ̂µ )
L(µ̂, θ̂)

(7.16)

,

ˆ
where µ̂ and θ̂ are parameter values that maximize the likelihood globally and θ̂ are nuisance parameter values that maximize the likelihood for a given µ. To test the background-only hypothesis,
µ is set to 0. The background-only hypothesis is used to set exclusion limits. Two types of limits
are typically calculated: expected and observed. The expected limit corresponds to what would
be obtained if real data from the detector matched the estimated background exactly. This is a
way of determining the sensitivity of the analysis before it is finalized, while keeping it blinded.
The observed limit is calculated using real data.
The post-fit distributions of the discriminating variable mtot
T in the signal region are shown in
Figure 7.14. The binning in these plots is the same as the binning used in the fit. The superimposed
signal histograms correspond to a few signal hypotheses. The fit was conducted simultaneously in
the signal region and the unbinned top control region (T-CR) in order to fix the normalization of
the t/tt̄ background.
The impact of various systematic uncertainties on the 95% confidence level upper exclusion
limits for two signal mass hypotheses is given in Table 7.5. The four most significant sources of
uncertainty are tau lepton identification efficiency, tau lepton energy scale, the modeling of Z+jets
background, and the modeling of background with jets misidentified as taus. The combined effect
of all other sources of uncertainty is small by comparison. The impact of systematic uncertainties
is much larger for the lower mass hypothesis (400 GeV) compared to the higher one (1 TeV). It is
also larger for ggH/A signal compared to bbH/A signal.
Table 7.5: The impact of systematic uncertainties on the 95% confidence level upper exclusion
limit for the production cross-section times branching ratio, expressed as the relative increase over
the expected limit. Values are given for two mass hypotheses (400 GeV and 1 TeV) and separately
for the two considered Higgs boson production modes.
source
τhad-vis ID efficiency
τhad-vis energy scale
Z+jets modeling
data-driven bkg modeling
other
total

7.7.1

ggH/A 400 GeV
14%
33%
27%
22%
9%
54%

ggH/A 1 TeV
16%
9%
19%
1%
4%
28%

bbH/A 400 GeV
12%
22%
8%
14%
11%
45%

bbH/A 1 TeV
8%
3%
4%
3%
2%
13%

Model-independent exclusion limits

In the model-independent approach, exclusion limits are set on the BSM Higgs boson production
cross-section times the branching ratio of Higgs boson decays to two tau leptons for each available
mass hypothesis. No assumptions are made about the relative fractions of Higgs bosons produced
via gluon-gluon fusion and b-associated production. Exclusion limits are set separately for each
production mode, as shown in Figure 7.15. Additionally, limits are calculated as a function of both
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Figure 7.14: Post-fit plots showing mtot
T distributions in the b-veto (left) and b-tag (right) categories
of the τlep τhad (top) and τhad τhad (bottom) channels.
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the Higgs boson mass and the relative production mode fractions by scanning over the fraction
of b-associated Higgs production in the range from 0 (gluon-gluon fusion only) to 1 (b-associated
production only) in increments of 0.05. These two-dimensional model-independent exclusion limits
were then used to derive model-dependent limits.

7.7.2

Model-dependent exclusion limits

In this analysis, a model-dependent exclusion limit was first set for the m125
benchmark scenario,
h
described in Section 1.2.4. The limit, shown in Figure 7.16, constrains the mA − tan β phase
space of the model. The lowest considered value of tan β was 0.5. Mass degeneracy of H and A
Higgs bosons (decoupling limit) was assumed; the blue area in the bottom left corner of the plot
corresponds to a region of phase space where the mass splitting would be above 50% of the mass
resolution, causing the limit to lose validity. Additionally, this region provides predictions that are
incompatible with the measured mass of the 125 GeV Higgs boson by over 3σ. The shape of the
exclusion limit in the low-mA region, near 350 GeV, reflects the behavior of the H/A → branching
ratio close to the H/A → tt̄ kinematic threshold for low tan β values. The limit excludes values
of tan β > 8 and tan β > 21 for mA = 500.0 GeV and mA = 1.5 TeV, respectively, at the 95%
confidence level.
This result was later reinterpreted for the hMSSM scenario, also described in Section 1.2.4, and
compared with exclusion limits obtained from other ATLAS searches and precision measurements.
A summary plot is shown in Figure 7.17. The area in grey corresponds to the exclusion limit set by
this analysis; as expected, the H/A → τ + τ − channel is especially useful for setting limits for high
tan β values. For tan β = 60, the limit on allowed mA masses is twice as stringent as the next-best
limit set by the H ± → τ ± ν analysis (2 TeV vs 1 TeV). For tan β values between approximately 6
and 25, no other ATLAS search has set limits on mA . The only other limits in this range come
from precision measurements of 125 GeV Higgs boson couplings, and for most tan β values they
are less stringent than the limits from the H/A → τ + τ − analysis.

7.8

Conclusion

The BSM H/A → τ + τ − analysis is one of several searches for BSM Higgs bosons at ATLAS.
So far no particles of this type have been found, but new results continue to constrain the phase
space of various BSM models. In this analysis round, the full Run 2 dataset was analyzed to set
improved exclusion limits using the analysis strategy from a previous paper. Limits were set on
BSM Higgs boson production cross-section times the branching ratio to two tau leptons as well as
on the mA − tan β phase space of the m125
and hMSSM benchmark scenarios.
h
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Figure 7.15: 95% confidence level exclusion limits on the BSM Higgs boson production cross-section
times H/A → τ + τ − branching ratio for gluon-gluon fusion (left) and b-associated (right) Higgs
boson production modes. Exclusion limits from the previous search, which analyzed 36 fb−1 of
data from ATLAS, are shown in red.

Figure 7.16: 95% confidence level exclusion limits on tan β as a function of Higgs boson mass in
the m125
benchmark scenario. The hatched area shows which side of the curve is excluded by the
h
analysis.
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Figure 7.17: A summary plot showing 95% confidence level exclusion limits on the tan β-mA phase
space of the hMSSM from various ATLAS searches and precision measurements. [273]
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Chapter 8

BSM H/A → τ +τ − Search:
Multivariate Classifier for Round 2
In the second round of the H/A → τ + τ − analysis, which was geared towards producing a ‘legacy’
paper, various improvements to the analysis strategy were implemented. These included switching
to a multivariate final discriminant, adding additional signal interpretations (decays of the BSM
Z 0 boson and third-generation scalar leptoquark to two tau leptons), improving the estimation of
background with jets misidentified as tau leptons, and extending the phase space. This chapter
will focus on the author’s contribution: the development of a multivariate final discriminant in the
τlep τhad channel.
final discriminating
The purpose of developing a multivariate classifier to replace the mtot
T
variable was to improve the sensitivity of the analysis. This classifier, which could combine information from various input variables carrying information about the kinematics and mass of the
τ + τ − system, would be a supervised machine learning model trained on labeled background and
signal events. The ultimate goal was to train a mass-parametrized neural network, which could
be trained on all signal mass points simultaneously and then used for calculating the limit at each
mass point, eliminating the need for training a different model for each mass point.

8.1

Methods

The ROOT-based TMVA toolkit (described in Section 3.4) was used to train and validate models.
Events were given weights for training and validation. These were the same weights as the ones
used in the standard analysis, taking into account Monte Carlo weights, cross-sections, luminosities, and fake/scale factors for background events estimated with data-driven methods. Events
with negative weights were dealt with by taking the absolute value of the weight during training.
For most studies involving ROC AUC calculation, a 50:50 train:test split was done in the interest of
time. For limit calculation, k-folding with five folds was utilized. Where the training and validation
datasets differed (ex. when tuning mass-parametrized neural networks to a certain mass) or a very
precise calculation of the ROC AUC was needed, models were evaluated with a separate python
script, employing stand-alone ROC AUC calculation, rather than using the built-in TMVA method.
At each step, some manual hyperparameter optimization was done. Quoted ROC AUC values
come from the best-performing, non-overfitted classifier found during optimization. For BDTs, optimization involved varying the number of trees, minimum node size, maximum tree depth, boost
type (AdaBoost or gradient boost), and number of cuts. For neural networks, the optimization
involved changing the architecture, the activation function (tanh, sigmoid, ReLU), and the variable
transformation method (normalization, decorrelation, Gaussianization).
The final figures of merit in this series of studies were 95% confidence level exclusion limits
on the BSM Higgs boson production cross-section times the branching ratio to two tau leptons.
These limits were calculated using the same approach as the one detailed in Section 7.7, but using
the classifier response distributions rather than mtot
T . Histograms were binned using the following
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algorithm:
• start with a very fine binning: 50 000 bins per histogram
• starting from the signal-like end, merge bins one by one until the following criteria are
satisfied:
– at least N background events in the merged bin (with N usually set to 5 or 10)
– at least M % of the signal in the merged bin (with M usually set to 2.5% or 5%)
then move on, starting another merged bin
• the final bin can have less than M % of the signal
In the case of mtot
T , the rebinning procedure started from the high-mass end of the distribution.
Limits will be quoted here in the limit+1σ
−1σ format.

8.2

Choosing input variables in the b-veto category

When choosing input variables for machine learning methods, it is important to consider how signal
differs from background and which variables might potentially be biased in Monte Carlo and datadriven fake events compared to real data. In the b-veto category, the main source of background
is from Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − events. This background is irreducible with respect to the signal, since the
composition of final state particles is the same. Differences in topologies between Higgs boson and
Z boson decays are primarily due to two factors: the mass and polarization of the boson.

8.2.1

Mass variables

Since it is difficult to reconstruct the invariant mass of a τ + τ − pair (due to the presence of multiple
neutrinos in the final state, which are not seen by the detector), distributions of mass variables like
mtot
T are necessarily wide, causing significant overlap for decays of Z bosons and low-mass BSM
∗
+ −
Higgs boson decays. A comparison of mtot
T and true invariant mass distributions for Z/γ → τ τ
and 200 GeV ggH/A and bbH/A Monte Carlo samples, after all selection cuts, is shown in Figure
8.1. Since multiple methods of approximating the invariant mass of τ + τ − pairs exist, combining
different mass variables in a multivariate classifier can mitigate this effect, improving the mass
resolution. In addition to mtot
T , the following mass variables might be useful:
• visible mass. This is the invariant mass of the lepton and visible tau. This variable is used
in event selection, to remove the Z → e+ e− peak in the eτhad-vis channel.
• Missing Mass Calculator mass [268]. The Missing Mass Calculator (MMC) is an algorithm for estimating the full invariant mass of the τ + τ − pair by minimizing a likelihood
function in the kinematically-allowed phase space region. The underlying requirement is that
mutual orientations of the decay products, including neutrinos, are consistent with the mass
and decay kinematics of a tau lepton. A scan is performed over the possible angles between
the neutrinos and the visible decay products, with each solution weighted according to probability density functions derived from simulated tau lepton decays. The MMC comes in two
versions: the original (MAXW) and a refactored version (MLM) with improvements for making the tool more comprehensible, faster, and easier to re-tune. For comparison purposes,
MMC masses were calculated using both MMC versions in the xTauFramework.
• collinear approximation mass [274]. This mass calculation method relies on two assumptions: that neutrinos from tau lepton decays are collinear with the visible tau lepton decay
products and that all of the missing energy in the event is due to neutrinos from tau lepton
decays. These are reasonable assumptions to make if the τ + τ − system is boosted. What
follows from these assumptions is that the azimuthal angle φ of the vector sum of neutrino
momenta and the angle of the missing energy is the same. With νlep referring to the electron
or muon neutrino in the leptonic tau lepton decay, νhad referring to a combination of the two
neutrinos originating from the hadronic tau lepton decay (a tau neutrino and an electron or
muon antineutrino, in the case of τ − decays), and p~T = (px , py ), the invariant mass of the
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τ + τ − pair can then be calculated as follows.
Starting from the assumption that missing energy is due to tau-decay neutrinos:
(8.1)

~ Tmiss ,
p~T (νlep ) + p~T (νhad ) = E
add the collinearity requirement:

(8.2)

~ Tmiss .
a · p~T (τlep ) + b · p~T (τhad ) = E
This can be broken up into x and y components:
a · px (τlep ) + b · px (τhad ) = Exmiss ,

(8.3)

a · py (τlep ) + b · py (τhad ) = Eymiss .

(8.4)

Solving for a and b, the components of neutrino three-momenta can be calculated:
p~(νlep ) = a · p~(τlep ),

(8.5)

p~(νhad ) = b · p~(τhad ).

(8.6)

Finally, the invariant mass of the full system can be calculated in the usual way:
q
p(νlep )| + |~
p(νhad )|]2 − (Σpx )2 − (Σpy )2 − (Σpz )2 , (8.7)
m(τ τ ) = [E(τlep ) + E(τhad ) + |~
where the sums are over τlep , τhad , νlep , and νhad . There is no solution in cases where visible
tau leptons are exactly back-to-back.
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Figure 8.1: Distributions of mtot
T (left) and the true resonance mass (right) for Z/γ → τ τ
background and 200 GeV ggH/A and bbH/A signal.

Distributions of these mass variables for Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − , 200 GeV ggH/A, and 2500 GeV ggH/A
samples are shown in Figures 8.2-8.3. No selection cuts were applied other than ‘truth-matching’
the tau leptons to make sure they came from Z and H/A boson decays rather than from other
sources, like B meson decays. Events that did not have a solution for the collinear approximation
mass calculation were assigned a value of 0 for this variable. For all samples, the different mass
variables had quite different distributions and resolutions. Visible mass was consistently the mass
variable with the lowest average value (due to not accounting for neutrinos) and the best resolution.
The mtot
T variable had a slightly higher average value - though still below the true resonance mass
- and a slightly worse resolution. Collinear approximation mass and MMC MAXW mass both
had long tails for Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − and 200 GeV ggH/A samples. For some events, no solution was
found for the MMC methods; This was especially true for 2500 GeV ggH/A signal. Table 8.1 lists
the percentages of events with zero-valued MMC mass variables. The correlations between all five
mass variables in Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − and 200 GeV ggH/A events are shown in Figure 8.4. Events with
zero-valued MMC were not included in the correlation matrix calculation. In both samples, the
collinear approximation mass shows the least correlation with other mass variables, in the 29%-64%
range. Other variables are correlated with each other at a 69%-77% level.
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Figure 8.2: Distributions of various τ + τ − mass variables in Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − (left) and 200 GeV
ggH/A (right) samples. No selection cuts have been applied other than truth-matching the tau
leptons. Note that the x-axis ranges are different.

Figure 8.3: Distributions of various τ + τ − mass variables in the 2500 GeV ggH/A sample, with
(left) and without (right) the first bin containing zero-value events. No selection cuts have been
applied other than truth-matching tau leptons.

Figure 8.4: Correlation matrices for the considered mass variables, calculated for Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ −
(left) and 200 GeV ggH/A (right) samples.
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Table 8.1: Percentages of events with zero-valued mass variables in the studied samples.
Sample
Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ −
200 GeV ggH/A
2500 GeV ggH/A

MMC MAXW = 0
0.4%
0.9%
61.8%

MMC MLM = 0
0.4%
0.9%
62.0%

Figure 8.5: ROC AUC values of BDTs trained on Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − background and 200 GeV
ggH/A+bbH/A signal in the b-veto category, using different mass variables.

8.2.2

Polarization variable

The other difference between Z and Higgs boson decays is due to different polarizations of the
bosons. The Z boson is a vector boson with a polarization of -1, causing tau leptons from Z →
τ + τ − decays to have a polarization of approximately -14.5%, as discussed in Section 6.3. The
Higgs boson under consideration in this analysis is a scalar, lacking polarization. In this scenario,
tau leptons from H → τ + τ − decays would also be unpolarized. One observable which can be used
for determining the polarization of tau leptons is the visible momentum fraction of τ ± → π ± ν
decays xπ , which was used in Monte Carlo sample validation in Section 6.3. However, as this
observable can only be calculated for one tau lepton decay channel, this is not useful for event-wise
model training and application. Another observable which can be more broadly used is the charged
energy asymmetry Υ for 1-prong tau lepton decays [275]:
Υ=

E(π ± ) − E(π 0 )
pT (track)
≈2
− 1,
π± + π0
pT (τhad-vis )

(8.8)

though this variable is still limited in that in can only be calculated (in a meaningful way) for
1-prong decays. In order to use this variable in a multivariate model, two approaches can be taken:
either train separate models for 1-prong and 3-prong events (with Υ used as an input variable only
in the former) or train one model which uses Υ for both types of events, with the understanding
that it does not contribute meaningful information in the case of 3-prong events. The distribution
of Υ for 1-prong events, after all selection cuts, is shown in Figure 8.6.
The usefulness of this variable was tested using only 1-prong Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − and 200 GeV
ggH/A events. By itself, Υ is a weakly discriminating variable, yielding a ROC AUC value of
tot
0.573, compared to 0.939 for mtot
T . A model trained on mT and Υ performed only marginally
better than a model trained only on mtot
,
with
a
ROC
AUC
value of 0.940.
T

8.2.3

Other variables and final variable list

The b-veto category also has small but significant contributions from reducible backgrounds:
Z/γ ∗ → l+ l− , multijet background, and W +jets background. Contributions from diboson and
t/tt̄ backgrounds are very small. These backgrounds differ from signal more significantly. For
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Figure 8.6: Distribution of the Υ variable for 200 GeV ggH/A signal and Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − background
1-prong events after selection.

backgrounds with jets or light leptons misidentified as tau leptons (‘fake background’), an improvement in performance can be gained from kinematic variables like missing transverse energy,
τhad-vis and light lepton three-momenta, and angles between the τhad-vis object, the light lepton,
and missing transverse energy. The use of the tau lepton identification score should in principle
give a large performance boost, discriminating between true tau leptons and jets misidentified as
tau leptons, but its use is difficult for two major reasons. Firstly, the data-driven fake estimation
method used in the first analysis round uses a fail-tau-ID region, with events from this region propagated to the signal region with fake factor weights. Thus, the tau lepton identification score of jets
misidentified as tau leptons is by design mismatched from what would be seen in real data in the
signal region, as tau leptons in real data events would have to pass the medium tau lepton identification selection requirement. Likewise, variables related to the tau lepton identification score, like
the number of tracks in core and isolation regions of τhad-vis candidates, are biased because of the
fake estimation method. A few approaches to get around these issues were investigated when using
ntuples with BDT tau lepton identification; these studies are documented in Section 8.4. After
the move to RNN tau lepton identification, which resulted in the number of jets misidentified as
tau leptons falling by about 50%, these attempts were abandoned, as the improvement gained by
using the tau lepton identification score would be marginal.
In principle, the same classifier performance can be obtained with different combinations of
input variables carrying the same information, though model architectures might need to be finetuned (for example by using deeper neural networks when training with lower-level variables). For
efficiency, the final input variable lists were designed in such a way as to maximize the ROC AUC
(without overfitting) with the minimum number of variables. Variable ranking lists calculated by
TMVA were used as a rough guide, though they fluctuated significantly with changes in model hyperparameters. Variables considered in the rankings included all mass variables mentioned above,
Υ, three-vectors of the lepton and tau, the 2-vector of missing transverse energy, distances in η
and φ between objects, and differences of pT between the objects. The shortest input variable
list which maximized the ROC AUC for each background contribution is as follows: mtot
T , visible
mass, MMC mass (it is sufficient to choose either MAXW or MLM), pT (τhad-vis ), η(τhad-vis ), pT (`),
and ∆φ(`, τhad-vis ). Table 8.2 shows a breakdown of useful variables by background contribution.
Figure 8.7 shows the changes in ROC AUC for each background contribution as these variables
are added in order to model training; this figure also shows the ROC AUC for two methods of
combining background contributions in one classifier, which will be discussed below. Based on
both combinations, the final input variable list can be truncated to only include mtot
T , visible mass,
MMC mass, and pT (τhad-vis ).
The same input list can also be used for all signal mass points above 200 GeV, since the Higgs
production process remains the same. However, for the highest masses mtot
T is already an excellent
discriminating variable, and it is unlikely that any non-negligible improvement can be obtained
with a multivariate classifier. The ROC AUC obtained using only mtot
T compared to using all
b-veto input variables is the same: 0.999, as calculated by TMVA. To say conclusively whether any
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difference in performance exists, the limit must be calculated.
mtot
T
visible mass
MMC mass
pT (τhad-vis )
η(τhad-vis )
lep pt
∆φ(`, τhad-vis )

Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ −
4
4
4
4

Z/γ ∗ → `+ `−
4
4
4
4
4

W +jets
4
4
4
4

multijet
4
4
4
4

4

4

4
4

combined
4
4
4
4

Table 8.2: Lists of variables which increased the ROC AUC when added in sequence for different
background contributions in the b-veto category.

Figure 8.7: ROC AUC values of BDTs trained on different backgrounds and input variable lists
in the b-veto category. The signal in each case was 200 GeV bbH/A+ggH/A. ‘Combined nominal’
refers to training and testing with all four backgrounds contributions, using nominal weights for
all events. ‘Combined normalized’ refers to training with background where each of the four
contributions was normalized to 1 using the sum of weights, and testing on background with
nominal weights.

8.2.4

Combining background contributions

Ultimately, information about all the background contributions must be combined in one classifier.
There are a few ways of going about this, including:
1. training a binary classifier on nominally-scaled background contributions; that is,
use nominal weights (including fake factors) for all background events, so that the background
composition in the training is the same as the background composition in the signal region.
All background contributions form one background event class.
2. training a binary classifier on normalized background contributions; that is, reweight
background so that each contribution is normalized to the same number of events in train107

ing. This helps the model to learn all the backgrounds, but it might not result in optimal
performance on standard background composition.
3. training a multi-class classifier with multiple labels; ex. Z decays, fakes (jets misidentified as tau leptons), and signal. Instead of outputting one ‘model score’, the model would
output a probability for each class. The distribution of one of these, the probability of events
belonging to the signal class, can be used for limit setting. This can allow the model to learn
different topologies for different background classes instead of ‘averaging’ over all background
events. However, it is much slower to train than a binary classifier and might not result in
an improved performance.
First, options 1 and 2 were compared. In the first case, BDT and NN models with a 50:50
train-test split were trained on b-veto 200 GeV ggH/A and bbH/A signal and Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − ,
Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− , multijet, and W +jets background, all with nominal weights. In the second case,
no changes were made to signal weighting, but the four background contributions were all scaled
to the same number of events. Final input variable lists described above were used in both cases.
The models were checked for overfitting, and then applied to c16d signal and background with
nominal weights. The ROC AUC values were very similar: 0.943 for option 1 and 0.942 for option
2. Therefore, option 1 was chosen for simplicity.
To check the viability of using option 3 - which is supported by TMVA but in a more limited
capacity compared to binary classification - a simplified study was conducted. Two background
classes were used: Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − background and W +jets background. 200 GeV bbH/A and
ggH/A signal samples were grouped in one signal category. The performance of the multiclass
classifier was judged based on the signal-vs-rest ROC AUC calculated on validation events. The
best achieved value when training a BDT with default background weights was 0.899, compared
to 0.949 for a binary BDT classifier using the same input parameters and samples. In the case of a
BDT trained and tested on background samples reweighted to the same number of events, the best
ROC AUC was 0.916, compared to 0.934 for a comparable binary classifier. A multiclass MLP
classifier performed even more poorly, achieving a maximum ROC AUC of 0.908 when testing and
training on reweighted background samples. Additionally, multiclass classifiers almost always overfitted, even when using a simple architecture and few training epochs. For example, the multiclass
BDT trained on events with nominal weights achieved a ROC AUC of 0.915 on training events
- 0.016 higher than on testing events. In comparison, the corresponding binary BDT achieved
the same ROC AUC for both training and testing events. The difference in performance between
binary and multiclass classifiers is understandable, as different metrics are optimized during training. A binary classifier is trained to maximize the separation between signal and background (by
maximizing the ROC AUC), but a multiclass classifier is trained to maximize the accuracy of identifying events from different classes - which, in general, will not lead to an optimal signal-vs-rest
ROC AUC.

8.3

Choosing input variables in the b-tag category

No irreducible background is present in the b-tag category; therefore, a larger improvement is expected when using a multivariate classifier. Additionally, the presence of a b-jet in the final state
provides a set of additional useful input variables, such as the b-jet three-momentum, the invariant
mass of the τ + τ − -jet triple, and ∆φ, ∆η, and ∆pT between the b-jet and other final-state objects.
All of these variables, in addition to variables listed in Section 8.2, were used to find the optimum
input variable list.
Similarly to the b-veto category, the impact of the input variables on the classifier performance
were studied for the main background contributions: single t quark and tt̄ background, W +jets,
multijet, Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − , and Z/γ ∗ → `+ `− background. The minimum list of input variables
maximizing the ROC AUC for each background contribution - and the combined background - is
as follows: mtot
T , visible mass, MMC mass, pT (τhad-vis ), ∆φ(`, τhad-vis ), pT (b-jet), ∆η(b-jet, `), and
∆η(b-jet, τhad-vis ). The breakdown of useful input variables by background contribution is shown
in Table 8.3, and the ROC AUC values for different sets of input variables are plotted in Figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8: ROC AUC values of BDT models trained on different backgrounds and input variable
lists in the b-tag category. The signal in each case was 200 GeV bbH/A+ggH/A. ‘Combined
nominal’ refers to training and testing with all four backgrounds contributions, using nominal
weights for all events. ‘Combined normalized’ refers to training with background where each of
the four contributions was normalized to 1 using the sum of weights, and testing on background
with nominal weights.
mtot
T

visible mass
MMC mass
pT (τhad-vis )
∆φ(`, τhad-vis )
pT (b-jet)
∆η(b-jet, `)
∆η(b-jet, τhad-vis )

tt̄
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

single t
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ −
4
4
4

4

W +jets
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

multijet
4
4
4

4

combined
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Table 8.3: Lists of variables which increased the ROC AUC when added in sequence for different
background contributions in the b-tag category.
For completeness, the three approaches to background composition used in training were studied also in the b-tag category. The results were largely the same as in the b-veto category. The
binary classifier outperformed the multiclass classifier regardless of whether the background contributions were normalized or not.
While at the high end of the signal mass spectrum mtot
T is still an excellent discriminating
variable (as in the b-veto category), some more improvement might be obtained here with a multivariate discriminant. This is due to two reasons. For one, the t/tt̄ background is broader than
Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − background, so there is greater overlap between signal and background than in
the b-veto category. For another, in the b-tag category we can go beyond improving mass resolution by using kinematic variables, so even events that overlap in the mass distribution can be
discriminated.

8.4

Pseudo-continuous tau lepton identification study

As discussed in Section 8.2, using the tau lepton identification score would be useful for discriminating between true tau leptons and jets misidentified as tau leptons, but is technically challenging.
The simplest way to obtain a correctly-modeled tau lepton identification score distribution is to
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use the existing working points and define a few disjoint categories: medium-not-tight, tight, and if the selection cuts are loosened - loose-not-medium. Fake estimation can then be done using the
standard method, but with a separate fake factor calculated for each category. Fake events would
still be propagated from fail-ID regions, and the tau lepton identification value would simply be
reassigned to match the pass-ID region: loose for the loose-not-medium background component,
medium for the medium-not-tight background component, and tight for the tight background component.

Figure 8.9: The proportions of W +jets background (red) and ggH/A 200 GeV signal (blue) events
passing at least medium (left) and at least tight (right) tau lepton identification in the signal
region, where the minimum tau lepton identification requirement has been changed from medium
to loose. The distributions have been normalized to 1.

Figure 8.9 shows the distributions of the number of W +jets fake and ggH/A 200 GeV events
passing and failing the medium and tight tau lepton identification requirements in the b-veto category after estimating background with jets misidentified as tau leptons using the method described
above. Selection cuts are nominal with the exception of the tau lepton identification cut, which
was changed from medium to loose. As expected, signal events tend to have higher tau lepton
identification scores than events with jets misidentified as tau leptons, which is particularly visible
for the tight tau lepton identification distribution. The ROC AUC obtained after adding medium
and tight tau lepton identification variables to the training was 0.884, compared to 0.867 when
training without these variables. This is a significant improvement for the background contribution
with jets misidentified as tau leptons; however, when all the backgrounds are combined, the change
in the ROC AUC value is negligible.
A better improvement could be obtained when using the continuous tau lepton identification
score distribution rather than discrete working points. The challenge with this, however, is that
tau lepton identification scores cannot be easily ‘reassigned’ in the same way that working points
can. Instead, a different fake estimation method is required - one that does not use fail-ID region.
One possibility is using the same-sign region. To test the feasibility of this, SS→OS fake factors
were calculated in the W-FR (with a medium tau lepton identification cut). As for standard failtauID→pass-tauID fake factors, the SS→OS fake factors were binned in pT (τhad-vis ), and a scale
factor was derived to fix the mismodeling seen in the pT (`) distribution. The modeling of a few
key variables was checked in the W-FR after applying the scale factor. Unfortunately, significant
mismodeling was observed in many variable distributions, likely due to the different compositions
of events with jets misidentified as tau leptons in the OS and SS regions. In true W +jets events,
the W ± boson and the leading quark-initiated jet tend to have opposite signs. In the SS region,
quark-initiated jets can originate from gluon splitting (g → q q̄), produced independently from the
W boson.
Due to the relatively small size of the background contribution from events with jets misidentified as tau leptons, especially after the switch to RNN tau lepton identification, studies on
pseudo-continuous and continuous tau lepton identification use were discontinued at this stage.
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8.5

Training a mass-parametrized neural network

An alternative approach to training one machine learning model per signal mass point was developed in [276]. In this approach, one neural network is trained on all signal samples simultaneously,
with the signal mass (msignal ) included as an additional input parameter. Signal mass values must
also be assigned to background events in such a way as to not bias the framework - in other words,
the msignal distributions in signal and background events used in training must be the same. This
can be achieved in two ways:
• assigning a randomly-selected msignal value to each background event
• using N copies of each background event in the training, where N is the number of signal
mass points, with each copy assigned a different msignal value.
In both approaches, the msignal distribution can be either flat (by normalizing each mass point to
the same value) or non-flat (typically by using nominal weight values). With a non-flat msignal
distribution, care must be taken to use the correct probability distribution for choosing random
msignal values or to reweight background copies by appropriate values. The second approach, using
N copies of background, is generally preferable to the first, as the background distribution remains
the same for each signal hypothesis. This is especially important in the high-mass tail, where there
are fewer background events. A drawback is that using such a large number of training events can
max out available computer memory. When applying the model to a specific signal hypothesis, the
user must specify one msignal value for the signal and background; this is called tuning the network.
An advantage of parametrized neural networks (PNNs) is that they are able to interpolate
between mass points that were used in training; that is, they can be tuned to msignal values that
were not previously seen by the network. Models trained on single mass points, on the other hand,
typically only have good sensitivity in a small region around the mass point used in training. This
can be verified by dropping an available mass point from training and then checking the performance of the trained network on this mass point. Another advantage is the convenience of having
a single model rather than a set of individually-trained BDTs or neural networks. On the other
hand, PNNs take a long time to train, typically orders of magnitude longer than a BDT, making
them difficult to optimize.
In this study, PNNs were trained using the entire mass range in the b-veto and b-tag categories,
using the same input parameters as the ones listed in Sections 8.2 and 8.3, with the addition of the
msignal variable. The following mass points were used in training: {200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 500,
600, 700, 800, 1200, 1500, 2000, 2500} GeV. The large gap between the 800 GeV and 1200 GeV
mass points is due to a missing sample: the 1000 GeV ggH/A signal sample was unavailable (at
xAOD level) when these studies were conducted. All mass points were normalized to the same
number of events, resulting in a flat msignal distribution.
Both approaches to assigning msignal values to background events were compared in the b-veto
category with 200 GeV ggH/A signal. The background used for this check was Z/γ ∗ → τ + τ − and
W +jets background, and all background contributions (including diboson and t quark events) were
used in evaluation. Performance was compared by calculating the expected 95% confidence level
exclusion limit, as described in Section 8.1, to get a more accurate sense of the difference between
the two approaches than would be possible with ROC AUC values only. The PNN with N copies of
the background used in training performed better, with an upper limit of 0.119+0.110
−0.031 pb compared
to 0.141+0.131
pb
for
a
PNN
with
a
single
copy
of
the
background.
Therefore,
training with N
−0.036
copies of background was used for all further studies.
To check the interpolation between mass points used in training, two PNNs were trained in the
b-veto category: the first one was trained on the full mass range, and the second one on the full
mass range without the 500 GeV mass point. Both PNNs were subsequently tuned to 500 GeV
and ROC AUC values were calculated: 0.978 for the first PNN and 0.974 for the second PNN.
While these values are similar, there is a certain drop in performance when the PNN is asked to
interpolate.
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The goal with the PNN approach is obtaining a performance as least as good as that obtained
for a set of BDTs. Optimizing PNN hyperparameters to reach this goal proved to be difficult
due to the time needed to train a single PNN and to a certain instability - small changes in
hyperparameters sometimes produced large changes in model performance - in the TMVA toolkit.
The b-veto category proved to be especially troublesome, with poor PNN performance typically
seen for the higher mass points. In this mass range, little to no improvement over the standard
mtot
final discriminating variable was expected, but including mass points from this range in
T
training seemed to produce some unwelcome effects. A number of attempts and checks were
conducted to fix the performance, including changing the input variable list, dropping some lower
mass points from training to obtain a more even mass point spacing, and using various non-flat
msignal distributions (ex. ones with higher mass points normalized to higher values). Nevertheless,
some drop in performance was always observed. The ‘final’ b-veto PNN model discussed in the
next section is the best-performing model trained using the nominal input variable list with a flat
msignal distribution with all points included in training.

8.6

Model performance comparison

The performance of the PNNs was compared to the performance of BDTs and the standard mtot
T
method by calculating expected 95% exclusion limits, with statistical uncertainties only, for each
mass point. The final PNN models for the b-veto and b-tag categories were trained using the
full 200-2500 GeV mass range. Both PNNs had the same architecture: one input layer with N
neurons, where N was the number of input variables (5 for b-veto and 9 for b-tag), one hidden
layer with N + 1 neurons using the tanh activation function, and one output layer with 1 neuron
using the softmax activation function. Variables were transformed using TMVA normalization
(VarTransform=N). The number of training epochs was set at 200 for all PNNs. The final set of
BDTs was created by training two gradient-boosted BDTs for each mass point: one for the b-veto
category and one for the b-tag category. The BDTs were typically composed of 80 trees with a
minimum node size of 2.5% and maximum depth of 4. Each model was checked for overfitting
before calculating the limits. Histogram binning for limit calculation was done using the algorithm
described in Section 8.1 requiring N = 10 background events and M = 5% of signal events per
bin.
In the b-tag category, Figures 8.10-8.12, PNN and BDT models outperform mtot
T across the
entire mass range, with the largest difference for the lowest mass points. For the 200 GeV mass
hypothesis, the limit obtained with the PNN is 66.3% lower than the limit obtained with the mtot
T
final discriminant for ggH/A signal and 56.2% lower for the bbH/A signal. The corresponding
percentages for the 200 GeV BDT compared to mtot
T are 67.5% and 62.4%. For the 2500 GeV mass
hypothesis, the improvement obtained with the PNN compared to mtot
T is 2.8% for ggH/A signal
and 3.1% for bbH/A signal. The corresponding percentages for the 2500 GeV BDT compared to
mtot
T are 12.5% and 10.7%. PNN and BDT performance is compared in Figure 8.12. BDTs outperform the PNN across the entire mass range for both ggH/A and bbH/A signal, with differences
between scores reaching up to 15%. These differences are small compared to the ±1σ uncertainty
band.
In the b-veto category, Figures 8.13-8.15, the improvement obtained with machine learning
methods compared to mtot
T was not as dramatic; this was due to a larger percentage of irreducible
background. The PNN outperformed mtot
T only in the 200-500 GeV range, with improvements of
22.9% for 200 GeV ggH/A signal and 22.5% for 200 GeV bbH/A signal. Above 500 GeV the PNN
underperformed compared to mtot
T , with discrepancies up to 42% for the 1200 GeV mass point. The
BDTs yield an improvement up to around 800 GeV. For the 200 GeV mass point, the improvement
over mtot
T was 28.6% for ggH/A signal and 28.5% for bbH/A signal. Past 800 GeV, the BDTs
performed on par with or worse than mtot
T . This issue was not picked up during validation with
TMVA (prior to calculating limits), as the ROC AUC values for high mass points were very close
to 1. While it should be possible to find BDT hyperparameters to match mtot
T performance for
all mass points, it seems unlikely that any significant improvement could be obtained. In this
case, using mtot
T rather than a machine learning model for the highest mass points would be more
efficient. In the case of the PNN, it could be better to retrain the model using only the 200-500 GeV
range, or attempt to match BDT performance using the 200-800 GeV range.
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Figure 8.10: Expected 95% confidence level exclusion limit comparison for mtot
T and PNN discriminants in the b-tag category. The limits are on the BSM Higgs boson production cross-section times
H/A → τ + τ − branching ratio for gluon-gluon fusion (left) and b-associated production (right)
Higgs boson production modes, using only τlep τhad events. The black dashed line and the green
and yellow bands correspond respectively to the expected limit and ±1σ, ±2σ uncertainty calculated using the mtot
T final discriminant. The red dashed line corresponds to the expected limit
calculated using the b-tag PNN tuned to each mass point; the uncertainty bands for the PNN are
not shown. Only statistical uncertainty is included.

8.7

Modeling of variable distributions

While machine learning models do not introduce additional systematic uncertainties, it is necessary
to check that all input variable distributions are correctly modeled in order to avoid bias when
applying the models to real data. Validation-region plots of all input variables for the b-tag and
b-veto models are shown in Figures 8.16-8.17 and 8.18, respectively. Only statistical uncertainties
are included, as systematic variations were not yet available in the analysis workflow at the time of
writing this thesis. In both the b-tag and the b-veto categories the number of data events is a few
percentage points higher than the number of estimated background events. This points towards a
possible problem with the data-driven background component. This issue was not investigated, as
a new, improved data-driven background estimation method was being developed in parallel (but
had not been finished by the time of writing this thesis).
In both the b-tag and the b-veto categories, a slope is seen in the ratio of data to estimated
background for low values of mass variables. This is similar to what was observed during the last
analysis round. In the b-tag category, this type of slope is also seen in pT (b-jet) and pT (τhad-vis )
distributions, while ∆η(b-jet, τhad-vis /`) variables show some mismodeling at values around -2. As
in the previous analysis round, this amount of mismodeling should be covered by systematic uncertainties; alternatively, it might be resolved with the improved data-driven background estimation
method. In addition to comparing the distributions of input variables, the machine learning model
response distributions were also compared in the validation region (Figures 8.19-8.20). Interestingly, the ratio of data to estimated background is quite flat for both PNN and BDT classifiers
in both the b-tag and b-veto categories, and discrepancies should be easily covered by systematic
uncertainties.

8.8

Conclusion

Both machine learning approaches - training a tunable PNN on all Higgs boson mass hypotheses and
training a BDT for each mass hypothesis - resulted in an increase in analysis sensitivity compared to
the standard mtot
T final discriminant for the entire mass range of the b-tag category and the low mass
range of the b-veto category. The improvement in sensitivity, measured by calculating the expected
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Figure 8.11: Expected 95% confidence level exclusion limit comparison for mtot
T and BDT discriminants in the b-tag category. The limits are on the BSM Higgs boson production cross-section times
H/A → τ + τ − branching ratio for gluon-gluon fusion (left) and b-associated production (right)
Higgs boson production modes, using only τlep τhad events. The black dashed line and the green
and yellow bands correspond respectively to the expected limit and ±1σ, ±2σ uncertainty calculated using the mtot
T final discriminant. The red dashed line corresponds to the expected limit
calculated using the b-tag BDT set; the uncertainty bands for the BDTs are not shown. Only
statistical uncertainty is included.
95% confidence level exclusion limits, was as high as 67.5% for the 200 GeV mass hypothesis in
the b-tag category and 28.6% for the 200 GeV mass hypothesis in the b-veto category. The best
performance was obtained with BDTs, which were much faster to train and easier to optimize than
a PNN. Improved PNN performance might be obtained with more advanced machine learning
frameworks instead of the TMVA toolkit, though a cost-benefit analysis should be carried out to
determine whether the time investment would be worth the (possibly quite modest) increase in
performance.
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Figure 8.12: Expected 95% confidence level exclusion limit comparison for PNN and BDT discriminants in the b-tag category. The limits are on the BSM Higgs boson production cross-section times
H/A → τ + τ − branching ratio for gluon-gluon fusion (left) and b-associated production (right)
Higgs boson production modes, using only τlep τhad events. The black dashed line and the green
and yellow bands correspond respectively to the expected limit and ±1σ, ±2σ uncertainty calculated using the PNN final discriminant tuned to each mass point. The red dashed line corresponds
to the expected limit calculated using the b-tag BDT set; the uncertainty bands for the BDTs are
not shown. Only statistical uncertainty is included.

Figure 8.13: Expected 95% confidence level exclusion limit comparison for mtot
T and PNN discriminants in the b-veto category. The limits are on the BSM Higgs boson production cross-section
times H/A → τ + τ − branching ratio for gluon-gluon fusion (left) and b-associated production
(right) Higgs boson production modes, using only τlep τhad events. The black dashed line and the
green and yellow bands correspond respectively to the expected limit and ±1σ, ±2σ uncertainty
calculated using the mtot
T final discriminant. The red dashed line corresponds to the expected limit
calculated using the b-veto PNN tuned to each mass point; the uncertainty bands for the PNN are
not shown. Only statistical uncertainty is included.
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Figure 8.14: Expected 95% confidence level exclusion limit comparison for mtot
T and BDT discriminants in the b-veto category. The limits are on the BSM Higgs boson production cross-section
times H/A → τ + τ − branching ratio for gluon-gluon fusion (left) and b-associated production
(right) Higgs boson production modes, using only τlep τhad events. The black dashed line and the
green and yellow bands correspond respectively to the expected limit and ±1σ, ±2σ uncertainty
calculated using the mtot
T final discriminant. The red dashed line corresponds to the expected limit
calculated using the b-veto BDT set; the uncertainty bands for the BDTs are not shown. Only
statistical uncertainty is included.

Figure 8.15: Expected 95% confidence level exclusion limit comparison for PNN and BDT discriminants in the b-veto category. The limits are on the BSM Higgs boson production cross-section
times H/A → τ + τ − branching ratio for gluon-gluon fusion (left) and b-associated production
(right) Higgs boson production modes, using only τlep τhad events. The black dashed line and the
green and yellow bands correspond respectively to the expected limit and ±1σ, ±2σ uncertainty
calculated using the PNN final discriminant. The red dashed line corresponds to the expected limit
calculated using the b-veto BDT set; the uncertainty bands for the BDTs are not shown. Only
statistical uncertainty is included.
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Figure 8.16: b-tag validation region distributions of the following input variables: mtot
T (top left),
mvis (top right), MMC mass (center left), pT (τhad-vis ) (center right), ∆φ(`, τhad-vis ) (bottom left),
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Figure 8.17: b-tag validation region distributions of the following input variables: ∆η(b-jet, `) (left)
and ∆η(b-jet, τhad-vis ) (right). Only statistical uncertainty is shown.
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Figure 8.18: b-veto validation region distributions of the following input variables: mtot
T (top left),
mvis (top right), MMC mass (bottom left), pT (τhad-vis ) (bottom right). Only statistical uncertainty
is shown.
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Figure 8.19: b-tag validation region distributions of 200 GeV b-tag BDT (left) and PNN (right)
model scores; the BDT was trained on 200 GeV signal only, while the PNN was trained on all
signal hypotheses and tuned to 200 GeV. Only statistical uncertainty is shown.
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Figure 8.20: b-veto validation region distributions of 200 GeV b-veto BDT (left) and PNN (right)
model scores; the BDT was trained on 200 GeV signal only, while the PNN was trained on all
signal hypotheses and tuned to 200 GeV. Only statistical uncertainty is shown.
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Chapter 9

Summary
The focus of this thesis was on additional Higgs bosons predicted by Two-Higgs-Doublet Models (2HDMs), a family of simple extensions of the Standard Model. Of particular interest is the
type-II 2HDM, which corresponds to the Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM). The discovery of supersymmetry would be a big breakthrough in particle physics,
cleanly solving the Higgs mass fine-tuning problem and providing a dark matter candidate, among
other benefits. Even without supersymmetry, the presence of additional Higgs bosons could help
cancel out bosonic and fermionic quantum fluctuations responsible for the Higgs fine-tuning problem and the cosmological constant problem, as was explored in Chapter 5. Two chapters of this
thesis, Chapters 7 and 8, were dedicated to the search for additional heavy neutral Higgs bosons
decaying to two tau leptons at the ATLAS detector, part of the LHC complex at CERN. The
results were interpreted in two MSSM benchmark scenarios. While no trace of a new boson was
found, the analysis was able to set the most stringent constraints on the MSSM phase space to date.
Tau leptons, featuring in the final state of the ATLAS search described here, are interesting
particles in their own right, so much so that they warranted their own chapter. Chapter 6 was dedicated exclusively to validation studies of ATLAS Monte Carlo samples with these complex leptons.
With a relatively short lifetime and large mass, their myriad decay modes allow for glimpses into
the nature of the electroweak sector, by allowing measurements of tau lepton polarization and, consequently, of the weak mixing angle. At the same time, the abundance of tau lepton decay modes
makes their reconstruction and identification in the ATLAS detector quite a challenge. This challenge, like many others in experimental particle physics and beyond, is being tackled with machine
learning methods, with a large improvement seen in the recent upgrade from a boosted decision
tree classifier to a recurrent neural network (deep learning) model, described in the Background
part in Chapter 4. The potential of machine learning was also exploited by the author in the
hopes of constructing a classifier capable of differentiating between signal and background events
in the τlep τhad channel of the ATLAS H/A → τ + τ − search and of outperforming the nominal final
discriminating variable. This endeavor was successful, yielding improvements of up to 67.5% and
28.6% in the exclusion limits calculated for low mass points in the two analysis categories under
consideration: final states with and without b-jets, respectively.
As the phase space of Two-Higgs-Doublet Models continues to be constrained by searches and
precision measurements, the realization of supersymmetry in Nature seems increasingly unlikely.
However, is the author’s hope that exciting new discoveries and insights into physics beyond the
Standard Model are just around the corner, and the field will continue to flourish for many years
to come.
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